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3-Power Nuclear
Command Planned

PARIS (AP ) — U.S. Secretary
of State Dean Rusk called today
for more intimate Allied consultations on world problems, a
sympathetic reception to the

HERO REVISITS HEADQUARTERS . . . Gen. Anthony
C. McAuliffe is shown when he was commander of 101st Airborne Division in 1944 and as he revisited his command post
at Bastogne, Belgium, recently. It was from here that Gen.

McAulifEe issued his famous "Nuts" reply to a German surrender ultimatum during the "Battle of the Bulge" on Dec.
22, 1944. He is now 66 and retired. (AP Photofax )

Negro Leaders
Jubilant Over
Court's Ruling

*

*

•

German General
Knew Battle of
Bulge Would Fail

Bendix Dead
In Hollywood

During his career, Bendix
played characters ranging from
brutal villains to everybody 's
pal.
Funeral services are tentatively scheduled for Thursday in
suburban Van»Nuys.
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Gen. Hrlnrleri von Luettwitz
He Received 'Nuts ' Reply

would be left open for ultimate
French participation.
Rusk,. Britain's Patrick Gordon Walker and West Germany's
Gerhard Schroeder scheduled a
private meeting to discuss tha
nuclear command idea.
Tbe United States and Germany prefer the original fleet
idea . Under this arrangement
the alliance would create a fleet
of 25 surface ships armed with
a total of 208 nuclear-tipped Polaris missiles.
Britain wants to expand the
idea into an Atlantic nuclear
force and to include Polaris submarines, some of Britain's own
V-bombers and possibly landbased missiles.
Final control over use of tht
missiles would rest in the hands
of the president of the United
States. This is one feature Da
Gaulle strongly opposes.
Ministers of the 15 nation
NATO alliance met to review
the state of the alliance and look
in detail at the posture of defense maintained by the Atlantic
community.

Truman Knew
13 Days Before
Roosevelt Died

Conrad Forced
Down on Tr ip

Blame Self , Rocky s
Word to Goldwater

Snow Followin g Cold
Across M iddle West

Goodfellows Fund

Rusk linked the Viet Nam
problem with a number of
others which he said called for
more intimate consultation by
the 15 NATO countries.
He proposed a system of consultation based on frequent
meetings of deputy foreign ministers to allow the Allies to coordinate their policies earlier.
Rusk spoke up in favor of the
multilateral force concept of
mixed - manned surface ships
armed with nuclear-tipped Polaris missiles.
He said the British variant of
this idea—the Atlantic nuclear
force—would receive full consideratiou.
Rusk, along with the foreign
ministers of Britain, West Germany, Italy and the Netherlands, were meeting later tonight to discuss ways of advancing the Allied nuclear command idea.

Officials said the French were
invited to this meeting largely
procedural in aim.
At the meeting the ministers
of the five nations are expected
to fix a time, probably January,
and a place for full-scale negotiations on the whole f leet idea.
The Hague has been mentioned
as a possible place . The meeting is expected to be on a deputy foreign ministers' level , at
least until the final phase.
The United States, Britain
and West Germany were pushing ahead with private negotiations here for setting up the
command.
Rusk went to some pains to
explain that Communist aggression in Southeast Asia was a
problem for all of the free
world.
He then expressed the hope
that the nations gathered around
the NATO table would help
South Viet Nam in any way they
could.
The whole discussion about
the fleet has put France out of
step with the other NATO allies.

ATLANTA , Ga. (AP) - Negro leaders, while jubilant over
the Supreme Court's ruling upholding the controversial publicaccommodations section of the
Civil Rights Act , were taking a
wait-and-see attitude today over
whether full compliance with
the ruling would follow.
President Johnson, noting
there already has been "encouraging widespread compliance
with the act in the five months
growled Gen. Anthony C. Mcit has been law," expressed
Auliffe today as he reread the
hope the court rulings Monday
German surrender ultimatum
would result in increased acdelivered to him in surrounded
France was left oat of the
WASHINGTON (AP) - The ceptance. Other leaders, Negro
Bastogne .
planning by its own choice. U.S.
The
German
commander Pentagon is aiming to complete and white, called for comSecretary of State Dean Rusk
gave McAuliffe two hours to the revolutionary reorganization pliance.
has told President Charles de
surrender his 101st Airborne
Gaulle that American proposals
's
Reserve
forces
in
of
the
Army
Segregationist
r
e
s
t
a
u
r
a
n
t
NEW YORK (AP) - Former
Division and the Belgian town
for a mixed-manned nuclear President Harry S. Truman
held. After that , the German about 16 months, it was learned owner Lester Maddox of Atlanta
fleet , or any arrangement grow- says he had indications 13
awaited a decision by the court
¦warned , massed Nazi artillery today.
ing out of that multilateral force before President Franklinday*
on his own appeal to a lower
D.
would "annihilate the U.S.A.
Key officers of the National court order that he admit NeRoosevelt died that Roosevelt'*
troops in and near Bastogne."
Guard and the Army Reserve groes. Maddox said he felt a
life was near an end.
Then came the German wind- have been told in secret brief- similar ruling would not be
In a transcribed television
up sentence — the one that
made in his case because he
series to be broadcast next Frifor
ings
that
the
objective
date
stung McAuliffe because he felt
does not engage in interstate
day, Truman said:
final action is the end of March commerce.
it held a sneer.
*'It became perfectly obvious
John Lewis, chairman of the
It said : "All the serious civil- 1966.
to me that due to (his) health I
ian losses caused by this artilIt is expected that Guard and Student Non-Violent Coordinatwould eventually inherit tha
lery fire would not correspond Reserve outfits will go to sum- ing Committee which has been
presidency. I had seen him just
instrumental
in
many
sit-ins
with the well-known American
IS days before. His eyes were
their throughout the South, hailed the
mer
training
next
year
in
humanity."
sunken, "his magnificent smile
CAPE
TOWN,
South
Africa
from
land
when
one
engine
of
some
of
these
ofruling
on
the
Civil
present
form
,
court's
On impulse, the hard-jawed
(AP)
—
Max
Conrad
was
forced
his
Piper
Twin Comanche fail- was missing from his care-worn
commander of the "Battered ficers told The Associated Rights Act and sit-in demonto
land
at
Alexander
Bay,
400
ed.
He
landed
at Alexander Bay face. He seemed a spent man.
strators
as
a
landmark.
Bastards of Bastogne" replied Press.
"I realized I would probably
miles north of Cape Town to- on the border of the Republic of
with one defiant word . — ¦
, aided by
"The decision vindicated the day, abandoning at least for the South Africa and Southwest Af- have to take over an impossible
The
Army
staff
"Nuts."
thousands of demonstrators who moment an attempt on the rica at 3:15 p.m.
job, and I had a strange feeling
That reply made McAuliffe a Guard and Reserve officials,
made
the
civil
rights
bill
not
difficult
that Mr. Eoosevelt knew."
already
has
begun
the
world
long
distance
record
for
Conrad
took
off
from
Capei
living legend of World War II.
job of working up solutions for only possible but imperative," a light plane.
town at 6:42 a.m. headed non- Roosevelt died April 12, IMS.
Now 6*3 and retired from the the problems involved in shift- Lewis said. "It must be held as
Radio South Africa reports stop for New Orleans, 8,300 Truman, then vice president,
Army and a big chemical com- ing 159,000 Army Reservists and the landmark in the struggle for said Conrad was 3O0 miles away i miles away.
|was sworn in that day.
pany, the veteran paratroop their units to the National complete social , economic and
political equality for all Amerigeneral talked about the epic Guard .
siege as he sat in his comfortaOne of the first jobs to be h an- cans."
Lewis said his organization
ble apartmen t, high above a dled is the drafting of a "troop
had
no plans for further action
busy Washington avenue.
list." This involves surveying
Though his hair and bristling the 4,000 Reserve units to decide at the moment.
There was a distinct possibili(Continued of Page 5 Col. 3) which 2,000 or so will fit into the
ty that further demonstrations
GENERAL
,
expanded Guard organizations would occur at a Birmingham ,
and how they will be distributed Ala., restaurant which was inamong the states.
volved in the court rulings. The
WEATHER
Such a troop list — which Is rulings involved the Heart of
FEDERAL FORECAST
ALBAN7, N.Y. <AP) - Gov. issues, not on personality.
liam W. Scranton of Pennsylvareally only a beginning point for Atlanta Motel and Ollie's BarbeWINONA AND VICINITY Nelson A. Rockefeller says Sen. A third governor , Mark O. nia.
ex- cue in Birmingham.
the
reorganization
—
is
not
Cloudy and windy with snow,
Barry M. Goldwater should Hatfield of Oregon , figured in Hatfield said In Salem , Ore.,
Moreton Rolleston, president blame himself and not fellow
locally accumulating 1 to 3 pected to be ready before midthe dispute because Goldwater Monday night, "to be included
,
the
of the motel corporation , said Republicans for the party 's loss- had named him as
inches tonight and Wednesday. February. At that time
a contender in such distinguished company
they
states
will
know
what
units
the decision was "a sad day for es in the November election .
Not so cold tonight , turning coldfor
the
GOP
presidential
nomi- is an honor in itself. But the reand
freedom "
er again Wednesday. Low to- will lose and what units they individual
nation in 1968, along with form- quirements of state government
The
governor
charged
that
will
gain
.
"makes possibl e a socialistic
night 5-12, high Wednesday 10.
Plans are being made to brief state and eventual dictator- Goldwater , as the presidential er Vice President Richard M. in Oregon are the order of the
LOCAL WEATHER
candidate, "undermined Repub- Nixon , Romney, and Gov. Wil- day in this office."
Official observations for the 24 state governors, who have a ship." His motel has accepted lican unity and threatened pubpowerful say under the law as Negroes since ordered to by a
hours ending at 12 m. today :
lic confidence in the very future
Maximum , 12; minimum, O; to the disposition of the National lower court. He had appealed of the party ."
the
ruling.
Guard within their states.
noon, 12; precipitation , none.
Goldwater had accused Rockefeller of contributing to the
GOP defeat.

Army Changes
Armory Plans General Recalls
Af Menomonie Days at Bastogne Expected to
Take 16 Months
Ordered Halted

By FRED S. HOFFMAN
WASHINGTON (AP) - Even
after 20 years, the words on the
yellowed sheet of paper made
MADISON, Wis. W>-Wiscon- the old soldier mad.
sin's 32nd National Guard Di"It was the last sentence, that
vision was ordered Monday to lousy last sentence that did it,"
hold up construction of a $220,000 armory in Menomonie.
Maj. John Downing, state installations officer, said he was
writing contracts for the new
armory when he received a
^
"temporary curtailment"
order
from the National Guard Bureau in Washington.
Downing said the order was
"customary" whenever there
was a military reorganization.
Defense Secretary Robert Mc- NEUBERG, Germany (AP)
Namara has proposed reorgan- — The German general who
ization of the nation's reserve was ordered to capture Bastogne 20 years ago said today
forces.
that had his mission succeeded,
Downing said Wisconsin Na- it still would not have won the
tional Guard installations are Battle of the Bulge for Hitler.
valued at $18 million. The state
On Dec. 16, 1944, Field Marhas 73 armories ,
shal Gerd von Rundstedt threw
250,000 of Germany's crack
troops into a massive onslaught
on thin U.S. defenses in the Ardennes Forest. The German objective was to cross the Meuse
River and drive to Brussels and
Antwerp.
Gen. Heinrich von Luettwltz,
commanding the 57th German
HOLLYWOOD (AP) - Actor Armored Corps , wa: ordered to
William Bendix is dead. And so, take Bastogne, a small Belgian
in a way, is Chester A. Riley, frontier town at an important
the pug-faced, soft-hearted fac- road junction . It had to be setory worker he made famous hi cured to safeguard the attacktelevision , radio and the movies. ers' further advance, Luettwitz
Bendix succumbed Monday at said.
Los Angeles Good Samaritan
It was a desperate effo rt
Hospital to lobar pneumonia , doomed from the outset ," said
complicated by a stomach ail- Luettwitz , now 68. "The terrain
ment. He was 58.
was wholly unsuitable for any
At his bedside were his -wife of major attack! The Ardennes
forested
37 years, Therese , 58; daughters Mountains, rolling,
Stephanie, 20, and Lorraine. 30.
and Mrs. Alan Ladd , with whose
late actor husband Bendix once
starred.

concept of an Allied nuclear
command, and concrete help
for the hard-pressed South Viet
Nam government.
Rusk told the winter ministerial meeting of the N orth Atlantic
Treaty Organization that the
United States hopes its allies
will give tangible help to South
Viet Nam.
Conference sources quoted
Rusk as explaining that the free
world has a big stake in developments in Southeast Asia.

By THTC ASSOCIATED PRESS
A frigid mass of polar air
dropped temperatures well below zero in the Plains and Great
Lakes regions today , while
more snow clogged the Northwest.
slowly
eastward
Moving
across the Great Lakes , the icy
front dumped several Inches of
snow on the western sections of
Michigan nnd New York .
In the northwest , new snow
made highways treacherous.

4.71 country deeply cut by steep nnd
1O.00 twisting valleys of mountain
streams, had few roads on
5.00 which our armor could move.
25.00
"When wo attacked , fog stran25.00 gled the Allied air operations.
But any military leader of common sense should have known
Winona Sorloly of
that the Allies ' air superiority
Communities In Minnesota
Model Railroad
would finally win the battle.
«7.fi5
Engineers
"Under these circumstances, and North Dakota reported temJosephine , Brian.
capturing Bastogne or not didn 't peratures as low ns —20, as an20.00 make much difference in the
Linda nnd Russell ..
over-all picture.
S2..116.01 "After easily overrunning the
Total To Date
SHOPPING
Coat nnd shoes — Trempealeau, American defenses , my troops
DAYS
IEFI
8
Wis.
advanced quickly toward BasTwo bones of candy — Schuler togne , which we were to roach
Chocolates, Inc.
on the evening of the IBth .
two boxes of sweatshirts —
"That evening Int elligence
Wlnrrnft , Inc.
reported to me that t hey had
An $85 contributi on listed
intercepted American radio .sigpreviousl y from Standard
nals ordering the 101st U.S. AirLumber Co. should have
borne Division from Reims into
been Identifi ed a* Standard
CHRISTMAS SEALS tight IB and
(Continued of Page 4 Col. 3)
Lumber Co. yard and genother RESPIRATORY D ISEASES ;
GKRMAN
eral of fire employes.

Rockefeller replied Monday
night:
"His (Goldwater's) positions
on key issues of the day did not
reflect traditional Republican
thinking nor a point of view acceptable to a great majority of
the American people. It is this ,
and this alone which , in my
opinion , resulted in his defeat. "
Goldwater, in a copyrigh t interview in U.S. N ews & World
Report , said he believed he lost
the presidency the day he won
the Republican nomination —
July 15.

other gigantic polar front over
northwestern Canada moved
slowly southward.
Bemidji , Minn., reported a
high of —1 Monday.
Sections of northern Wisconsin had lows of —5 to —15, and
southern portions of the state
ranged from —fl to .1above.

atures ranging from 20 below
zero at Red River to 22 above at
Hobbs.
Immokalec, Fla., was the
warmest place in the nation
with 86.

Heavy snow falls In the Cleveland area added to last week's
accumulation.
Fresh snow in the western
Wyoming mountain areas and
parts of the Southwest added to
the traffic hazards. Southern
Idaho and northern Utah were
struck with unexpectedly heavy
snowfalls.
A cloud cover over most of
Nebraska kept temperatures in
tho ;i0s in the west and 20s in the
east.

You 're middle-aged when
you look back at your youthful mistakes — and wish you
could repent them . . . Sign
on a car with a For Sale
sign: "Yes, it doc:; smoke a
little — but It' s trying to
stop " . . . A perfect example of minority rule i.s a
baby in the house. . .Now
that Gen. Eisenhower is retired , says the cynic, he's
finding out who he can really beat at golf. . .Mnny a
small boy is the kind of kid
hi.s mother tells him not to
play with.

He laid particular blame on
Rockefeller and Gov . George
Romney of Michigan as among
challengers for the nomination
who had painted a "caricature "
of Goldwater.
That "caricature ," Goldwater
said , depicted him as triggerhappy and as a foe of the Social
Security System and led to tho
landslide election victory for
President Johnson .
Goldwater also said , however ,
that only President Dwight D ,
Eisenhower — who was ' not eligible for a third term — could
have beaten Johnson ,

( For more laughs sco Karl
Wilson or. Pago 4)

In Michigan , Romiiey mild he
never was able to discuss issues
in depth with Goldwater before
July IS. Throughout tho campaign , Romney maintained that
ho differed with Goldwater on

West Yellowstone, Mont., near
tho Continental Divido repotted
an accumulation of 24 inchas
after a fresh snowfall. Snow in
other sections of the state
ranged from six to eight inches.
New Mexico had its coldest
night of the year with temper-

Don 't Look Back

3rd Man Dead in
State Accident

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A Minneapolis man died in a
Fergus Falls hospital Monday
night , becoming the third fatality of an auto crash near Battle
Lake Saturday.
The death , with that of an
elderly
Duluth
pedestrian ,

raised Minnesota's highway toll
to 790 compared with 764 on this
date last year. The all time
high for any one year was 801
in 1963.

Third -victim of the Battle
Lalco accident was James Yant ,
25, of Minneapolis. His car and
one occupied by Thomas K .
llaukebo , 75, of Underwood,
Minn., and his wife, 68, and
granddaughter collided near
Battle Lake. The Haukebos died
nt the scene.
Lisa Boe, 18 months, the
granddaughter and only survivor, is still In a Fergus Falls hospital being treated for facial
MADISON , Ind. (AP ) - Fire lacerations. She is the daughter
roared through the picturesque of Mr. and Mrs. Duane Boe of
Hillside Hotel on the side of nn Asliby.
Ohio River bluff here today,
.Stephen Landowskl, S2, Doleaving at least one person
dead , five hospitalized and an lut h , died in a Duluth hospital
uncounted number of others late Monday, abou t three hours
after he was struck by a car.
with relatively minor injuries.
Most of the injuries resulted
a.s the estimated 100 guests
plunged through windows of the South Korean
three-story structure or dropped President Home
from window led ges and drainSEOUL , South Korea (AP) pipes.
Fire Chief Harold Lohrig said President Chung Hee Park of
the blaze evidently started in South Korea returned to Seoul
the kitchen or just above il. Tho today from West Germany,
cuu.se was not learned Immedi- where he signed an agreement
ately. He estimated damage at for $30 million In commercial
$500 ,000.
loans to his government.

Fire Destroys
Indiana Hotel

Shop Ton ight-Winona Stores Open Until 9 p.m.
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Dover Farmer Bond Plan Loses Signal Repair
Killed While
To Be Faster
At St Charles
FixingSpreader
Than Expected

DOVER , Minn. (Speclsl) A 41-year-old farmer was killed
Monday when his clothes became entangled in the drive
shaft of a manure spreader.
He was Douglas S. Bartsh,
who farmed about five miles
north of here jn Quincy Township in Olmsted County ,
According to the Olmsted
County sheriff's office , Bartsh
went out to work on his machinery about 11 a.m. and when
he did not return at 1:30 p.m.
his wife went to look for nim.
SHE FOUND Mm entangled
In the drive shaft of the
spreader. Apparently Bartsh
was using a hammer on the
inside of the spreader; it was
found in the spreader.
The drive shaft of the spreader operates off the power takeoff unit and is along the top
of one side of the spreader.
The sheriff 's office said the
tractor was still running when
Mrs. Bartsh found her husband,
but the drive shaft on the
spreader had stopped because
of the entanglement. Bartsh
probably choked to death, authorities said .
BARTSH WAS born Oct. 27,
1923, at Elba to Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Bartsh. He was a graduate of St . Charles High School
and served in the Marine Corps
for a year during World War
II. He married Glendora Elliott ,
Harmony, Jan. 14, 1950. The
couple farmed in the Elba and
St. Charles areas. He was a
member of Hugh Watson American Legion Post, St. Charles.
Survivors are : His wife ; four
daughters, Robyn, Shawn, Roxanne and Dawn, at home; his
mother, Mrs. Viola Bartsh , St.
Charles , and two brothers , Chester , Plainview , and Gordon ,
Minneapolis. His father has
died
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at St. Matthew Lutheran Church, St.
Charles, the Rev . Norbert Reinke officiating. Burial will be in.
Hillside Cemetery. Graveside
military rites will be rendered
by Legion members.
Friends may call at Sellner
Funeral Home from 3 p.m.
Wednesday to 1 p.m. Thursday,
then at the church.

Fiscal Year
Date Change
To Be Asked

A resolution requesting that
the beginning date of the fiscal
year for Winona 's public school
operations be changed by the
state Legislature was approved
Monday night by the Board of
Education.
The resolution requests City
Attorney George M. Robertson
Jr. to prepare legislation which
.
would change __
i
the fiscal vear c i
for the school OCnOOl
district f r o m
the p r e s e n t
D#* ?k»>#4
d
A p r il i to
—¦
l
March 31 calendar to one running from July
1 to June 30.
The school board and administration long has felt that the
present fiscal year — which
doesn 't coincide with the school
year or the fiscal year of the
state Department of Education
— are unwieldy, especially in
the drafting of annual budgets.

boar

THE CHANGE to the proposed
dates also was recommended by
the state Public Examiner.
When the legislation is preCity
Representativepared ,
elect Frank J . Theis and Winona County Sen. Roger LaufenhurRer will he asked to introduce tbe bills in the two houses
of the Legislature.
In other business Monday the
hoard approved a request for
funds to cover transportation
and other expenses—amounting
In Slot)—for four members of
the Cata lina Club , a Senior High
School g irls swimming organization, nnd their adviser to participate in an invitational high
school girls precision swimming
meet at Ely, Minn., Jan, 23 and
for a program of exchange orchestra concerts with Patrick
Henry High School , Minneapolis ,
riext year.
The Patrick Henry orchestra
will present a concert for students here nnd Ihe Senior High
orchestra will appear at the
Minneapolis high school.
PAYROLLS apnroved: llom«boiind teachers, $724; substitute
touchers , $617; instruction for
high sc hool credit cou rses, $2ft:t;
remedial reading Instruction ,
$l,r>!/ ; iiltendnnce (earlier, $135;
survival preparedness course ,
J.'ifiO ; evening school teachers .
$2 ,717 ; subst itute secretaries,
$1«7 ; miscellaneous work, *2(Xi;
noon hour supervisors , $640;
driver training, $400 , and st tidenl cafeteria workers , $370.
Also approved worn overtime
payments for custodians. $642 ,
and cafeteria employes , $31.
•
Gmv squirrels (, ° not 8,ore
mils for a long winter abend
in one c entra l niche. They bury
them in many places Just, a few
inches underground.

ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special ) — By a slim margin of
49 votes a $1,100,000 secondary
school bond issue was defeated
here Monday.
A total of 901 voters went to
the polls and cast 426 votes in
favor of the bond issue and 475
against it.
Original plans had proposed
a $1,282,000 building but they
were cut to comply with the
bonding limit of the district.

So/7 Tests Ordered
At 4 School Sites

"We are not building a big
school that will not be used
By C. GORDON )lOLTE
immediately, but only a buildDally Newt Staff Writer
Repair work on the Trunk
ing that will take care of pre- Highway 1-4-61 and TH 43 interTest
borings to determine soil
sent needs plus 100 students. " section traffic signals has progstructure and . load bearing
THE "CITIZENS for a Good ressed faster than a Minnesota capacities at four locations menSchool in St. Charles " circu- D e p a r t m e n t of Highways
possible sites for conlated a letter urging a "no" spokesman estimated it would tioned as
struction
of
a new Winona SenMonday.
vote .
building were
School
Enough
spare
parts
were
ior
High
"The St. Charles School board
found
in
Winona
and
Rochester
night by the
Monday
authorized
proposal for a $1,100,000 bond
issue is not a solution of the to replace the control box that Board of Education.
Estimated to cost around $1 ,school building problem," the was knocked down by a driver
500, the borings probably will
LAST WEEK two letters were letter said. "The architect has early Saturday morning.
A flashing yellow light con- be made by a
circulated in the community. no enthusiasm for it; the adtrols
traffic on TH 14-61, and M i n n eapolis
_ ,
.
A letter signed by the "Loyal ministration has no enthusiasm
stop
signs
remain
in
effect
for
s
o
i
l
testing
for
it;
the
school
board
admits
j
CnOOl
Citizens Committee" asked
laboratory the
voters to vote "yes" on Ihe it is a partial solution and would TH 43 traffic only.
Although
unfavorable
weathlatter part of
have
to
be
followed
by
another
D *» » ..J
bond issue. The letter said a
DO B TQ
er conditions have made repair this month on
"yes" vote would make it pos- bond issue right away.
the
signals
will
work
difficult
one
of
the
first
,
"It does not take care of
sible to start building "what
we have wanted for so long. " the present need plus 100 stu- be back in operation as soon as major steps in selection of a
cables — knocked loose by tbe site for the multi-million school
The letter continued, "Both dents as claimed. This was impact Saturday — can be con- project.
the opposition and those in favor clearly pointed out by the nected again
.
THE TESTS WILL be made:
of this tiond issue can win their School Teacher 's Association of
The most time-consuming task
point by voting 'yes. ' If we build St. Charles at the Dec. 8 pub• In an area east of Mankato
si
gnals
with
will be connecting
Avenue and north of Highway
for what we need now , and lic meeting and readily adactivators in the pavement. Un- 61.
that is what the board is ask- mitted by the architect and by
this is done, however , the
til
ing for , plus a growth for 100 the school board's own bro• On a tract between Homer
si gnals probably will be made
chure.
more students, the 'yes' voters
get their satisfaction. When the "Instead of providing for 100 to operate on a time pattern.
area grows and more districts more, it proposes to substitute
want to join, additional rooms for our present high school a
can be added to satisfy the pre- temporary situation with five
sent 'no' voters. This gives fewer classrooms than now
them the large high school they used ; no study hall; no library
want.
shelves ; no gymnasium seating; no kitchen equipment with
meals to be hauled from the
other school; no blacktopping
It got cold in Winona this
on roads or parking lots. Inmorning
but not as cold as the
stead of providing for 100 more
weatherman predicted. After
students, the proposed building
Winona employment during dropping to a minimum of zero,
hasn't enough space for the November
dropped slightly from
present high school students. October 's record high, but stood the thermometer began rising
and was up to 5 above by 7
at a level that topped the high- a.m.
"WE
BELIEVE
that
other
disA spectacular drive off U.S.
est point reached in 1963.
A shift in wind direction/from
61 - 14 onto Lake Boulevard, tricts, will come in. (Saratoga
There were 10,955 persons at
via the ditch, resulted in a already is on the way). Two work here in mid-November, a the northwest to the east made
careless driving charge against other common School districts top level for this season of the the difference , the forecast inwould be enough to give us
one driver Monday.
year and only slightly fewer dicated , predicting cloudy and
the
tax
base
needed
to
do
the
Two other drivers collided in
than October's 11,122 , according windy weather for Winona toanother traffic accident in Wi- whole job, with no half mea- to Ray H. Brown, manager of night with snow , locally accumsures, no crowding, no prohibi- the Minnesota State Employ- ulating to 1 to 3 inches tonight
nona Monday.
tive taxes.
and Wednesday.
ment Service office here.
KENNETH R. HINTON , 18, "Let us get at least three
1963
during
The highest point
Stockton, was driving a car more districts, and get a good was 10,872, reached in mid- NOT SO COLD is the forecast
owned by his father , George, school of which we can be proud October of that year. The em- for tonight , probably 5 to 12
west on U. S. 61-14 near the and that we know we can af- ployment level in November of above , but turning colder again
Wednesday with a high of 10.
intersection with Highway 43 at ford."
1963 stood at 10,738.
Clearing and colder is the out6:05 p.m. when he suddenly
OFF-SEASON cutbacks In look for Thursday.
began to stray to the left.
some manufacturing plants and High Monday afternoon in WiHinton drove over the lane
cold weather shutdowns in high- nona was 11 and the reading at
divider, knocking down a sign
way construction were the rea- noon today 12.
post and a guard post, went
sons for almost all worker loss .
across the eastbound lane of
Retail trade employment mov- Temperatures here a year ago
the highway, through a ditch
ed upward as . stores entered were about the same with the
and up onto Lake Boulevard,
their early pre-holiday season.
across Lake Boulevard and onto Duane Savoy , 24, who gave Employers anticipated additiona grassy area on the south side his address as Altura, waived al slowdowns as winter moved
of that street.
preliminary hearing in munici- into the region, Brown said.
Manufacturing employment in
Hinton traveled 345 feet in pal court today and was bound
all , after crossing the lane di- over to District Court for ar- November slid back from the I
vider, did more than $200 dam- raignment on a charge of car- level reached in October, Brown
age to the front of the car and nal knowledge and abuse of a pointed out . Off-season slow- i
downs in some plants and the Nothing has been heard from
bruised himself.
14-year-old girl.
He refused to tell investigat- Attorney Harold Libera, ap- effects of the auto strike in oth- ; officers of the 47th Minnesota
ing patrolmen James L. Bronk pointed by District Court to rep- ers forced production crew re- National Guard Division concerning the most-recently ofand Richard L. Peterson what resent Savoy , said that he had ductions.
concrete
prodMetal
working,
i
fered armory site in Wincrest
caused him to stray out of his discussed the charge with his
lane of traffic. After spending client Monday after receiving ucts and wood products cate- ! Addition.
the night in jail, Hinton plead- the appointment, and also early gories all showed worker drops. j Capt. David Lueck. commanWood products were off because der of Winona Company B,
ed guilty today in municipal today.
of
seasonal contract completions said he expects to hear soon
court to careless driving. His They agreed to waive hearing
which forced temporary crew from Brig. Gen. Leon Hagen ,
parents paid his $30 fine.
in the lower court. Judge John layoffs.
assistant general.
A COLLISION at Wabasha McGill bound Savoy over to
working
Status of the armory was
IN
THE
METAL
and Olmstead streets at 12 p.m. District Court under $1,500 group, chain manufacturing em- made increasingly uncertain
caused more than $100 damage bond. Savoy must make a plea ployment was up, but layoffs in over the weekend by Defense
to the charge in the higher auto parts more than offset
to the two cars involved.
Secretary McNamara 's order
Marvin S. Fuglestad, 420 court when a date is set for chain production gains . Con- abolishing the Army Reserve,
Sioux St., was driving south on arraignment.
crete products employment fell consolidating it with the Guard
Olmstead Street when be col- He first appeared in munici- as outdoor construction crews and deactivating several-Guard
lided with a car driven east pal court on the charge Fri- were called in for the winter divisions. (
on Wabasha Street by Herbert day.
months.
Latest site offered by the
Altura authorities said Savoy
W. Peter, 207 W. Broadway.
A small gain was noted in the city — after the others were
Patrolman Willis H. Wogan has been employed there but plastic manufacturing category, ruled out for various reasons*
measured 18 feet of skid marks has not been a resident.
Brown said.
j — is a five-acre tract at the
Employers anticipate small
from Fuglestad's car and 37
additional worker declines be- southwest part of the hilltop
feet of marks from Peter's car.
cause
of seasonal factors in subdivision near Wincrest waDamage was to* the fron t of
manufacturing during the next ter tower.
the former and to the left
60 days.
front of the latter. The collision
Construction experienced a
occurred on a sanded surface.
¦
Sheriff George Fort reported sizeable worker drop during the
today that his deputies brought month, Brown said. This indusa Little Trout Valley man, Earl try/which had been near recordPomeroy, to Community Mem- setting levels throughout the
orial Hospital Sunday night af- summer and fall , fell off rapidly
as cold weather hit (he area.
ter a report from a neighbor.
MADISON , Wis. Ml—Gov. John
Highway building suffered the
Selection of a six-man jury was He was to be transferred tobegun this morning in the civil day to Veterans Hospital , Min- brunt of worker loss. Below- W. Reynolds signed into law tofreezing temperatures closed day a bill passed in the winddamage suit of Ronald J. neapolis.
Swartling, Winona Box 812 , The sheriff also said that Mrs. most projects , dropping more up session of the 19»6S legislaagainst Jerome W. Henry, Can- Arthur Pearson , Minnesota City, than 100 workmen. Building conv ture to allow persons older than
reported tbe theft , over the struction , on the other hand , 65 with annual incomes of $3 ,ton, Minn.
Swartling claims $200 dam- weekend , of 12 to 15 gallons of held up despite the cold weath- 00O or less to obtain property
ages from Henry as a result gasoline from the tank of the er. Most large projects had tax relief .
point where
Lawmakers passed the bill as
of a collision between the two family car. It had been parked progressed to thenot
affect the a bi-partisan corrective measbad weather did
men 's cars at Center and San- near their house on Highway work
.
ure , making the figure $3 ,000 inborn streets May 24. William A. 248 west of U. S. 61 , and unexKKTAU. TRADE showed a stead of $6 ,000 established by
Lindquist represents Swartling; pectedly ran dry Monday mornDennis A. Challeen represents ing after being filled Friday, sizeable worker gain in Novem- an error in an earlier approvber , according to B rown. Larg- ed act.
Henry.
I Mrs. Pearson said.
est gains occurred In the general merchandise and apparel
VOLUME INCREASES
stores, as retailers built up
sales staffs for the coming holidays. Further increases were
anticipated as the holiday season advanced .
Labor demand during November slowed substantially, Brown
said. Need continued strong,
however , for qualified office
Members of the Hoard of EduTo be absolutely sure of on- postmaster said, and mail ran workers.
Labor
supply
at
the
end
of
time
delivery, out-of-town about 8,000 pieces ahead of November was climbing. The cation agreed informally Mon'
Christmas cards should be mail- last year s volume during the number of persons seeking work day night that to whatever experiod from Saturday through here had climbed to 995
. Of the tent possible and feasible facied Wednesday at the latest , ac- Monday.
total
,
425
were
women
and 200 lities of the publ ic schools
cording to C. L. Wood, assistant
Parcels are coming in a were persons seeking part-time
should be made available lo
heavy flow , Wood said. This is work .
postmaster here.
employes of Swift A Co. who
He urged , too, that patrons a little early in the season for
Following is a breakdown of may be without jobs after tbe
use 5-cent stamps fqr cards , such a rush of parcels , he not- employment by Industries, basplant here ,is closed in accord thereby giving them first-class ed , and mi ght indicate early ed on a month's survey ending ance with present company
moil privileges. This means completion of the Christmas in mid-November:
_
ItH
Nov. plans nnd who
they will be forwarded or re- rush.
¦
Oct.
Nov .
H»J are in need of
». •
He point ed out , however , thai Mnnulacturlnu
turned if undellvcrable and will
i.ASf
A ,.\4\
A.A tit specialized inbCnOOl
trflclo
439
Ail
J4Q
receive normal first-class prior- sometimes, such an early rush Wholeiali
Ralall |r»rt t
1.796
1.MM s t r i i ction or
1,73'
ity in handling and delivery. of parcels Indicates a heavy Servlr a
. ..
\.U9
1.A7.1
1,404 retraining
for
Hallrondi
37 5
!M
.135
Roarrl
y
udlu
The Post Office Department flow from mall order houses UlllltUt
,
.
410
All
AH n e w employpredicts another record volume and maunfacturers. This , If true Govtrnnitni«
wn
VIA
VI ment opportu7M
Ml
»4» nities.
of mail this year , with seven this year, would mean that the Conitnicllno
V) 1
Flnanrt
m
391
billion pieces moving through post office would receive anot h- Other irrivlt lf i t
n
in
74
Superintendent of Schools A.
the system during the pre- er heavy influx of parcels later
L.
Nelson told directors Unit
11.11]
to til
|«,711
Tolalt
this week , when patrons send
Christmas peak , Wood said.
Thomas W. Rnine , director of
•Includes public schools nnd Ihe Winonii Area Vocat ionalThe Christmas rush officia lly this merchandise out again as
Winona State College.
Technical School: Warren Marcbegan Saturday, the assistant gifts.

Road and new Highway 61 west
of Siebrecht's greenhouse.
• West of Sunset Addition
north of Gilmore Avenue and
between it and Highway 61
in the West End.
• On property west of an
extension of Wilsie Street and
south of Gilmore Avenue ,
bounded by Lake Winona and
Gilmore Creek on the south and
a line extending about 150 feet
south of Gilmore Avenue on the
north.

THESE FOUR areas have
been among a number of tracts
suggested as possible school
sites during the past few months
since the proposed building project entered the preliminary
planning stages and the selection of test sites was made by
school directors following a discussion of testing factors with
Edwin O. Eckert , a member of
the firm of Eckert & Carlson ,
Winona , one of the architects
for the new school.
Results of the tests, which

Payrolls Dip Snow Following
Slighty; Sfill Blast of Cold
Top 1963 Peak

Crash Driver
Pays $30 Fine

Savoy Waives
Court Hearing

No Word From
National Guard
On Armory Site

Deputies Bring
Man to Hospita l

City Court Jury
Hears Civil Case

Out-of- Town Card
Mailing Now Urged

Reynolds Signs
Property Tax
Relief Measure

high that day 12 and the low
zero. Five inches of snow covered the ground then.
All-time high for Dec. 15 was
52 in 1923 and the low for the
day —23 in 1901. Mean for the
past 24 hours was 5 above. Normal for this time of the year
is 21.
In contrast to other Minnesota communities Winona was
lucky in having nothing lower
than zero. At International Falls
the thermometer dropped to —24
and it was down to —22 at Duluth. Bemidji had —20 and St.
Cloud —14.
Rochester saw the thermometer dip to —3 after a Monday
high of 10 and La Crosse posted
figures of —1 and 20 for the
same times.
A severe cold wave spread
over all of WISCONSIN Monday
night, dropping temperatures
below the zero mark in a wide
area. The state low was 22 below zero at Superior.
Other low s included : P ark
Palls, 10 below ; Eau Claire and
Wausau 4 below.
The daytime high temperature
in Wisconsin Monday was 22 in
the Beloit-Rockford area. Milwaukee airport had 20, Madison
and Lone Rock 16.
Some scattered snow flurries
fell over the northern half of
Wisconsin Monday morning and
in the early afternoon. But the
skies cleared in late afternoon
and remained clear most of the
night.

DeputiesArrest
Trucker After
Chase in City

may be received by the end of
this year, would be determinants in the ultimate selection of
a school site and could affect
the final design of the new
building.
One of the suggested sites
came in for special attention
Monday night. This is the one
east of Mankato Avenue which
figured in an extended discussion of board members, City
Attorney George M. Robertson
Jr. and City Engineer James
Baird .
Robertson and Baird explained that they wanted to call attention of the board to the area
because construction of a school
there could affect planning for
the comprehensive flood control
project for Winona authorized
«
by Congress.

An Iowa in an sought sine*
June by Sheriff George Fort on
separate warrants from Wisconsin and Fairmont , Minn., was
apprehended in Winona today
after a chase down alleys and
streets near the downtown section.
Walter Gajeltzow , Waukon,
Iow a, is being held In county
jail while it is determined
which charges he should be
sent to answ er.
GUELTZOW Is charged with
violating his probation on a 1960
sentence for 10 counts of check
fraud in Woods County, Wis. He
also is wantetj in Martin County,
Minn., on a charge of paying
for livestock worth $545.59 with
a worthless check.
Deputies Helmer Weinman
and Lamar Tort caught Gueltzow after a . wild chase in their
car through city alleys and
streets this morning.
Gueltzow s wife lives in Rollingstone, and he sometimes
does business in the city. Sheriff
Fort and his deputies had sought
the man since June.
Weinman and Fort spotted
Gueltzow's truck moving east on
2nd Street near Franklin Street
about the middle of the morning.

ROBERTSON explained that
the work plan developed by the
U.S. Corps of Engineers calls
for the flood dike at the eastern extremity of the City to run
along a line extending roughly 350 feet east of Mankato Avenue nearer Highway 61.
Since this plan was developed, the city attorney said, city
officials concerned with industrial development and extended
land use had given thought of
the possibility of having the protective dike moved something
like 4,000 feet east , to run roughly along the old Great Western
Railway right of way. This
would embrace some 16 additional acres in the protected
area and would provide potential development sites in the
flood control area.
Engineers in the St. Paul office of the Corps of Engineers
had been favorably impressed
by the proposal, Robertson continued, but estimated that the
change in location would involve
an additional expenditure of
about $1.5 million and if this
were to be done economic justification would have to be established for the plan change.

THE DEPUTIES had to make
a "TJ" turn to give chase, and
Gueltzow apparently spotted
them. He turned south on Franklin , then east into the alley between 2nd and 3rd streets.
T h e deputies, meanwhile,
were having no luck. They were
blocked twice as they turned
their car around and blocked
again , by tr affic , as -they tried
to enter the alley in pursuit of
Gueltzow.
"He must have been going
pretty fast, and gaining on us
all the time-. All we could see
ONE MEASURE would be an was a cloud of dust in the alincrease in land value and con- ley up ahead," Weinman said.
struction of a new school on The deputies turned on their
siren as they pursued Gueltthis site could be a factor here, zow's
truck across Kansas and
the attorney said.
Liberty streets. And at Liberty
Robertson said that he and i Street, another piece of bad luck
Baird only wished to bring the j, befell. A ca_r ran into the depuarea to the attention of the ties' car on the driver's side:
board in the event it had not Pausing only long enough to
been considered as a possible get free, the deputies raced on
school site and to point out the and finally stopped the truck
effect its selection might have at 3rd and Chestnut streets.
i on future planning. ,
j Directors said that they had SHERIFF FORT said today
| considered this area informally that Gueltzow would probably be
during their discussion of sites returned to the Martin County
and an extended discussion with sheriff , William N. Musegades,
,
Robertson and Baird followed, at Fairmont for action on the
concerned with physical charac- latter bad check charge.
teristics of the area, the prob- I The lives tock transaction took
able timetable for dike construe; j place June 9, 1964, and a wartion and other factors .
f rant was issued on the alleged
bad check for $549 on June 20.
A warrant was issued on the
Wisconsin charge June 5, 1964,
by Municipal Judge John D.
THE NATION'S high mark
McGill at "the request of WisMonday was 86 degrees at Imconsin authorities.
mokalee. Fla.

School Board
Filings
to
Open
James Roosevelt
Students Fined
To Run for Mayor

Filings by candidates for five
Board of Education seats on the
ballot for next spring's general
city and school election will be
j
accepted
beginning M o n d a y ,
Two St. Mary 's College stu- ; Board Clerk and
Business Mandents pleaded guilty today in ager Paul W.
Sanders
announcmunicipal court to charges of |
's meeting of the
ed
at
Monday
shoplifting Monday at Winona
Knitting Mills , 902 E. 2nd St. ! school board.
Richard C. Heldorfer , 20, St. j Primary elections in wards
Louis, Mo., and Paul F. Kubicki , | where there are__more than two
19 , Chicago , were fined $35 candidates for
t
apiece for the separate inci- any one post #» i
dents. Fines were satisfied out . will be Feb. 1 OCnOOl
! and the filing
of bail.
D A a|1 J
L. R. Woodworth , president of period for the
POdrq
the mills , said that his firm had ! primary will |
had to take steps because of extend f r o m
the many shoplifting incidents j Monday until 5 p.m. Jan. 4.
Board members whose terms
taking place recently. The two
were apprehended separately, expire in April are Ray E. Gorhe said , as they tried to leave i such, 1st Ward ; Dr. C. R. Kolwithout paying for sweaters ! lof ski , 2nd ; Frank J. Allen Jr.,
I llrd; Franklin A. Tillman , 4th ,
they had picked up.
"I guess there have been a and Director-at-Large David F.
lot of easy marks (for shop- Wynne.
Terms of the directors from
lifters) , and we were one of
them. " Woodworth said.
i each ward are for four years
Kubicki was arrested at 4:50 and that of the director-at-large
p.m. as he tried to leave the two years.
Filings are made at the ofmills, with a sweater and Heldorfer was arrested at 8:25 p.m. fice of the clerk and business
manager in the Senior High
for the same reason .
I School building.

For Shoplifting

Swift Emp loyes
Offered Training

mon , assistant to the director ,
and Ray H. Brown , manager of
the Winona office of the Minnesota Employment Service ,
hiui met recently with a group
of Swift employes to discuss
training opportunities that mig ht
be available here for those requiring assistance in preparing
for other jobs .
Board members felt that instruction fur some workers
might be provided under provisions of the federnl Manpower
Development and Training Act
and snicl that any .suggest ions
on possible training programs
should be presented to the
hoard.
The hoard Monday also authorized the inclusion of one more
faculty member under provisions of tho tax .• sheltered annuity program.

Legionnaires
Baby-sit Friday

It will be annual baby-sitting
night at the American Legion
Memorial Club Friday evening.
Tbe service , offered to legionnaire parents who are shopping,
will he held from fi AM ) to 9 p.m.
with Leo Olson in charge.
Santa Clans will distribute
gifts and popcorn and pop will
he furnished. Movies will be
shown.
\
Legion Auxiliary
members
will assist .

Of Los Angeles

LOS ANG-ELES (AP) - Rep.
James Roosevelt, D-Calif ., says
he'll run for mayor of Los Angeles.
The 56-year-old eldest son of
the late President Franklin D.
Roosevelt told a news conference Mond ay there has been
enough Los Angeles City "government by tantrum. "
Mayor Samuel W. Yorty 's
fight with the City Council
majority has given the city a
bad image, Roosevelt said , and
consequentl y "the city has not
made the progress it should
have. "
Yorty, also a Democrat ,
hasn 't announced for re-election
but is cons idered a certainty to
do so.

1

Judge Suspends
Assault Sentence

Dean Winters , 1854 W . Sth
St., received a $35 or 12-dny
suspended sentence today in
municipal court after he pleaded guilty to simple assault
against his wife Sunday.
Judge Jolin D . McGill ordered
that the $M5 bond posted by
Winters after his arrest early
Sunday merning be forfeited.
Winters was to appear to answer the assault charge Monday, but ho did not show up
Judge McGill told Wint ers
that the suspension of the sentence depended on his good behavior in tlie next six months.
Winters v/as arrested by his
wife , Teresa , Sunday at 3:09
| a.m. at 511 Liberty St.
In another action today Jean
A. Kclwards , 22 , Rochester, forfeited $15 on a charge of Improper pas-sing on U.S . 14 Saturday at 2 p m .
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Sue's Act Includes
Advice to Parents

Plainview Council
Pulls Garages Out
Of Village Zoning

^
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WSC Concert
'Gem-Packed'

PLAINVIEW, Minn. - The
Plainview Village Council has
passed an ordinance making itself the sole authority on sires
of garages built in the city,
By EARL WILSON
their location and relationship
LAS VEGAS - I get bushels of mail frorn troubled people
with respect u> other property, By GEORGE McCORMICK choir performed it alone ; it -wai
asking me to help solve their problems . . . but I believe that
Slorious this year , with the ad
and giving itself the authority
Dally New* Staff Writer
Sue Carson, the comedienne, burlesquing a woman psychiatrist
ition of the orchestra.
Christrules
and
s
to
impose
reasonable
College'
State
Winona
and advice-giver, does a better job in her act in Monte Proser's
The orchestra was playing it:
was
night
use.
regulations to size and
mas concert Monday
"Ziegfeld Fellies" at the Thunderbird than any other living
grew out of a a brief but gem-packed affair best of the evening by the timi
The
ordinance
person.
work was performed
Wabasha District Court case that -well repaid the listener for the Bachchorus
"Our son has picked up with bad companions in our slum
was singing it:
and the
cold
out
on
a
GerW.
ventured
Frederick
having
started
by
neighborhood," a mother says. "He steals, takes narcotics, he
soloists
— EHzabetl
fullest.
The
ber, Plainview attorney, against night.
has bit his father in the moutt
of the program was Gunhus, Gloria Welch and Her
ZarHighlight
Vernon
R.
and
Vivian
M.
and now he has hit me in the ther 's drug store mixing tranbert Dibley — were excellent
ling, who have a five-stall truck Johann Christian Bach's "Mag- particularly Miss Gunhus, whosi
mouth and also stolen my quiluers for Bobby Baker . . .
Mcgarage in which they house nificat ," which Richmond
purse. What am I to do?"
rich , clear voice soared ove
Don Rickles says the speed-up
bulk milk hauling trucks. Their Cluer , choir and - orchestra the orchestra .
"What you should do," the movie schedules are getting
conductor , has transcribed from The program opened will
property is near Gerber's.
woman psychiatrist says, "is to ridiculous : "The last movie I
an unpublished, microfilmed
year
Gerber
started
a
suit
last
"Fantasi;
move to a nice, clean fresh made, we shot in 35 minutes."
the first per- Vaughan Williams'
asking $3,000 damages from the score. This was
neighborhood — and not give . . . Arturo , the famous Las
with its on Greensleeves," which pre
the
work
formance
of
Zarlings and asked the court
your son your address."
Vegas maitre d' at the Hotel
original orchestral accompani- vided a warmup for the orcfies
to enjoin them from operating ment
The late Ted Weems told col- Riviera , took this opportunity
tra. Next , four traditional carol;
.
a business in violation of a
umnist Tony Zoppi of the Dallas to deny that he remains loyal
— accompanied by a sonoroui
village ordinance.
THE "MAGNIFICAT" was brass quartet - did the sarrn
News his craziest experience. to Beldon Katleman, one-time
Plaintiff claims the Zarlings magnificent last year when the for the chorus.
A drunk kept saying "You're proprietor of El Rancho Vegas ,
By the beginning of the thin
are using residential area for
tot Ted Weems — you don't "merely because he has lots of
(Continued From Page 1)
selection , Corelli's "Christrna
look like Ted Weems." Ted money." Says Arturo, "It's becommercial enterprise.
Weems said maybe he was cause he has lots and LOTS of
The council "recognizes that Durand Arts Club Concerto" (Concerto Grosso Op
Bastogne. It became a race be6, No. 8) , the strings had set
balder, but he was still Ted money!"
the village is an integral part
Weems. "You're, NOT Ted Buster Keaton tells me he tween us and the Americans of
economy of To Present Opera tied down to a full , pleasan
of
the
agricultural
sound. This was particular!;
Weems!" the drunk persisted. doesn't believe Charlie Chaplin who would be in Bastogne
this area . . . i s aware that
"All right, now, if you're really is really a Communist, and he first."
for the mutual benefit, rural DURAND, Wis. - The Du- true of the concertino , compris
and Em i
A panzer commander , Lt.
Ted Weems, let's hear you bases this on something that
cities, towns and villages mul rand Community Arts Club ing Milton Davenport
,
,
violins
and
Mis:
Guenther
"AmChaplin told Mm many years Gen. Fritz Bayerlein , telelay, 'Is everybody happy?"
opera,
lans
to
present
an
p
striye to provide agriculture
ago. Chaplin was arguing that phoned Luettwitz around 11
Night Visitors," Jonelle Millam. 'cello.
dahl
and
the
with
necessary
services
and
FRANK SINATRA said he the wealth should be divided. p.m. that he was only 5 kilometmaterials . . . that this litiga- late in January.
THE CHORUS did a good iol
By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
¦
asked Dean Martin ii he fell Keaton said , "I asked him , 'Do ers — 3 miles — northeast of I
tion
might
be
of
serious
econoof
its performance of Gabrieli' :
and
drinking
much
while
you mean that all the guys who Bastogne.
down
DEAR ABBY : I am 11 years old and I am still confused mic detriment to the basic ecodifficult "O Domine Jesi
Dean said, "Yes, that's the are doing Charlie Chaplin im- Bayerlein had sent a recon- about Santa Claus. Mom, Dad and my older sisters say there nomy
of the village . . . that Cotte r School
Christe," accompanied by i
only way I get any rest." . . . personations ought to get the naissance party toward the IS a Santa Claus, and the kids at school say there isn't any .
double wind quartet.
zoning
of
village
was
never
the
Frank passed along the report same amount of money you American lines. It reported ev- Mom said , "Call up Santa and talk to him." So I call him
There were several othei
intended to prevent the owners Concert Tonight
that V i c e Presiden t - elect get?'
erything clear , and Bayerlein up at Sears' service number and all I get is some stupid of trucks from housing same
points
that shold be noted :
Humphrey was back in his faChaplin told him, "Of course decided to advance on the re- recording which says. "This is Santa Claus up in the North
Cotter High School 's free
• Miss Nancy Turner 's cleat
not, man — are you out of your connoitered path , a country Pole, ho ho ho." He doesn't let me get a word in edgewise. on their own premises and public Christmas concert will
flute solo on the Vaughan Wil
never intended to curb , disWINONA DAILY NEWS mind or something?"
lane, rather than the main con- How can a great big fat guy get his stomach through a courage or deter the growth of begin at 7:30 p.m. today in the Hams.
chimney? And how can he sled to Florida when there's no Plainview."
*
Physical
Education
I GUESS well never be able crete road.
Cotter
TUESDAY, DECEMBER lfc 1944
• The eminent suitability ol
j
snow there? In Omaha there'
in every store. I just
to
straighten
out
the
difference
~"
Building, formerly the Catholic the harpsichord for this pro""
"From what Bayerlein told got through telling a short, sfata Santa
VOLUME 109, NO. 31
Santa in Brandies what I
between New Yorkers who dis- me. he could have taken BasRecreational Center. It will ?[ram , even the Vaughan Wilwanted , and when I walked outside I saw a tall, thin Santa Whitehall Scout
•ubllshad dally except Saturday and holl- like California and Californians
feature
the band , under the di- iams, in which the instrument' !
practically
togne
at
that
hour
Republican
and
Herald
Publish6ayi by
appreciate New York. without a shot , " Luettwitz said. ringing a bell for the Salvation Army. How about this?
rectidn of David Lueck , and lute stop sounded just right . II
ing Company, 401 Franklin St., Winona, who don't
A New Yorker has just put it
CONFUSED ABOUT SANTA Executive Ends
Minn.
the chorus, directed by Jerry was well played by Miss Car
r_
this way: "I have a tremendous "But instead , aft er advancing
leen Roessler.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
J.
Johnson.
DEAR CONFUSED: Climb upon
' Single Copy - 10c Dally, lie Sunday
admiration for California, which a few hundred feet . . . heavy
• The no-nonsense dispa tch
Tra ining Course
your father 's knee, Sonny Boy, and ask
comes from not having been tanks sank axle deep into mud
with which the choir and orBellvertd by Carrier—Per weak JO cenft
him to level with you. You 're old enough
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special) Stockton Program
52 weeki BJJ0 here very often , " while a Cali- and got stuck. To reach the
chestra entered and performed
96 weeks I1J.7S
to know.
fringe of Bastogne it took Bayfornian
just
back
from
New
with no delays and no annoying
—Paul Wechter , Whitehall, has
By mall strictly In advance; paper slopYork says, "If 'Dig we must.' erlein until 3 p.m. Dec. 19.
graduated from the 262nd Na- STOCKTON, Minn. - Santa "showmanship. "
ed en expiration data.
DEAR ABBY: I am 18 and have been
By that time the Americans
why don't they keep on? It'll
tional Training School of the will pass out treats when the
In Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted, Winona,
married,
for 7 months. My husband and I
had
moved
the
101st
Airborne
.
.
.
Carbe
an
improvement!"
children of Stockton School DisBoy Scouts of America.
Webasna/ Buffalo, Jackson, Pepin and ;
get along very well and I like being marI roll Baker is at a crisis in her into Bastogne, and Bayerlein
Trempealeau counties:
trict 2558 present their annual
He
is
executive
of
the
Bufried, but here is the problem :
tJ.SO career . Her critics say she is told me that he could not take it
Christmas program Thursday
1 yaar ........$12.00 3 month*
falo-Decorah
District
of
the
I work for tbe telephone company and
Sl-35 ju st too sweet and pleasant to without heavy fighting and big
USO 1 month
< months
at 8 p.m. Mmes. Paul Gehres
Gateway Area, Boy Scouts.
the
pay is very good, but with my hours
be
a
sex
symbol.
Bringing
up
losses."
and
Kenneth Benke will make
All ether subscriptions:
Wechter
was one of 37 stu$15.00 3 months
$4-« the question: Can Carroll Baker
Luettwitz consulted Sth Army I hardly ever get to see my husband and I
1 yaar
up the sacks for Santa.
dents
from
23
states
is
the
45month
V-tO
months
tt.00
1
make Sex and Nudity unpopu- headquarters. The Sth Army's stay dissatisfied with myself all the time.
•
day course at the Schiff Scout
I can't get on a different shift because
ABBY
Sand change ef address, notices, undeliv- lar? . . . The Ziegfeld Follies commander, Gen. Hasso von
Reservation , Mendham , N.J. EMPLOYE AT ETTRICK
ered,copies, subscription orders and oth«r show at the Thunderbird gives Manteuifel, ordered him to byI
don't
have
any
seniority.
My
mother
says
that
while
I
ETTRICK, Wis. ( Special ) mall Items to Winona Oally News. P.O.
credit for one scene to "Darryl pass Bastogne if one last at- still have no children I should work and save all the money There are 3,700 professional Kenneth Willgrubs has been hirSox 70, Winona, Minn.
S. Panic."
I can. I would rather stay home and be a housewife. Living scouting leaders.
tempt failed to take the town.
Second class postage paid st Winona.
The Buffalo-Decorah District ed by the village to care for the I FAMILY STYLE
I
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH : One Meanwhile, the 2nd Panzer on my husband's earnings would not be easy, but I would
sewage and water plants, and
bar
is
doing
so
B'way theater's
Division had made rapid ad- like to try. My husband says I can quit my job if I want to. has 982 boys in 48 units. A to- do other village work, until Emil
well that the producer will close vances north of Bastogne.
What should I do?
TORN tal of 391 men and women are Helstad is able to return to
the play and sign the bar for
volunteer leaders. A total of
"Bayerlein 's panzer division
DEAR TOUN: Quit your job and devote yourself to
a year's run.
427 boys , are in 19 Cub Scout work. Helstad was seriously inbeing a full tune wife. A dissatisfied wife is a greater
WISH I'D SAID THAT: This in the small hours of the next
packs, 459 in 22 Boy Scout jure d the last of November Iand Dumplings I
threat to a marriage than a tight budget.
is the year »that will go down day advanced south of Bas(Breasts and Legs ^nly) I
troops and 96 in seven Explor- when he fell from a platform ¦
mounted on a truck, while hangin political history as the one togne, cutting the town from its
er
units.
DEAB ABBY: Our son, a college sophomore, was driving
in which the elephant wished it southern road links, too.
Wechter entered Scouting in ing Christmas greens across the I SERVED EVERY I
didn't have such a good mem- "On the 20th, in the morning, one night when be was side-swiped by a truck, and a hor- 1949.
He attained
Life village streets. He is hospitalizory. — Arthur Maisel. '
I received orders from 5tb rible accident resulted. His date (a college freshman) was award . He has been his
I WEDNESDAY
assistant ed at La Crosse.
REMEMBERED Q U O T E : Army headquarters to call on badly injured. They still don't know how much plastic surScoutmaster,
¦
Scoutmaster, as- WINNERS AT ST. FELIX
Served with •
"Only fools and dead men don 't the American defenders to sur- gery will be required to restore her face to a presentable
S wonderful varieiy £ ** mm f a
sociate
Explorer
adviser
and
in
appearance.
Fortunately,
our
son
escaped
with
lesser
inchange their minds. Fools render.
"SAMTA'S
WABASHA, Minn. - St. Felix ¦
ol delicious trim- XI TH
various camp staff positions. Grade School won
mlnjj . All you an*?**' *»
won't . Dead men can 't. " — "Bayerlein
handpicked
a juries from which he will recover in time, but they are both
$25 in a con- ¦
H eat for only
MAGIC
John H. Patterson.
team of four men headed by a still hospitalized. Naturally, we are sick over this and are He also earned Virgil Honor , test conducted by the Educa- I
(Children II .H)
Order of the Arrow.
EARL'S PEARLS: "You think captain as emissaries. They de- assuming all the bills. Her parents said to us, "Now that
tional ABC's of Industry. In
KINGDOM"
you got trouble?" asks Shelby parted for the town equipped your son has disfigured our daughter for life, the least he
addition essays won a $6 prize I Served 5:10 p.m. to l:M p.m.
i
and
Friedman. "I know a centipede wi!h a makeshift white flag. can do is marry her!"
MISSISSIPPI ROOM a
for
Sharon Passe and $1 each _
¦ COFFBB SHOP
athlete's foot ."
with
They
had
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not
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.
And
we
know
that
St.
Charles
Masons
After
an
hour
they
returned,
for
Stephen
"LITTLE RED
McNallan and I Cirry-out Ordtri Available
"I'm glad to be appearing minus the white flag but carry- our son had no thoughts of marrying this girl or anyone else.
Lynne Lindgren. In senior proUSO
Bob
Hope
said
at
a
(He
here."
19).
's
only
We
are
afraid
these
parents
will
try
to
conRIDING HOOD"
To Install Hayes jects Bonnie Kohn won *3 and
ing a white piece of cardboard
dinner. "McNamara closed so 10 by 10 inches.
vince our son that he has a moral obligation to marry their
Peter Noll , $1, and in penman'
many bases that there are few "The sign read : "To the Ger- daughter. He is a sensitive, emotional young man. How should
Thursday Esen ma
SAT., DEC. 1» AT
ship, TJarlene Arens , Gary Kenplaces
left
for
me
to
play.
"
HIS PARENTS.
11:00-1:00.3:08
man general . . . "Nuts *' . . . this be handled?
itz , lynne Lingren , Shirley
ST.
CHARLES,
. . . That' s earl , brother .
Minn.
(Spe*
from the American general. '
SUN.. DEC. 20 AT
DEAR PARENTS: Let your son know that he might
cial) — Officers of Rising Sun Popp and Renea Kennebeck , $1
1
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"Franklj , I didn 't know what
SANTA
AT
TAYLOR
be approa ched with this suggestion , and explain that for
each. In the contest children "U
1.00-3:00
Lodge
49,
AF&AM,
will
be
in^
TAYLOR , Wis. ( Special) - nuts meant. I don 't eat nuts ,
him to marry this girl solely out of a feeling of obligation
became acquainted with leadstalled Thursday at 8:30 p.m.
ALL SEATS 50e
Santa Claus will make his an- and there weren't any nuts
or guilt would be a terrible mistake.
ing industries.
Families
of
members
are
innual appearance in Taylor Sat- available anywhere around. An
vited.
Following
the
ceremony
,
ABB"Y
,
interpreter
explained
the meanProblems? Write to
Box 69700, Los Angeles Calif.
urday at 3 p.m. He is being
there will be a short program
sponsored by the Taylor Com- ing of the word to me and asked For a personal reply, enclose a stamped , self-addressed
and
potluck lunch .
me
whether
I
wasn
envelope.
't insulted. I
mercial Club.
To be installed : W. Harold
wasn 't.
"All I can say now is that I cer. Brig. Gen. Anthony C. Mc- 1 family, he lost all his posses- Hayes, worshipful master; Milrecall having had the deepest Auliffe. "
sions in territories now under ton Gleason , senior warden ;
respect for the American offiLuettwitz said ht had met Mc- Polish rule. But after a few lean Ray Benedett , juni or warden ;
Auliffe in Paris while the Ger- years he set up a wholesale Clinton J e s s e n , treasurer ;
Home Sanitation System
man general was a prisoner of wine company and a small pub- George Gordon, secretary; Dr.
war.
lishing company and became Dale Hawk, senior deacon ;
EVENINGS AT 7:00 P.M. — 25* - 6SC . 85*
"He
spoke
to
me
for
about
district
agent for an insurance William Loppnow, junior dea"GOOD NEIGHBOR SAM" AT 7:20 ONLY
con; Kenneth Millard , senior
biSLjejW
laalsaESS
five
minutes,
but
I
only
later
company .
"DINERS CLUB" AT 9:30 ONLY
steward; Darwin Morrrll, junfound out that it was the man
Nite: 7:15—25<-<5«-B$c
•
who sent 'nuts ' to me at Bas- He lives in a comfortable , i ior steward, and Coleman
WED. -THURS. MATINEE AT 1:15
ENDS
TONITE
togne. He probably knew who I two-family house with a nice I Smith , tyler.
•
•
garden.
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Luettwitz ' troops, after failing Luettwitz and his wife travel ard Hillyer Winona , past grand
"COMMANDO"
to conquer Bastogne , pressed abroad a lot and have visited master , and Meal Lybarger, St.
At 7:20 Only
i Charles , marshal.
the attack westward. They the United States.
made
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deepest
penetration
to
•
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the west in the Battle of the t.mm,mm-mm{*m.
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The Americans , after weath- ' r IfLaX-'
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man supply lines and troop us- '
semblies.
j
Luettwitz withdrew his troops
in good order , and shortly after i
Christmas Day Gen. George S.
Patton 's 3rd U.S. Army troop*
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broke through the German lines
T W IJJ
Attachment.
from the south and relieved
Bastogne.
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Ex-Arkansaw
BILL MIRRI LL'S Woman,Husband
Work in Bolivia
Qcrm&tlimo
ARE you a putter-offer , procrastinating when you should be
getting something done? There is a formula for overcoming this distasteful habit , often the cause of unpleasant experiences.
_ I suspect there are not many of us that haven't, at one
time or another, been guilty of being a putter-offer. Like the
old bearded gent hi gh in the hills that had a leak in the roof.
When it was raining, it was to wet to fix, and when it was dry,
It didn't need it.
The simple little formula as I call It, to overcome this lack
of ambition is so simple you're
apt to discount its power, but
If you put it to a true test, challenge of procrastination,
never again to ease into its
believe you me, it will work. lure
of being a putter-offer —
May I be quick to say it's not at least
not without admitting
original with me. I read it in
to
yourself
that the only reason
• book that had to do with suc- you're not getting the job done
cess, and the more I thought
because you don't really
about it, the more I knew it is
want
to.
would work.
j There you have it. Three simThe whole thing has to do ple words linked with a promise
with pre-setting your mind . . . to self. I will never use these
Much the same as you pre-set three words without following
an alarm clock. When the hands through. Now don't procrastihit a certain spot, the alarm nate— DO IT IMMEDIATELY.
goes off, So, set your mind in
this manner so that under certain conditions you will always
react favorably. Let me explain.
IT'S A COMBINATION of
three words — "Do it immediately." That's not all. You must
say to yourself, "I will never
use the three words "Do it
immediately" without following
through. Write this promise to
yourself , if need be, and repeat MILWAUKEE tm—Two resiIt to yourself until you form an dents and five firemen were
obsession that f orces you never overcome by dense smoke Monto utter the words "Do it im- day as a four-alarm f\re swept
mediately" without doing what- a three-story apartment buildever the task is, immediately. ing near downtown Milwaukee.
I just tried this three-word Some 100 firefighters battled
starter on myself at getting up the blaze in 14-degree weather
time. You' know how it is — for two hours before checking
you just woke up under the the flames which raged in the
disturbing chatter of the alarm building's walls.
clock, but somehow your rea- Two rescued residents, John
soning factors kept saying, Baum, 66, and Ellis Blood"Just another forty winks — go worth, 83; and fireman Robert
ahead, lie back. It won't hurt Kubenick, 33, were hospitalized
just to stretch a few short min- with smoke inhalation. They
utes. Relax." And before you were reported in satisfactory
know it, you're back to sleep condition.
¦gain, while all the time, the The four other firemen overobject of setting the clock was come were treated at the scene.
to get up.
Baum was rescued by firemen
Now I said to myself, in ef- who passed him through an open
fect, "Do it immediately," hav- window to other fighters standing promised myself that I ing some 10 feet below.
would nevei use this three-word
formula without f o l l o w i n g
through. And you know, it $100,
000 Loss
works. Once out of bed, a little
water on the face, already one In Barge Fire
feels victorious over self with
its procastinating nature.
ST. PAUL (AP ) — Loss was
estimated
at around $100,000
WHAT HAVE yon been potMonday
in
a fire which desting off lately? Painting, cleaning the basement, or breaking troyed a barge, fitted up as a
a habit that you keep saying towboat repair shop, on the
you're going to quit? Well, sir, river front here.
pre-set your mind by promising
you will never say to yourself , FOUNTAIN CITY PATIENT
"Do it immediately" without FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Spefollowing through. Having in- cial) — Mrs. Friedbert Patzner
stilled the idea in your mind, had surgery today in St. Mary 's
Rochester.
yoHi'm ,rprepared to meet the,_ Hospital,
: :

Seven Overcome
In Milwaukee
Apartment Fire

\ ...

small cobbled village, with 14,- commander of the encircled
000 men — an assortment of town of Bastogne.
f -rtw-.-miiD&ra trnkmra aviUiavy
9%A— mm UeAalilta km warn
*M£
rarrovuiaea — whichhe already
"Bastogne was the hub of a knew all too well — and said
very important road net," Mc- surrender was the only possibilAuliffe said. "If we denied that ity "to save the encircled U.S.A.
town to the Germans, it would troops from total annihilation."
pretty well destroy their offen- Unless he surrendered in two
sive. "
ARKANSAW, Wis. - Mr. This he was determined to do. hours, the message said, a German artillery corps and six
and Mrs. Orrie Brunner , Arheavy antiaircraft artillery batBy
Dec.
18,
the
German
ring
have
learned
of
the
kansaw,
'
talions were ready to blow up
bad
closet
around
Bastogne.
arrival of their son-in-law and
the
Americans.
The
American
riflemen,
maDuane
daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Anderson in Bolivia, South chine gunners and bazooka men It was signed "The German
America, where they are with dug in and stood off assault aft- Commander."
er assault.
McAuliffe said that although
the Peace Corps.
They left in September and A heavy fog kept the U.S. Air he was indignant, he decided to
arrived in LaPaz, then Coran- Force grounded.¦ There was no send the Germans a formal
he had
ave. There had just been an air support — and transport communication and that
typed
on a
his
one-word
reply
planes
couldn't
get
through
to
uprising and bombing in Lasupplies.
piece
of
paper.
drop
Paz.
Col. Joseph H . Harper, now a
Mrs. Anderson, the former On Dec. 22, three Germans —
Marlene Brunner, graduate of two officers and an enlisted retired major general here, carGraceland College , Lamofli , man — approached the Ameri- ried back the "nuts" message to
Iowa, and Central Missouri can lines under a flag of truce. the still blindfolded Germans.
State University, w i l l lead They delivered an envelope Harper told the German leader
home extension work in three containing two sheets of paper. what it said. The German said
These were brought back to Mc- he knew the word, but didn't
small villages.
Her husband, formerly of Auliffe in his cellar command understand the context.
"It means the same as 'Go to
Kansas City, will specialize in post back in the town.
agriculture and sewage dispos- He has those two sheets still, hell; ' do you understand what
locked away in a strong box. He that means?" Harper told the
al. He studied mathematics.
The couple received Peace took them out and reread them German.
The Nazi party was sent back
Coips orientation at the Univer- as he reminisced.
sity of Oklahoma, studied Span- One sheet held a neatly typed into its own lines and the battle
ish culture, the history of Bo- message in German. The other resumed.
livia and American history and was a duplicate in English. The fog lifted enough to allow
institutions. They were in Mex- They were addressed to the U.S. an airdrop that day and on Dec.
ico a month to study farming
methods. There they also observed community life at Valle
Nacionalle , where people and
customs are similar to Oymara
Indian villages in Bolivia.
The Peace Corps loaned bicycles to the Andersons. Because of landslides, it frequently is impossible to travel any
distance. The couple is filling
a request for community development assistance from the
Bolivian government.

|

GENERAL

( Continued From Page 1)
eyebrows are iron gray, he still
wears a chesty air of command.
The Battle of the Bulge, of
which the Bastogne siege was a
pivotal episode, started at dawn
20 years ago Wednesday.
That was when the badly
wounded German army, after
retreating grudgingly since the
Normandy invasion the previous
June, launched its last-spasm
offensive through the snowcloaked Ardennes Forest. On
Hitler's orders, Nazi panzers
and infantry drove at the American line in a bid to split the
Allied front and reach Antwerp.
Before long McAuliffe found
himself defending Bastogne, a
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If you can give a better bourbon..*give it!
Those who know their Bourbon gifts inside-out give Ancient Age!
Inside: America's Largest Selling 6 Year Old Kentucky Bourbon.
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Fr«d W.

"Our Christmas tree stand
leaked. The watsr soaked ¦
thru red creoe paper and
dyed a red spot on our rug.
Our friends accuse us of
murdering Santa. Is this kind
of loss paid by Personal Property Insurance , but not by a
Residence Fire Policy?"
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24, McAuliffe said.
i OujjSprYjiwy Obtained
tot tie recalls «, the t£mw*K;
assault came about 3 a.m. For Biological Studies
Christmas morning. A new panzer division attacked from west LA CROSSE, Wis. ( AP) The Wisconsin Society for Or
of the town.
' nithology announced today thai
The next -night, Dec. 26, an a grant from University o
American tank column broke Wisconsin Professor Harrj
through, and the siege was over. Steenbock has made possibh
McAuliffe said his losses had acquisition of an 85-acre con
totaled 4,000 of his 14,000 men — servancy for botany and biolo
dead, wounded, and badly frost- gical studies in the Hone;
bitten from long exposure.
Creek area near Loganville.
What is his lasting impression
from those days?
"The courage and determination of the American soldier,"
the general said.
OIL TREATED
His summation: "We fought a
good battle, and the Lord held
me by the hand. "
B
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TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS 'MON OIEU! WHAT WONT YOU AMERICANS THINK OF NEXT?'

A Beautiful New

How to Rebuild
A National Party

Church Is Dedicated
MEMBERS AND FKIiNDS «f Control
Methodist Church consecrated a new
church Sunday. In doing eo they expressed
their faith in Winona.

Even before the ashes were cold from
the fire which leveled the old structure on
Jan. 22, 1961, plans were being made for
the erection of a new edifice. Never was
there a doubt that such a structure would
be erected, a building that would be a credit to members of the congregation and all
Winona.
Although the fire swep t the old church
on a Sunday shortly before meeting time.
plans were made immediately to hold
services that afternoon. Meetings subsequently were held at the YMCA , McKinley
Methodist Church, the YWCA and then, after the smoke and soot had been acrubbed
away, in the Central Methodist Guildhall
until the present new building was ready
last Sunday.

BUT THERE are many men In tht party
who are really anxious to bring about unity.
The conference held between Gen. Eisenhower,
former Vice President Nixon and Sen. Goldwater was designed not only to produce harmony
in the party but to encourage the members of
the national committee to confer with their local leaders and find out just what they wish to
do about party policies and Republican activity
between elections.
The real trouble with the Republican party
is that nobody knows what the dissenters really want. It is difficult to get a good definition
of what a "moderate" is, or even an "extremist" or a "conservative" or a "liberal. " Rep.
Robert Taft Jr., of Ohio, said in an interview
not so long ago that on some things he is conservative and on other things he is liberal.
There is no single phrase that covers the individual viewpoints of most men in public life
on the questions of the day.
THE IMPORTANT task before the Republicans is to define just what proposals they believe in and what policies of the administration
they feel should be opposed. The difficulty of
definition is best illustrated by a speech delivered this week. The reader who does not know
who made the speech, from which excerpt* are
given below, might guess that perhaps it was delivered by Sen. Goldwater himself. Here are the
essential paragraphs:
"Savings represent the hard work and frugality of a lot of people.
"Because these are private savings, it is not
only right but necessary, under the umbrella
of wise protective laws, to keep decisions affecting economic policies and actions in the
hands of private industry and productive individuals.
"In far too many ways we are heading away
from reliance on the citizen's common sense,
personal responsibility, and freedom of action
toward federal domination over almost every
phase of our economy.
"THIS MAY give to some an immediate
sense of material well-being and personal security. But it is dangerous to our future — because it flouts our basic rights, weakens our
moral fiber, restricts individual decision and,
in the long run, destroys the incentives that
have been responsible for our unmatched productivity."

TO PREACH ONE iorvi<« and thin mm
your new station turned into ashes was the
lot of Dr. E. Clayton Burgess, who had the
extra load of getting acquainted with a
new congregation and at the same time
providing the inspiration and guiding hand
in erecting a new church.
The bell tower, which miraculously survived the fire, and the Guildhall, at the other end of the block, are blended beautifully with the new edifice, all constructed of
Winona-quarried travertine stone.
Again in the windows, the church turned to a Winona concern to put the inspirational ideas of the designer into ever-lasting glass.
As the months and tbe years pass, hundreds of visitors will see the new church,
marvel at its beauty and carry back to
their homes an appreciation of Winona
and Winona artisans.
A BY-PRODUCT OF the opening woi
the ecumenical feeling among people of
all faithi. Best wishes came from church
leaders of all denominations, advancing
the cause of brotherhood by this exchange
of fellowship.
The Winona Daily News joins other Winonans in extending best wishes to Dr.
Burgess, leaders of Central Methodist
Church, the Winona architects and builders
on the job, and the members of the congregation. We foresee a long life of service
to the community by the beautiful new
church and its people.
JP .

Economic Expansion In
Ninth District Laos

IN YEARS GONE BY

MODERATE expansion typified most
economic trends in the 9th District during
the first three quarters of 1964, the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis said today
in its Monthly Review . The rate of expansion, however , lagged behind the nation in
some respects.

Ten Years Ago . .. 1954

James F. Heinlen was elected secretary of
the Hiawatha Toastmasters Club succeeding
John V. Davis.
The grand opening of Winona's newest and
one of Southeastern Minnesota and Western Wisconsin 's most modern grocery supermarkets is
scheduled for this week . James Elliott is manager.

District personal incomes were up approximately 4 percent compared with a 5.9
percent change for the nation. District empl oyment increased, but at a slightly lower
pace than nationally. District insured unemployment was down, but the percentage
change did not quite equal national trends.

Twenry-Five Years Ago . . . 1939

Winona's new $224,000 city hall will be formall y opened to inspection next week.
The Wisconsin Public Service Commission
has authorized the North Western Railroad to
discontinue agent service at its M arshland station in Buffalo County.
"lolanthe," a light opera by Gilbert and Sullivan , will be given by a cast of more than
150 freshmen of the College of Saint Teresa.

Total district retail sales during the
summer were 5.7 percent higher than a
year ago; nationally the increase was 6.4
percent. District expansion was dominated
by increased expenditures for durable
goods, up almost 12 percent compared to
the summer-to-summer increase in nondurable expenditures which increased only 2.7
percent.
DISTRICT

nonagriculrural output

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1914

The Winona County Fishermen's Association
has been at work distributing about a dozen
cans of trout fry from the government.
Outplaying their opponents in every department of the game, the Winona Interstate Pack ing Co. team romped away with its game o{
the winter 's schedule at Wabasha by the overwhelming score ot 75 to 9.

for

important industries thus far in 1964 exceeds year ago levels . Iron Ore shipment?
may exceed last year 's amounts by around
10 percent. Crude oil production is up 4.3
percent, and copper production through
August
surpassed yea r-earlier figures
by 8.6 percent.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1889

Miss Lvell Goodrich, a graduate ot both the
public and normal school of this city, has been
appointed a teacher in the reform school at
St. Cloud.
'
Mrs . L. R Clark was elected president of
the W RC. al the annual election of officers.

One general measure ot total district industrial output is the bank's index series
on industrial use of electric power. It has
boon running close to 10 percent over last
year.

One Hund red Yea rs Ago . . . 1864

Banking statistics for the first three
quarters of 1964 also reflect growth trends .
Total loans and discounts at m ember banks
advanced about 9 percent over tORf) wilh total deposits registering a ft.5 percent u<iin.
Although loan-to-deposit ratio? increased
somewhat , bank liquidity positions .still
seem to be generally favo rable . Thus
far in 1964, relatively few hanks have found
it necessary to resort to the discount window

The Minnesota Stage Co. is doing a dri ving
business this winter between Winona and I,a
Crosse
I) . Cheateham of Utic a brought in a stalk
of tobacco which was grown on his place this
\ ciir under his cultivati on It is large, well matured nnd equal to any grown in the South.
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IT SEEMS certain that th« drought in

many parts of the district this past summer has been responsible for the slightly
lower rates of increases in many of the district's economic indicators. Lower gram
production , along with declining faun
prices and higher production costs , has led
to reduced farm purchasing power , and
this In turn to a smaller rat e of increase
in district personal incomes
¦
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Hom> e liberal Democrats p lan a pu rnv
et defecto rs. Sounds quite drastic , consider mg that wrist slaps have bee n customary
or* Mich occasions in the paM
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ly JOSEPH 6. MOLNER, M.I
Dear Dr. M ol n • r:
Would you recommend
radioactive iodine for
goiter? Does thli treat*
aent remove it entirely.
r
or make it less toxic?
Could there be 111 effects to the throat or
other parts of tha body
from this treatment?
— MRS. A. R.

Two PhilosopWe"
Still Hold the Stag*
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Johnson Kidded Wilson
At Washington Dinner
By JACK ANDERSON
'E ditor 's Note: The
Washington Merry - Go Round today is written
by Jack Anderson, Drew
Pearson 's A«*ociote.)

WASHINGTON - At the
White House State dinner
for Britain's Prime Minister
Harold Wilson, President
Johnson loosened his stiff
collar and relaxed with his
formal guests as if they had
come for chow at the LBJ
ranch.
At one point, as he introduced several distinguished
guests, the former ambassador to Britain, Lewis
Douglas, modestly acknowledged the introduction, then
began to sit down.
"Now , Lew," admonished
the President, "you stand
up a Little longer. There are
some girls down here who
didn't get to see you . "
Commenting on his conversations with Prime Minister Wilson, Johnson recalled the time Mark Twain
asked
directions to a
friend's farm in New Hampshire.
"How far is it to Henderson's place?" Nark Twain
inquired .
"About a mile and a
half ," said a farmer .
MARK TWAIN continued
along the road until he met
another farmer, again asked
the distance to the Henderson farm.
"About a mile and a
half ," replied the second
farmer.
Still farther down the
road, Mark Twain asked another passing farmer the
distance and was told ,
"About a mile and a half "
"Thank God, " said Mark
Twain , "I am holding my
own . ''
"I would like to observe
tonight ," concluded the
President, "that I am not
sure I am holding my own
after today 's discussion."
In his response, Prime
Minister W i l s o n invited
Johnson to dinner at Buckingham Palace but warned
frankly
that the Scots
Guards or Gordon Highlanders might suddenly start
"parading around and playing the bagpipes in your
ears as you try to eat .
"\NI> YOl' thought," he
said, reverting to the language of weaponry, "that you
had the grout deterrent. "
Note — The Brit ish press
was critical of Wilson for
being taken in hy Johnson " s
churm and persuasion .
The State Departmont
Isn 't blowing any bugles

OPIN.ON-WSE

about it, but Secretary Dean
Rusk has been encouraged
over his private talks with
Foreign Minister Gromyko.
Rusk reported to President
Johnson tha^ the Russians
appear to be slow but sincere in their search for
East-West solutions.
Gromyko didn't repeat the
usual Russian accusations
and propaganda during their
meeting, out settled down
to a cautious, practical discussion of possible SovietAmerican agreements.
HE SEEMED most concerned over the American
effort to include West Germany in the new multilateral nuclear forces . Rusk
replied this would keep
West Germany from developing her own independent
nuclear weapons. The two
men also discussed mutual
defense cutbacks, a ban on
the sale of old bombers to
other nations, an underground test agreement and
a wide range of other subjects.
Rusk reported to the President that th« new Kremlin
leaders appear to be more
cautious than Ex-Premier
Khrushchev but that Gromyko no longer acted Like a
messenger boy waiting for
instructions from Moscow .
It looks as if he had been
given much more power to
negotiate on his own.
RELAXING IN a barber 'a
chair at the Pentagon, Dep-

uty Assistant Secretary of
Defense Stephen Shulman
started thumbing through a
copy of Playboy magazine
while the barber applied the
clippers.
Suddenly, Secretary of Defense McNamara strode in
with a sheaf of papers, settled in an adjacent chair,
and began pouring over the
papers.
Embarrassed, S h u l m a n
slipped the Playboy copy
under his barber's cape.
But the maneuver was so
hasty that he lost hold of
the magazine.
It slid slowly to the floor
and landed directly in front
of McNamara's chair, the
near-nude cover girl face
up. Without a word, the
secretary of defense put
aside his work , reached
down for the magazine,
handed it back to his flustered assistant.
THE MAIL to the Pentagon over the closing of
surplus military bases is
running four to one supporting Secretary of Defense
McNamara 's action . . .
The Armed Forces Journal
reported in its latest issue
that Deputy Secretary of
Defense Cyrus Vance would
quit the government unless
he is promoted to McNamara 's job, The modest Vance,
who has no ambitions for
higher office, was furious.
"Absolute hogwash!" he
snorted to aides.

Jksi ^htsL

"I'll have the little twenty-five cent box of Christmas
candy, and would you please wrap these with it?"

To the Editor :
The world approaches tht
New Year, 1965, still the
central stage of a life or
death struggle between two
governmental philosophies,
American democracy and
world communism, which
not only clash over vast differences of social and economic concepts but on the
very matter of human dignity as well. If the United
States of America and tht
other free nations are to
win victory in the war with
the communist bloc then
present trends in the course
of this battle must be reversed, and soon.
Since our Republic remains as the undisputed
champion ot liberty, free
countries everywhere, whe
are in an ever increasing
minority, look to America
for leadership and moral
assurance in the face of
communism's g r o w i n g
threat to capture and to
dominate the peoples of the
globe. Faced with this tremendous responsibility, all
Americans and free citizens,
whether they like it or not,
will Tbe greatly affected by
the challenge of tyranny in
the crucial years ahead.
In order to prepare for the
powerful assaults to be
thrown against the stronghold of freedom by the
forces of communism in the
near future, it is necessary
that every American, young
and old, acquaint himself
with the workings of our
democratic system and the
full and true meaning of
his wonderful American
heritage. This can only be
accomplished if individuals
will devote, and if need be
sacrifice, some of their personal time to study and to
discuss world and political
affairs with their families
and friends.
Too many Americans for
too many years have been
fooled with the destructive
notion that the complex
matters of their society do
not concern them in the
least , but rather are the
problems of the "few"
elected heads of government to handle and to
solve. Well, so far the
"few " have done a terrible
job in the defense and advancement of our freedom
and our American ideals.
Any political map of the
world dated since World
War II will bring forth the
truth of that last statement.
Our American Republic
was founded upon the belief
that the authority and respons ibility of government
are to be delegated to the
people. We, thus, must
take complete blame for
the declining fortunes of
our just cause in the struggle with world communism.
There are those among us
who refuse to consider the
shocking realities of America's worsening position in
South Viet Nam, the spread
of communist terror in
Africa, the failure of the
United Nations to live up
to its own principles , and
the encroachments of the
federal
government
at
home.
A "false" peaca
and
inflated prosperity
cannot last forever.
If the advance of communism is to be met and
checked we must all take
part and not leave the
fight up to the "few" who
have and continue to fail
in our task. If the 'American
people and their allies hold
positions of strength while
retaining faith in the principles of human liberty an
everlasting victory over the
evil of socialistic totalitarianism can be achieved.
Lance A. Lamphera
Nelson, Wisconsin
ROCK THAT LETTER
MIAMI (fl—This note was
on the envelope of a letter
from London received here:
"Postman, postman, don't
be slow ; be like the Beatles,
go, man, go.

BrSkr^

A goiter is an enlargement of the thyroid gland.
A toxic goiter is one which
produces symptoms of excessive thyroid activity, u
distinguished from • thyroid which is merely enlarged.
Radioactive iodine (known
as I 131) is a well recog"
nized treatment for toxic
goiter. It does not remove
the thyroid gland, but it reduces ita activity and usually its size.
In fact , sometimes it
•lows down the thyroid to
such an extent that m hypothyroid state (underactivity)
is produced. However, it is
then a simple matter to administer small doses of thyroid substance to bring the
body 's metabolism back into normal balance.
The correct dosage of radioactive iodine is very important, so the treatment
must be given by an expert.
Experience has establish'
ed proper dosages, Bnd no
ill effects to throat or any
other part of the body result.
Radioactive iodine is not
used for simple, non-toxic
enlargement of the gland,
nor can it be used if tumors
have developed in the thyroid. In the latter case surgery is necessary.
Dear Dr. Molner: For
20 years an acquaintance
of mine has had chest
X-rays e v e r y
six
months. In the last two,
her heart is enlarged.
Her ankles have been
swelling so that even
the feet are puffed by
evening, but she attributes this to humidity. .
What causes the heart
to enlarge? How serious
is this condition? ,
I presume the X-rays
were of the type to detect
tuberculosis. They sometimes show heart deviations
— but you can't decide on
that basis alone whether the
condition is serious. Other
tests are necessary.
As you describe the case,
the combination of enlargement and edema (the swelling) indicates that the heart
muscle is gradually failing.
The heart is enlarging in an
effort to compensate for the
lack of vigor of its muscle.
Your friend should NOT
try to find excuses for the
swollen, legs. She should
consult her doctor. Generally speaking, such cases are
bound to become serious,
aooner or later, yet with
prompt (and sustained )
treatment many patients
live for years and years .
Dear Dr. Molner : Why
couldn't nerves from a
deceased person be
transplanted to a multiple sclerosis patient , to
replace the damaged
nerves? - S.M.H.
First , transplantation of
tissues from one person to
another remains a most
difficult procedure because
tht body, with few exceptions, rejects it. Second, in
multiple sclerosis, the fundamental disorder is in the
spinal cord, and the other
nerves are only secondarily
involved.
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Bontf fide names of alt
letter 'wrif ri will be
published. No riltgious .
miedioal or pe rsonal controversies ore acceptable.;

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON - How do you rebuild or
remake a national political party? Can it ba
done by two or three leaders getting together
and working out a plan? Or should the members of a political party themselves have a
voice in such a reorganization?
Unfortunately, political parties are not set up
on a representative basis, so that the citizens
who contribute their funds as well as their
votes do not usually have an opportunity to select their national leaders. Even the members
of the national party committee are not chosen
by popular vote except in two state*. Thus the
problem of rebuilding a party is not easy to
solve , especially when there are many conflicting interests as well as Various individuals
with ambitions to run for the presidency in
1958 or thereafter .
The battle over who is to be the national
party chairman is really a drive to unseat Dean
Burch as a means of gaining ascendancy in
the party organization for henchmen of particular candidates for the 1968 nomination.

Here is a building, not alone erected for
the present generation, but for the future.
The bast that is Wmont went into its construction.

To Your Good Health
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French Tougher Fewer County Supervisors
Than Russians Proposed for Wisconsin
On U.N. Fees

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP ) — The emphasis has been
mainly en the Russians in behind • the - scenes negotiations
seeking to resolve the U.N financial crisis.
The Soviet Union and six
Communist - bloc nati ons are
more than two years in arrears
en peacekeeping assessments.
France also becomes two years
in arrears Jan. 1.
In the view of many U.N. diplomats, the French position on
refusing to pay for peacekeeping operations is tougher
than the Soviet Union's.
The Soviet Union has expressed willingness to make
voluntary contributions into a
U.N. "rescue" fund and thus
avoid a challenge to voting
rights in the General Assembly
uijder Article 19 of the U.N.
Charter. It has not spelled out
bow much or when it will pay.
There has been no expression
ol that kind from France, which
has remained mostly outside the
negotiations now taking place.
The United States insists that
Article 19 must be applied the
first time a vote is taken in the
assembly. Under a no-vote truce
worked out with Secretary-General U Thant, the assembly is
listening to the annual policy
debate after electing a president
by acclamation.
Asian-Africans have advanced
a plan under which Article 19
would be suspended for the duration of the session, a rescue
fund established to keep the organization from going bankrupt,
and a review board set up to
draft a formula for starting and
financing future U.N. peace
keeping.
France owes slightly more
than $16 million in assessments
for Congo peace-keeping. It
could pay $1.5 million and get
out of the two-years-in-arrears
classification.
The Soviet Union owes $52.6
million for peace keeping in the
Congo and the Middle East, and
after Jan . 1 will have to pay
around $15 million to avoid a
challenge to its assembly voting
rights.
U.N. officials say about 20
countries will be more than two
years in arrears if they make no
payment before Jan. 17 They
decline to list them.
France has paid its assessments for the U.N. Emergency
Force created after the Suez
crisis of 1956. The 'French say
they have contributed voluntarily because they see merit in

MADISON , Wis. - A legislative committee has recommended changes in county board
representation that would eliminate 40 supervisors in 12
northwest counties.
The proposed maximum membership in the Trempealeau
County board would be 21 compared with the present 39. The
proposal would take seven from
the present 2fl-member Buffalo

County board ; nine from Jackson, 30-member board, and
would add eight to the Pepin
County Boa rd, which now has
13 members now.

maintaining the force, although
they abstained in the assembly
decision of Nov. 5, 1956, authorizing the force.
France also was among abstainers when the Security
Council decided July 14, 1960, to
authorize the secretary-genera l
to put together the U.N. Congo
force . The other abstainers,
Britain and Nationalist China,
have made payments.
a

3 Technical
Schools Set
For Minnesota

Big Donations
In State Listed

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Four
Minnesotans gave $5 ,000 or more
to Democratic fund - raising
groups in the 1964 campaign, but
only one donation of $5 ,000 went
to the Republican cause.
The gifts were shown in Republican and Democratic records on file with the clerk of
the House. They included :
Minnesota—Republicans: Mrs.
M. L. Griggs, St. Paul , $5,000;
Democrats : D. O. Andreas, Excelsior, $5,000; Robert G . Cerney, Excelsior, $7,500; Thomas
J, Ellerbe, St. Paul, $8 ,000; Jeno
F. Paulucci , Duluth, $5 ,000.
North Dakota — Republicans:
H . Shafer, Bismarck , $5,000.
Democrats: none.
¦

Lake Cit y Discussing
Route oi Hi ghway 61
LAKE CITY, Minn. - No
formal action has been taken ,
but the highway committee of
the Lake City Chamber of Commerce is discussing where Highway 61 should go here—through
town as at present or west of
town through the Archie Heise
farm, where presumably the
state Highway -Department
would want to locate it.
The committee also feels
citizens should make it known
by petition or other method that
it is interested in a four-lane
road, as was built around Minneiska and is planned for Wabasha and Kellogg.
James Hanson is committee
chairman.

THE PROPOSAL would add
2 to the present 37-member Eau
Claire County Board.
The committee's proposal
would generally provide greater representation for higher
population centers but retains

ST. PAUL (AP) - The state
Department of Education recommended Monday that new area
vocational-technical schools be
established in Bemidji , Moorhead and Mora.
The recommendations were
presented at a meeting of the
state Board of Education by
Duane Mattheis , state commissioner of education.
The board voted to defer action on the recommendations at
least until its January meeting.
The primary criteria for designation must be, " Mattheis told
the board , "which school will
best be able to serve the area
and fit into the overall state plan
for such schools.
"Vocational technical schools
should be located in areas of the
state in such a way that they
will equalize opportunities of
young people of learning a vocation and thereby prepare them
for employment.
It is hoped to have schools
ready for operation in all four
areas by the fall of 1966.

some concessions to supporters
of the belief that factors other
than population should be considered.
The new plan would call for
supervisory districts based on
population rather than the present town and ward representation.
Proposed limits on board sizes
are : Counties ranging from 100.
000 to 500,000 residents, not
more than 47 supervisors; 50,000
to 100,000, not more than 39:
25,000 to 50,000, not more than
31, and under 25,000, not more
than 21.
Municipal boundaries would
be preserved where possible
but a supervisor could have
more than one municipality in
his district or a municipality
could have more than one district.
Supervisor terms would be
for two years, with election in
the spring in odd-numbered
years, the first election to be
delayed to 1967.

THE COMIVflTTEE voted to
leave the responsibility of apportionment of districts after
each federal census to the
boards and recommended a
mandatory public hearing before each redi striding.
Past efforts at redistricting
in Wisconsin have been unsuccessful. The present study was
undertaken only after the Supreme Court accepted a suit
asking justices to declare the
present system of county election procedure unconstitutional.
A decision on the case may
come early next year.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
Chicago mail order firm of
Aldens, Inc. was merged into
Gamble-Skogmo, Inc., of Minneapolis as the result of stockholders' approvals voted Monday.
Gamble - Skogmo announced
here that the vote was 89 per
cent in favor among its share
holders and 86 per cent in favor
among Aldens' shareholders.
Following the merger, Aldens
will operate as a wholly-owned
subsidiary under its present
name. Aldens operates 34 retail
stores but about two-thirds of its
volume consists of mail order
sales. The firm had sales of $193
million last year.
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The 1965 Fordrides quieter
than a Rolls-Royce!
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Hard to believe? Maybe ... but it 's true. Tlie Ford ride pro ved quieter in tests conducted by the world's leading acoustical consultants (Bolt , Beranek and Newman ,
Inc.) . These tests were certified by the U. S. Auto Club. But come make your own
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test. And be ready for many other Ford surprises.
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And gives you luxurious new features like these...

Silent-Flo Ventilati on ( c/n 4-door hardtnrx i r rcsh air n draw n in. stale nir
removed eve n with all windows closed.

New uUm-luxurioun Ford LTD h;u quilted nylon-nnd- v inyl upholstery, thick cut-pile
carpeting, rich walnut-like pDncling in doom and instrument panel , and (like all Fords)
-spaciousness. Even more hip. shoulder , knee room than last year.
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IN OTHER AREAS SEE YOUR LOCAL FORD DEALER
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IN WINONA SEE OWL MOTOR CO.
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contains the^ most prized brandy j^ift
all. Versati le Coronet VSQ makes 152
different mixed drinks and makes every
one of them better.. . smoother. That ' s
why we say, "It' s the one brandy for all
drinks!'The Royal Coronation decanter
is available at no extra cost .
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Boy Drowns When
Two Plunge Into
Menornonee River
MILWAUKEE m — A boy
drowned and his younger brother was rescued Sunday when
they plunged through thin ice
on the Menornonee River.
Thomas J . Krause, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Krause of Wauwatosa , drowned despite the
rescue efforts of his brother, David, 7 .
The ice broke under David as
he attempted to pull his brother
from the wafer. A companion.
James J. Schindelholz, 7. managed to pull David to safety.

PAPERBACKS

WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.
Hubert H. Humphrey , D-Minn.,
Tht Ultimata in Christmas Giving
officially entered the line of succession to the presidency Monday when the electoral college
1S9 East Third Strict
; votes were cast in the various
\ states.
Although he has not yet
resigned
from the Senate, Hum\
phrey is now technically vice
9 a.m. through h p.m.
DR. C. R. KOLLOFSK I
! president, Only the formality of
oath of office remains.
Saturday 9 to 12:30
DR. MAX L. DEBOLT
Should President Johnson die
: before inauguration next month ,
• OptometrlMim
Humphrey would become presiPunve 6RS0 - 3f?Sl
T HIRD ASD \lAts ST«.
dent on inauguration day.
| Should both Johnson and Humphrey die , Speaker of the House
John McC'ormack would become ~
~
sffOP THE EASY WAY — READ THE ADS FIRST
president.
!
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Gamble-Skogmo
Absorbs Firm
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Advent Noted
In Program
For Teresans
Amidst an impressive and
beautiful Advent setting, Sister
M . Emmanuel, dean of the College of Saint Teresa , assisted
by Sister M. Michaeli , also of
the college, spoke to the Winona Teresan Chapter at its
December meeting at the home
at Mrs. Hubert Weir .
"Bible Devotion" and "Bible
Vigil" were the subjects discussed. The three ways to encounter Christ , Sister Emmanuel stressed, are through the
Sacraments, by reading Scriptures and by meditating on the
Scriptures.
A portion of the discussion
was on the effects of the present Ecumenical Council on the
sacrifice of the Holy Mass and
its parts.
After an explanation of a
Bible Vigil , the group led by
the speaker conducted one of
its own , with the theme, "Good
news — the coming of Christ. ''
The ceremony included the singing of a hymn, a reading from
Isaiah, meditation, prayer and
a closing hymn.
It was pointed out that such
a vigil can easily be carried on
in the home.
Mrs. James Frankard , presiment. Others, from left are, Mrs. LeRoy
CENTER OF ATTRACTION ... The clev, presided during a brief
dent
Backus, a general chairman; Mrs. William
er ski slide centerpiece on the tea table at the
business
session, when it was
DelSrnec, bake sale committee; and Mrs.
St. Anne Hospice Christmas sale was a conannounced that the annual cofbert Bitzan, refreshments committee. (Daily fee parties for Teresan seniors
versation piece, with its tiny elf skiers on a
News photo )
snowy slide amidst the evergreens. Mrs.
will be held Jan. 28, with Mrs.
Frank Murtinger, left, made the arrangeWilliam Sievers as chairman.
A new member, Mrs. Bernhardt Brenner was welcomed.
Caledonia Altar
Hostesses who carried out the
Advent theme in refreshments
Society Re-elects
were Mrs. Ted Bernatz , Mrs.
Mrs. Cochran
Del Schneider and the Misses
Margaret
Voelker and Claudine
CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special )
Approximately 400 visitors tee for refreshments poured —Officers were elected at the Daley.
were delighted with the ex- throughout the afternoon.
meeting of the Holy Family Al- RECEPTION FOR GUESTS
citement of Christmas shopping Tours were conducted for vis- tar Society, held at St. Mary 's GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
when they attended the Christ- itors interested in seeing the School. Mrs. Delmar Cochran — Dr. and Mrs. R. L. Alvarez
Hospice building and activities: presided and was re-elected entertained 75 friends at a remas Gala Sale, sponsored by
Mrs. LeRoy Backus and Mrs. president.
ception for Dr. and Mrs. William
the St. Anne Hospice Auxiliary, John Quinlan were general
Other officers are Mrs. Lloyd Maurer, Milwaukee, at their
Saturday. The sale -was given chairmen for the event and Jennings, vice president; Mrs. home Saturday evening. Mrs.
jointly with the Occupational acted as chairmen of the bake Gale Buxengard , treasurer, and Maurer is their daughter , the
sale. They were assisted by the Mrs. Clarence Eikens, secre- former Anita Alvarez.
Therapy Department.
Mmes. Len Bernatz, Delo Bun- tary.
CADETTES HAVE PARTY
MEMBERS of the auxiliary dy, Thomas Cavanaugh , N. A.
Mrs. Cochran announced that
featured Christmas baked goods Roverud, William Srnec, Stan 1,500 pounds of clothing had TREMPEALEAU, Wis. (Speand candies of many varieties. Wilma, H. M. Kowalczyk and been packed by the society, to cial) — Trempealeau Cadette
Girl Scouts met Monday afterFeathered wreaths, Christmas Hannibal Choate.
be sent to war-stricken counnoon for a Christmas party. A
tree balls beautifully designed
tries. She asked members to
and colored with sequins and MRS. FRANK Murtinger and donate dish towels and cloths potluck lunch was served and
beads, many selections of gifts Mrs. Everett Kern , co-chairmen for the kitchen at St. Mary 's. gifts exchanged. The party was
at the home of Mrs. Francis
for indoor and outdoor use, mo- of refreshments, were assisted
A donation of $5 was made
hair knit items, animals, cera- by the Mmes. Delbert Bitzan , to the organization for mentally Wood, leader , with Mrs. George
mics, and many gifts made by Ernest Brose, Stanley Rivers, retarded children and members Anderson , assistant leader , as
the guests at the hospice work- Chester Lukaszewski, Frank voted to donate the sunshine co-hostess. After the party the
ing in the occupathional therapy Chupita , Mark Yahnke, James fund to Loretto and St. Mary 's Cadettes went carolling.
program were offered for sale. Yahnke. Henry Langenberg, Schools for library books.
PRISCILLA CLUB SUPPER
The center of attraction in the Helen Enright and Misses Alma
The
Rev
Daniel
R.
Derezmski
PLAINVIEW , Minn. ( Speci al)
.
Christmas-decorated recreation Kemp and Isabelle Perszyk.
thanking
the
spoke
briefly,
Priscilla Club of Immanuel
—
room was the tea table, which Telephone committee chair- members for their help during Lutheran Church will meet at
was arranged by Mrs. Frank man , Mrs. E. E. Valentine, was the year.
6:30 p.m. Wednesday at the
Murtinger. A snowy white net- assisted by the Mmes. Leo DooSt. Rose Circle was in charge church ,' for a potluck supper
Boy
LarBernard
Snyder,
over-linen cloth covered the ta- ney,
and exchange of cookies.
of refreshments.
ble on which a white, green and son, Ida O'Shaughnessy, W. W.
Following
the
meeting,
a
William
gold color scheme was carried Smith, Ralph Donahue,
Christmas auction was held with PYTHIAN SISTERS TO MEET
Kelberer , Mark Modjeski, LesWinona Temple II , Pythian
out.
Charles Smith , Will- Mrs. Cochran as auctioneer, as- Sisters, will meet at the Huntster
Harris,
The centerpiece was a ski
Ross Johnson
iam Zenk and Miss Alma Kemp. sisted by Mmes.
man's Room at the Steak Shop
slide surrounded by fresh holly
and
Robert
Colleran.
co-chairtherapy
Occupational
at 6 p.m. Thursday. There will
and miniature fresh Scotch
Members were asked to send be an exchange of gifts, followMrs.
Raymond
Kulasiemen,
pine trees. Tiny gold-colored
wicz and Mrs. Charles Smith , Christmas cards and monetary ed by a business meeting, aftdeer among the pines completwere assisted by: Mmes. Anne gifts to Mike Ingvalson at St. er which cards will be played.
ed the centerpiece.
La Crosse. He
Rand, Robert Gleason and M. Francis Hospital ,
lost
his
foot
in
a
farm accident VWWI AUXILIARY
THE HOLIDAY shoppers en- L. Spencer Sr. Tours were conThe Veterans of World War I
Dec.
3.
joyed refreshments which in- ducted by Mrs. Hubert Weir
Auxiliary will meet for a 6:30
cluded holiday cakes, green and Mrs. Theodore Bernatz. HOMEMAKERS PARTY
p.m . dinner Thursday at VFW
candy wreaths and other good- Mrs. Francis Holland acted as
Hall and not on Wednesday as
(SpeFOUNTAIN
CITY,
Wis.
ies. Members of the commit- cashier.
cial) - The Help-Each-Other was mistakenly announced in
's
Homemakers will hold their an- Sunday paper. There will be
installation of officers.
nual Christmas party at the
home of Mrs. Fred Keller Sr. at STOCKTON WSCS
I p.m. Thursday. There will be STOCKTO N , Minn. (Special)
a hit and miss lunch , a 50-cent — The Womens Society of
gift exchange, and each mem- Christian Service of the Stockber will bring a 10-cent prize ton Methodist Church will hold
for games.
its Christmas party Thursday
2 p.m. at the home of Mrs
STAR MEETING
Karl Lipsohn. Secret pals will
PLAINVIEW , Minn . (Special) be revealed and there will be
— Eastern Star will meet at 8 an exchange of gifts . Assistant
p.m. Wednesday and after a hostesses will be the Mmes.
meeting will pack Christmas Martin Hollingsworth , Dwight
boxes for shut-ins.
Hendricks and John Oevering

Hospice Gala Christmas Sale
Is Exciting to 400 Visitors

This Christmas *• .
give him the ^
# JL
"
newest timepiece ^L
,|^f ^
since 1664,

li lt 's Christinas Gift Time fi

JAYCEES ENTERTAIN . . . Among 143 Winon a Senior
Citizens of the four groups sponsored by the Winona Park
Recreation Board who were given a Christmas party by the
Jaycees Saturday were these women. From left are Mrs.
Minnie Schellhas, Mrs. Mafcel Hansen , Mrs. Rose Hughes, Mrs.
Etna Briesath , Mrs. Alice Purdy and Mrs. Sadie Murray.
The party was held at the Congregational Church , where the
church women, headed by Mrs. Carl Frank, served refreshments. Entertainment was provided by the Sweet Adelines

and 46 prizes were awarded to the guests. Mir. and Mrs. Herman Luedtke won a prize for having the most grandchildren
(36); Mrs. Louise Eggert won prizes for having the most
great-grandchildren (26) and for being the eldest woman
present (89); and John Gage received a prize as the oldest
man (92). Al Prochowitz, who is 69 years of age, played piano
selections. Nick Schneider was chairman of the third annual
Jaycee event. (Nick Schneider photo)

Dancing School Students to Santa to Visit
KC Youth Party
Perform Satu rday-at YWCA
Henry Maly, Winon a Council
Students of the Sylvia Wright
School of Dancing will be presented in a special dance program Saturday from 3:30-5:30
p.m. in the clubroom of the
YMCA.
The program will offer an
open observation of dance classes, with beginning students participating. Intermediate and advanced students will present
tap, ballet , toe, jazz , acrobatic,
comedy and interpretive dance
routines, in costume.
Intermediate and advance students will also perform for the
Winona Athletic Club's Christmas party for Children , Sunday, at 2:30 p.m.
Students participating for the
Athletic Club event are: Gail
Berg, Christy Schneider , Daun
Carol and George Schuminski,

Miss Jane Andersen
Becomes Bride of
John F. Sacia
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special )
—Miss Jane Elizabeth Andersen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ray F. M. Andersen, Galesville,
became the bride of John Frederick Sacia , son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Sacia , Galesville,
Dec. 5.
The wedding took place ln
First Presbyterian Church, with
the Rev. Robert Ward officiating. Mrs. Rolf Hammer was organist.
The bride wore an off-white
wool sheath , trimmed in lace,
and a matching pillbox hat with
a veil. She carried a spray of
red roses.
Miss Sarah Andersen, the
bride 's sister, was maid of honor. She was attired in a pink
wool dress with a matching pillbox hat and wore a corsage cf
red and white roses.
William Sacia , the groom 's
brother , was best man.
A reception for the immediate relatives and close friends
was held at the bride's home.
The bridal dinner, given by the
groom 's parents, was at Wason's Supper Club.
The newlyweds are makin g
their home at Stevens Point ,
Wis., where the groom is a student at Wisconsin State University.
Prenuptial parties honoring
the bride were given by Mmes.
Hugh Ellison , L. S. Montgomery, John C. Quinn and Fred
Sacia.

Corinne Wooden, Kathy, Linda ,
and John Boyle, Nancy Schneider, Peggy Miller , Laurie Kohner
and Marcia Mertens.
These same students will also perform in the dance program Saturday. In addition, the
following students will perform:
Diane Alampi, Rosemary Costello. Amy Lehnertz, Cheri
Lynn Drazkowski , Peggy Frank,
Kathleen Welch, Sheliah Daly,
Lori Wieczorek, Judy Cook,
Nancy Kupietz, Julie and Janet
King, Lynn Wieczorek, Lynn
Brom, JoDi Lisowski, Diane
Polus, Debbie Gudmundson ,
Becky Barth , Mary and Erin
Burke, Laurel Berg, Sharon
Schneider, Christy Peterson ,
Debbie Stephans, Joan and
Carolyn Northram , Susan Budnick, Jane Berg, Marian and
Arlene Killian, Charlotte Verdick, Patty Frank, Sharon and
Marie Fonfarra , Susan Hittner ,
Lynn Kohner, Jane Rivers,
Brenda Himrich, Lynda Boyle,
Claire Peterson , Mary Holubar ,
Gwen Blumentritt , Cheryl Ferguson, Sharon Ehmcke, Paula
Holzer.
All costuming and choreography was planned by Miss
Wright.

Knights of Columbus youth activities chairman , announced
today that the children's Christmas party will be held Sunday
at the Knights of Columbus
Clubrooms.
Mr. TMaly said Santa will be
there from 2 to 4 p.m. to talk

to the children of all council
members.

¦

SEWING CIRCLE PARTY
The Sewing Circle of St. Martin 's Lutheran Church will have
a Christmas party at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday in. the school auditorium . Mrs. Floyd Broker haa
arranged the program . Mrs.
Arthur Dorn is in charge of
decorations and Miss Mabel
Baumann , r e f r e s h m en t s .
"Friends will be most welcome," Mrs. Broker said.

For a Distinctive

Personalized

GIFT

that gives each item that professional touch, come in and let uj
show you our attractive line of
PERSONALIZED:
• Correspondence Stationery
• Thank You Nofee
( • Holiday Napkins
• Cards
? l^T"'*

f
¦
The magic of a personalized gift has a
charm all its own.
I

I

477 E. 8th St.

Phone 4977

Also combination aid boxes ol
Napkin*, M»lche» and roasteri.
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CHURCH WOMEN
TREMPEALEAU , Wis. (Special) — The Women 's Society oi
Federated Church will hold a
Christmas potluck luncheon at
12::(0 p.m. Thursday in the
church
dining hall. Members
little
^_
man will make <hr ;»
B*
|KaWlllHipa ^M JU '' 'lis
are
asked
lo bring guests. ¦
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That was the year they put the balance wheel
into the watch and started watches ticking. Now
the tick tock is obsolete. After 300 years , it's
been replaced by the tiny Accutron tuning fork
which keeps time through vibrations. The result:
a very faint hum and the most precise wrist timepiece ever. Accutron guarantees average daily
accuracy within 2 seconds. We'd say this is the
perfect gift of time.
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A WORLD Or PA8H ION AT YOUR FEET

What crocodile wouldn 't give his all to
grnce a foot as beautifully as doea this
lovely reptile likeness. Crocodile Tours to
v
'
mate or mix , in p u m p and hup . . . a
rich-rich look , textury feel , and superb
Nntnrn l Hrirfffk fit!

3 Women Hurt
At Independence 33 at Whitehall
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—Mrs. Roger Guse and Mrs. Scouting Session

MERRY CHRISTMAS! . . . Miss Sadie '
Marsh, right, president of the Winona Toastmistress Club, plays Santa Claus as she distributes gifts to members Tuesday evening

in the Gold Room, Hotel 'Winona. Others,
from left, are Mmes. Robert Collins, Harry
Peirce and Norris Abts. (Daily News photo)

Christmas Sta r Theme Lights
Toastmistress Club Dinner

"Light of the Christmas
Star" was the theme of the
Christmas party dinner of the
W i n o n a Toastmistress Club
Monday evening at Hotel Winona.
The theme was skillfully interpreted throughout the program and in elaborate table

decorations and program booklets.

Christmas readings were given by Mrs. Bea Florin and
Mrs. Ralph Kohner, and Christmas table topics were assigned by Mrs. Lambert Hamerski.
A word game, led by Mrs.
John Rolbeick l, added to the

Wj mhas a diet drink
HH

namedMmr!

Its flavor is lemon-lime
Copyri ght 1964 by Ths Severv llp Company

David Giese, both of Pigeon
Falls , and Mrs. Quinn Holtan,
Whitehall, are patients at TriCounty Memorial Hospital here
following a one-car accident .
According to Willard Knutson,
Trempealeau County patrolman,
the accident occurred about 1:30
a.m. Sunday about one mile east
of Independence on Highway
121, Mrs. Guse apparently lost
control of the eastbound 1960
station wagon after passing a
vehicle. The wagon went into a
slide on the right side of the
road, crossed over to the left
side of the highway, and rolled
and slid 222 feet from where it
left the left side ot the highway
to where it came to a stop on
its top in the ditch on the left
side. The vehicle was facing
west when it stopped. The women remained in the vehicle.
Mrs. Guse has a fractured
right ankle and bruises, Mrs.
Giese has two injured vertebrae
and bruises, and Mrs. Holtan
has a broken left arm, a broken
nose, f acial cuts and bruises.

merriment of the occasion.
Mrs. Kohner, membership
chairman, conducted an impressive ceremony honoring
two new members, Mrs. Harry
Peirce and Mrs. Robert Collins. Mrs. James Mullen was
a special guest.
Mrs. Hamerski was party
chairman,! assisted by Mrs.
Rolbeicki and Mrs. Kohner.
The latter did the table decorations.
¦

Deanna Salomonsen
Engaged to Marry
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) —
Mr. and Mrs. "Vilas Salomonsen,
South Beaver Creek , have announced the engagement of their
daughter, Miss Deanne Salomonsen, to Jerome Johnson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack John*
son, South Beaver Creek, Wis.
Miss Salomonsen is employed at
Winona Industries. Mr. Johnson is employed as a mason
by Albert Scherr, Town of
Caledonia. Minn.
No date has been set for the
wedding.
¦
WELCOME WAGON POTLUCK
Welcome Wagon Club will
have a potluck dinner at its December meeting Wednesday at
7 p.m. at Lake Park Lodge.
Each raen.ber is to bring a hot
dish, salad, or dessert. Dishes
and silverware will be furnished. Two Foreign exchange stu*
dents from Winona State College and St. Mary's College
will entertain for the program.
ETTRICK AUXILIARY
Ettrick, Wis. (Special) — Ettrick American Legion Auxiliary will meet Monday at 8:30
p.m. Christmas gifts will be exchanged. Serving lunch will be
Mmes. Melvin Gunderson, Irwin
Walter, Arthur Ofsdahl Sr., Jennings Johnson and Victor Folkedahl.
TO STUDY INT GERMANY
Minn. — The
HOUSTON,
grandson of a couple living
here has been selected to spend
a year attending a school in
Stuttgart, Germany. He is John
Anderson, a 15-year-old San
Luis O b i s p o (Calif.) High
School sophomore. He was selected by teachers and students
associated with the school's
German s c h o o l committee.
John is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Warren Anderson and the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. W.
R. Anderson, Houston.

Only 7 Days Remain
For You to Redeem

GOLD CHIPS
Full Chests Should B« Redeemed At Winona National &
Savingi Bank. Partial Chests Should Be Redeemed at
Dorn's IGA or R, D. Gone Co.

Gold Chips Will Have No Value
After 6:00 P.M. Dec. 23, 1964

The Gold Chip Company

MISS JUDITH JEAN OEVERING'S engagement
to Donald J. Eoerr, sot) of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Doerr, Gilmore Valley , Winona , has been announced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Oevering, Stockton, Minn. The wedding will be
Jan. 30 in St. Mary's Catholic Church, Winona.
(Camera Art photo )

Next 30 Days
Will Be Cold,
Bureau Reports

Mrs. Karl Lipsohn Stresses
Debt to Pioneer NE Women

"The idea for this paper came
to me early this year, when
Mrs. Peabody, mother of the
then governor of Massachusetts,
was jailed in Florida for attempting an integration experiment," said Mrs. Karl Lipsohn
Monday afternoon, as she addressed the Ruskin Sttudy Club.

MRS. LIPSOHN't topic was
"Some Famous Women of New
England." She talked to club
members, meeting at the home
of Mrs. Richard Callender,
where traditionally a Christmas
tea la held each year . A beautiful white Christmas tree, trimmed with gold ornaments and
other holiday decorations added to the festivity of the event.
Mrs. Lipsohn said Mrs. Peabody reminded her of the long
line of New England women
who had the courage of their
convictions and had. worked
hard for ideals in which they
believed.
"They were rugged individuallit in every sense oi the word,"

Eastern Sta r
Sings Carol s
At Meeting
Christmas carols were sung at
the Monday evening meeting of
Winona Chapter 141, Order of
Eastern Star at Masonic Temple.
MRS. Edwin Greethurst, worthy matron, presided and introduced Mrs. D. V. Boardman,
past grand matron of Minnesota
and newly appointed general
grand chapter committee chairman of International Temple.
Also introduced was Mrs. Ora
Montgomery, Minneapolis.
Mrs. E. S. Moe, associate
matron, announce that reservations for the Christmas party
Saturday evening are to be
made by Thursday with Mrs.
Hale A. Stow, Mrs. Harry S.
Johnson Jr . or Walter A. Dopke.
An invitation was read from
the Alma Chapter to at tend the
open installation of Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace Haeusslnger at 8
p.m. Monday. Mrs. Greethurst
announced plans she and Duncan Green, worthy patron, have
made to visit all shut-Ins. Committee reports were given by
Mra. Lester H. Stevens, Mrs.
Johnson, Mrs. Greethurst, Mra.
Ralph Bowers and Mrs, Walter
A. Dopke.
Mrs. Greethurst announced
that a 50-year pin will be presented to A. Ernest White at the
Paul Watkins Memorial Methodist Home Dec. 28 and said all
members are welcome to attend
the event.
.
MRS. HERMAN Schrelber reported on the recent visi t of Winona members to Caledonia.
After the meeting refreshments were served in the ball
room, which was beautifully
decorated for Christinas. In
charge of the entertainment
were Ralph Bowers and Harry
S. Johnson. On the refreshment committee were Mmes.
S. J. Millar , William Miller ,
Robert Mourning nnd Earl
Northrup and John Mosiman.

Wadena Woman
Killed by Train
WADENA , Minn. (AP) -Mrs.
Mary Slaa, 72, Wadem widow ,
was killed by a freigh t train
Monday as she wilked to
church in eight degree below
zero weather.
Mrs. Siss, who had attended
Mass virtually every day, was
enroute to St. Ann's Catholic
Church. A witness Hold Mrs.
Siss was running over a crossing when struck by tho Northern Pacific train shortly after (I
a.m.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - Much
colder than normal weather is
forecast for the five-state region
through mid-January.
The Weather Bureau 's 30-day
outlook today calls for readings
to average 16 to 22 degrees
below normal for the period.
Precipitation will be abovenormal over southwestern Minnesota , Iowa, South Dakota and
most of North Dakota. Northern
Minnesota and Wisconsin will
have about average snowfall.

she said. "Some were pioneers
in the field of education for
women and in careers for women outside the home, and many
led in the fights for women suffrage and the abolition of slavery. These were the women who
influenced thought in their day."
Mrs. Lipsohn covered the period from the early 19th century
through the Civil War and
grouped the women she mentioned into three categories —
writers, educators and humanitarians.

master, and Arnold Gehrke, Gilmanton Scoutmaster, headed up
the Scout leader 1!roundtable.
Paul Wechter , dlatrict Scout
executive, Whitehall, assisted.
Next roundtable will be at Independence
High School Jan. 12.
Whitehall , Wis. (Special) -A
¦
total of 33 adults from 13 ScoutBUFFALO CO. HOLSTEIN
ing units in nine communities
attende-d the monthly Scouters ALMA, Wis. — Directors of
roundtable of the Buffalo-Decor- the B uffalo County Holstein
ah District , Gateway Area Coun- Breeders Association will atcil , at Our Saviour's Lutheran tend a District 2 meeting at
Church.
La Crosse on Thursday.
Communities r e p r e s e n t The board includes Emmon»
ed were Alma , Arcadia , Blair ,
Accola„
Mondovi, president ;
Eleva , Gilmanton, IndependMarvin
Passow
, Alma, vice
Osseo
a
n
d
ence, Mondovi ,
preside-nt; J. J. Eosenow , CochWhitehall .
rane, secretary - treasurer, and
Howard Peck , district com- Robert Schmidtknecht, Cochmissioner, presided. The Cub rane; .Anton Wolfe, Cochrane;
section was handled by Albert Henry Hanson, Alma, a n d
B. Seffens Sr„ Osseo Cubmas- James Heike, Mondovi.
ter, assisted by the Mmes. Jean
Vern Olson, national fieldSeffens, Nan Miske and Carla man, -will discuss new proJohnson , den mothers.
grams of interest for Holstein
Dudee Miles, Mondovi Scout- breed organizations.

Every ounce ... a
_\h in quality and
y M dependability !
^
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Buffalo Co. Food
Applications Taken

IN THE first group, ihe
spoke of Sarah Josepha Hale ,
editor of Godey's Lady's Book ,
and Louisa Way Alcott, who
wrote "Little Women" a n d
many other books and was an
advocate of women's rights.
Educators mentioned included
Emma Willard, Mary Lyon ,
Catharine Beecher and Maria
Mitchell. Margaret Fuller and
Elizabeth Peabody were outstanding women intellectuals of
their day, Mrs. Lipsohn said.
Among humanitarians Mra.
Lipsohn described were Lucretia Mott, Dorothea Dix, Lucy
Stone, Harriet Kezia Hunt, Elizabeth Blackwell and Clara Barton.
"In these days with all the
talk about the emerging women, we realize what a debt we
owe to these pioneer women,"
Mrs. Lipsohn concluded.
Mrs. R. J. Skarborough presided at the tea table after the
program. Co-hostess with Mrs.
Callender was Mrs. George Kelley. Guests of the afternoon
were Mrs, Hermon Curtis and
Mrs. Curtis Johnson.

ALMA, Wis. ( Special) —The
Buffalo County welfare department said applicants for surplus
commodities in Cochrane, Belvidere and Buffalo City should
enter their requests this week.
Applications are being received at the new courthouse in
Alma.
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In Champagne color

.Beautiful new slim and trim Personal TV ,..with
features and performance usually found only in much
higher-priced TV! Amazing picture clarity and stability
-even frpm distantUHFplus VHFslatlons.The Holiday
model 1-Ul12 with 12" diagonal,71 sq. in. screen, as
well as all 82-Channel Tuning. Truly a classic in lightweight,easy-to-carry design!

Catering
For Your

HOLIDAY
PARTIES
Phone 3150
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Hardt's Music Store
EXCLUSIVE DIRECT FACTORY DEALER
116- 118 East 3rd St.
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KEN'S HARDWARE
Is Winona's Largest

TOY

_ T Cy TED
VEN I Elf
Toy* For All Ages — Loy-Away For Christmas

f

A Small Deposit Hofdi Your Cho lca

SHOP EVERY NIGHT UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK-FREE PARKING
OPEN SUNDAY AFTERNOON, DEC. 20

ICE SKATES - - ££, $10.98

SPECIAL -

- -

-

- $9.98

Plus $2 Trade Allowance for Ola Skatci

AURORA RACE SETS
R«0. $39.95

SPECIAL

tf *Hl AC
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Rag. $29.95 <£ *»!QC

SPECIAL

.. . 3><£*ta«F3

R«g. $19.95 £4 7 1
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SPECIAL
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KEN'S HARDWARE
W ESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
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Electric Motor Repair
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DUCK WEATHER FOR 'FATHER GOOSE' . . . Still a block
away from the entrance to Radio City Music Hall, this crowd
snakes back and forth completely filling the street in Rockefeller
Plaza between 50th and 51th streets in New York City. They
were waiting in the rain to get into the morning show of the
movie "Father Goose" and the Music Hall's annual Christmas
stage show. (AP Photofax)
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LACKORE
120 West Second St.
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AT YOUR FAVORITE STORE

1

PLUSH MOTEL LOSES RACIAL SUIT . . . The
Court has upheld the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in a case
the $3 million Heart of Atlanta Motel , above. The motel
against the public accommodations sections -within hours
law was signed by President Johnson. (AP Photofax)

SLABS OF ICE, BROKEN BY CHANCE INTO GEOMETRIC

forms , provide an artistic backdrop for a quintet of black ducks
winging low over the Illinois River near Peori a , 111., southeast of
Chillicothe. For a change the flight was peaceful since the Elinois
duck hunting season has come to a close. (AP Photofax)
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CHURCH DESTROYED BY FIRE . . . Flames
j
| lick away at the .steeple ot the 87-year-old Harvard ,
| Mass., Unitarian Chureh whirh was destroyed hy
fire of undetermined origin. Firemen from 14 surI

rounding communities fought the raging fir*. The
Ha rvard church fire was the fifth in Massachusetts
in the past month. IAP Pho tofax)

WATER SHIELD PROTECTED BOAT . . . This
boat was one of eight which were threatened when
a spectacular oil-fed fire dest royed a barge along
the river front in St. Paul. Firemen pumped water

from the river and used it to form a virtu al niM; .|j|
around the towboats , protect ing them fro m sprc ^ i
of flames. Loss in the fire was estimated at ah ou t
$100,000. (AP Photofax)
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CALLAHAN'S
LIQUOR STORE

l»» Main

Leonard J. Uchumper

Open Fri

to 9 P.M.
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MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THIS AREA!
Phono 4970
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CLARK & CLARK, INC.

117 Ceniii. St.

P-hona 7904
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Savings & Loan Assn.
172 MAIN STREET
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TAKING A TRIP
HEXT SUMMER?

To take advantage o< the best accommodations
available , you should makm «rraiigem«nt» now
for international trips.
AVOID DELAYS .

T. CHARLES CREEN'S

WINONA TRAVEL AGENCY

o< E. 4th St .
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Dancing to lowi» Schutb Orchastra
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PIAN YOU* PARTIES NOWl
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Weal Surro undings

. PLAN NOW |

Free Information on:
Airlines—Sfaamihip—Hotels—Tours A Cruisn
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Are' Same Burg lars Working 3 States?

Winona detectives ire cooperating with pollci in three •tales
to solve the H. Choate fc Co.
burglary case, it wai learned
Monday,
They now believe it wet done
by a ring which has staged
three similar burglaries in the
past six weeks.
The latest victim of the supposed ring was a Mason City,
Iowa, department store, burglarized the night of Dec. 5.
The burglars got away with
more than $2,500 in cash after
emptying the store safe in much
the same way the Choate 's safe
was cleaned out.
Police Captain Marlowe L.
Brown, who was visited Saturday by a Mason City detective
and a member of the Iowa
Crime Bureau, pointed to three
similarities in the burglars'
method of operation. ;
First, Brown says, the burglars have made no forced
entry. Second, in each case,
they have peeled away a strip
of metal on the side of the
safe to get at its contents.
Third, the burglars have very
carefully emptied the safe,
then sorted its contents, taking only bills and the larger
denominations of coins.
Burglaries with these three
characteristics have taken place
recently in Rock Island, 111.,
Winona. Albert Lea and Mason
City , reapectively. Police and
other authorities from the three
states involved are working
jointly on the case.
Burglars entered Choate's in
the early morning of Nov. 14
and got away with $4,650 in
cash. Checks were left behind.
•

Jaguars eat all kinds of seafood as well as turtles and
mammals, They like to swim
and will head for water as an:
escape route when in danger.

WINONA AND MASON CITY . . .. The ruined metal
cabinet, left, in a Choate & Co. storeroom is an unhappy
reminder of the burglary last month which cost the store
44,650. The photo at right shows how burglars in Mason City,

Not Guilty Plea King Gas Trial 800 Visit Model
In Paternity Case Scheduled for Railroad Layout

Joseph A. Abraham, La
Crosse, pleaded not guilty Monday afternoon in District Court
to two paternity charges being
pressed by the state .
He asked for a jury trial on
the charges, and Judge Arnold
Hatfield agreed with Attorney
Roger P. Brosnahan that t h e
matter be tried in the January
term of court. Assistant County Attorney Richard H. Darby
represents the state.
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Puritan Sweaters,
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Iowa, peeltd away a side strip from a department store safe
there in similar fashion. At Mason City, the burglars then
were able to open the safe's lock from the inside, however.
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District Court

Trial was set for Feb. 1, 1865,
Monday in District Court in the
civil damage suit of V. A. Bohr
and his wife, Betty, formerly of
Lewiston, against the King Gas
& Fertilizer Co. , Lewiston.
In other District Court action
Monday, Judge Arnold Hatfield ordered the filing of briefs
on the issue whether the statute of limitations invalidates
the suit of Randall and Dorothy Fuller against the Wolter
Lumber Co., St. Charles.
Judge Hatfield set Dec. 21
as the deadline for the filing
of briefs on the statute of limitations issue, which he has
taken under advisement. Alton
E. Bergh represents the Fullers,
and Roger P. Brosnahan, the
lumber company.
In the Bohr case. Judge Hatfield agreed that the taking of
depositions from the Bohrs
could be delayed until after
Jan. 1. However, he specified
that King Gas's attorney, William E. Crowder, Minneapolis,
would not have to serve another notice on the Bohrs -when he
is ready to take their deposition.
The judge told Crowder that
he could merely write a letter to the plaintiff* setting a
date after Jan. 1 for the deposition to be taken. The Bohrs
now live in Scottsdale, Ariz.
Judge Hatfield continued the
pre-trial conference to such a
date as one of the attorneys requests a further hearing. William A. Lindquist represents
the Bohrs.
The suit involves the allegation by the Bohrs that equipment they leased to King Gas
has been allowed to deteriorate
seriously.
The Bohrs claim
$10,000 damages plus interest
and costs.

More than 800 crowded Into the loft above Holden's Drugstore, 953 W. Sth St., to see the
11th annual pre-holiday show of
Winona's Model Railroad Society Sunday.
The 200, about double last
year's attendance, also doubled
1963's voluntary contributions to
t h e GoodfellOw's Christmas
fund. The model railroaders
counted $67.65.
The record number included
people from Rochester , La
Crosse and many other cities
and towns in the area. Jay Stirneman, 262 Cummings St., a
member of the group, said two
St, Mary's College students, Arthur and Robert Spelt2, assisted
at the show.
The society will give its collection as a memorial to the
late John McCormick , a former
member of the group.

Musicians Union
Names Officers
To Another Term

Re-elected to one-year terms
Monday night were the present
officers of the Winona Musicians
Association, Local 453 of the
American Federation of Musicians.
Taking office again for 1965
will be Ed Hostettler, president ;
Fred Heyer, vi«e president, and
Max Lewis, secretary-treasurer.
Elected to the board of directors were James Casey, Lyle
Haney , Harold Compton, Francis Lanik and Jack Woods.
All are re-elections.
Officers and board members
will be installed at the group's
January meeting.
¦

Two Teachers
For Manpower
Courses Named

Employment of two instructors for courses added to the Winona Area Vocational-Technical
School curriculum under provisions of the federal Manpower
Development and Training Act
was authorized Monday night by
the Board of Education.
Mrs. Richard Reiland, Rollingstone, was hired to teach the
26-week course in general office clerical work and William
Larson, Rochester, is tha instructor for the auto body repair course. Both started this
month.
MRS. REILAND will b* paid
at the rate of $155.26 a week,
computed on the sixth step of
the teachers' salary schedule,
a n d Larson .
will receive t *• ¦
•
aalarly ot *7,- SCROOl
500 f o r 52
weeks.
Em- p
_t
ployment of ¦¦ DOdFO
- -'
Mrs. Reiland ' "
was approved with one director dissenting. Franklin A. Tillman, 4th Ward, objected to
the formula on which the salary was based.
Directors agreed to study at
a future meeting a definitive
policy for determining wages
for instructors hired who have
not been teaching continuously
prior to employment.
The board also agreed Monday to study at the end of this
school year the matter of subsidizing to some extent oper*
ation for this year of the high
school yearbook, the Radio-

TWO STUDENTS were excused from school attendance because of physical disability or
mental retardation.
Attending the meeting were
Board President' Lawrence Santelman and Ray Gorsuch, 1st
Ward ; Dr. L. L. Korda and
Dr. C R. Kollofski, 2nd Ward;
Frank J. Allen Jr., 3rd Ward,
and Daniel Sadowski and Tillman, 4th Ward.
¦

Arcadia Postal Hours

ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Mn. Ernest Beck, acting postmaster, said that the poet office windows will be open until
5 p.m. Saturday. Mrs. Reck
urged that all out of town mail
be brought to the post office
by 4 p.m. each day, so that employes can get it dispatched by
m p.m.
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ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) More than 300 children greeted
Santa Claus at Ettrick Community Hall Saturday afternoon.
Each child was given candy
and nuts provided by the Ettrick aw* WISH *E *X)U> n*£
Businessmen's Club, of which HAP WM INSURED WrTO/
Francis Patten is president. The
Lions Club, Kenneth Truax president, assisted.
Stores will be open evenings
next week Monday through
Wednesday and will close
Christmas Eve at 5 p.m.
Postmaster Sheldon Cantlon
announced that the post office
will be open all day Saturday,
until 5 p.m., and Sunday mornPhone 3366
ing from 10 to 11 a.m.
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COCHRANE - F O U N TAIN
CITY, Wis. — Preliminary
transportation reports indicate
it will cost this school district
about $70.17 per student for
transportation this year. Annual
mileage is estimated at 198,974.
A total of 635 students are being transported.

A FASCINATING NEW KIND
OF NEWS ANNUAL AVAILABLE
- EXCLUSIVELY-THROUGH
THIS NEWSPAPER NOW!

j-""TRADEHOME - — ¦"— "— — — — -

QhadkaL ]/i$&L
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

Worm Slippers

J964 has been an historic year—one erf fundamen, tal conflicts and of human drama which struck home to
you personally,
Keep its memory bright forever with this unique
"volume—an annual, unlike any other, which brings to
life the history of our own time.
It's a book to cherish, to refer to, and above alt
to READ.

E.
Phone 5238
Third $t.
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• Month by month, the stories mat struck home to newspaper
traders. • Hundreds of block and white news photographs, displaced so you am appreciate them. * About 24 pages of color
photographs. • Maps, including a double spread world map hi
color spotting me year's news events. • A chronology of tho
yoar's major events for easy reference. * An almanac of bask
current information on U.S. and foreign governments, sports,
business and economics, births, deaths and marriages.

1 RESERVE YQUR COPY AT
SPECIAL PRICE OF $3.
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GALESVILLE, Wis, (Special)
— More than 1,800 -were greeted
by Mr. and Mrs. L. John Schilling at the new Schilling Electric plant Sunday.
The visitors, entering the factory foyer, were surrounded by
floral bouquets.
Many employes were on hand
to explain the work. Quests
were served in the coffee-break
room by "Big Jake" Jacobson
and his crew . Slides of plants
and airports were shown continuously in the conference
room.
The life-size cow has turned
from Guernsey to Holstein. She
stands in a gold paperedroom
in the foyer to tho right of tha
entrance.

300 Children Greet
Santa Claus at Ettrick

Transportation Cost
$70.17 Per Pupil
At Cochrane-FC

COCHRANE . Wis. - The tax
rate for the village of Cochrane
has been set by the board at
7 mills, the same as last year.
¦
LANESBORO PATIENTS
LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)
—Roy Hazel Jr. Is a surgical
patient at Stillwater Hospital,
St. Paul. (Mar Olson is a medical patient at the Lutheran Hospital , La Crosse.

1,500 Visitors at
Galesville Plant

graph, which has been operating
at a deficit the past several
yasrs.
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Changed for
British Guiana

Voice of the Outdoors

Cairo Geese
A dream of every goose hunttr , to hunt for five days from
a good loocated blind at Horse»hoe Lake, near Cairo, 111.,
came true for two Winona h unters last week. They returned
with ten honkers each.
The hunters, -Al L. Haddad, 601 Main St., left, and
Mark Modjeski, fl06 Mankato Ave., got in on the tail
end of the shooting for the
season . Up to Saturday, the
government's registration
showed 13,000 geese had
been harvested. The lid goes
on at 15,000 for the year.
"It was good hunting," Al
said . "Plenty of geese and fair
weather. We got our two ganders , without difficulty each day.
There were four in the party,
the others from La Crosse, Bill
Monsoor and Fay Wakween.
They also filled.
Arrangements were made
through Joe Hanxa, a well
k n o w n Horseshoe Lake
guide. They hunted on the
grounds of the Farris Hunting Club, near the north end
of the lake. The non-resident
license is $15.
Winter Walleyes
Open winter water fishing below the various channel darns
got under way over the weekend with some fair catches lay
exprienced cold weather fishermen. The removal of the 300foot line since last winter enabled fishermen to move into
the open water directly under
the dam.
Best f ish taken ,, that we
heard of, was an eightpound 12-ouncer caught by
John F. Docterwick, the fishing barber, 504 E. 3rd St.
Johnny got his fish while
llg^^jvj.^^,

.<. ._—. —— ....

size of a large mallard
duck. It has pink feet. This
is only the second time a
Ross's goose has been identified in Minnesota. The first
known sighting was at a private waterfowl preserve at
Round Lake in Jackson
County in 1962 . Ross's
g*ese are a protected species in the Mississippi Flyway.

casting with a sonar . There
were some shore fishermen,
but it was slow. The rocks
below the Winona Dam on
the Wisconsin side of the
river were slippery and
hazardous.
Pan fishermen were scattered
over the backwater ice Saturday and Sunday, seeking "hot
spots" which indicates a slowdown on their favorite locations .
Spring Lake, Wis., the hot spot
for the past two weeks for sunnies, seemed to have petered
out on Saturday. The fish were
running small. Even the skilled
sunny fishermen were getting
few keepers there.
Crappies, which were hitting in nearly every slough,
made up the bulk of the
weekend catch. The ice was
slippery and it was hard
walking. However, outside of
new open spots of running
water, or air holes, easily
seen, it was considered generally safe by most of the
fishermen. No one was venturing over large sloughs
like Straight Slough olf
Prairie Island. No cars were
being driven on the ice of
the backwaters. The number
of fishhouses has increased.
Rochester Geese
The sighting of a Ross's
goose, an extremely rare visitor
to Minnesota, has been reported
by Nick Gulden, area game
manager for the state game and
fish division at Rochester . The
Ross's goose nests in central
arctic Canada near Perry River
and winters in the Sacramento
and San Joaquin river valleys
in California.
It is white with black wing
tips and resembles a snov
goose except that it is mu<?h
smaller, being about the
.
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PITTSBURGH (AP ) - The
AFL-CIO "United Steelworkers
open contract talks with 11 major producers today amid scathing industry criticism.
These are plant-level negotiations. The national contract is
scheduled to be reopened the
first of the year.
In a join t statement Monday
the 11 major companies, which
represent more than 70 per cent
of the na tion's steel output ,
scored the union for announcing
it would reopen the contract.
The companies said this "put
the country to the disturbance
of a potential crisis date."
The USW, which last month
said it would reopen the contract to seek higher pay and
tot al job security, is free to
strike 120 days after the national talks start. This would make
May 1, the earliest possible
strike date .
However, since the crippling
strike of 1959-60 — the most recent one — union and management have tried to meet in advance of formal negotiations to
provide breathing room.
Industry 's statement followed
the first meeting of union chairmen from the 11 companies and
their management counterparts .
The statement said in part:
"We hope that the union will
reconsider a nd not put the country to the disturbance of a potential crisis date. The union
must know that reopening notices will not induce the companies fo gran t demnnds that are
economically unacceptable. "
The union 's demnnds , as outlined last month , include higher
pay, but no specified amount
yet ; unl imi ted unemployment
pay for senior workers and
more paid holidays , longer paid
vacations and more liberal holiday and vacation eligibility requirements,

^

'. '

v

StcH workers now earn an average of $3. 03 hourly nnd get
seven paid holidays.
Union President David J. McDonald bus put no price tag on
the package , but has said it is
not inflation ary.
The industry statement said
"the union 's program goes cither to taking for the steelworkers an unfair share of the
proceeds of the business at the
expense of others , or increasing
restrictions upon the companies ."
ARCADIA CUM SCOUTS
ARCADIA , Wis . (Special) Cub Scouts received uvvnrds Saturday evening in City Hall , Cubmaster Patrick Nelson gave
them lo Mlchncl Wiiwski , William Arnold , John (Jumok e.
James Korpn I, Tim Killian , Joseph Sobotta , Douglas Sonsalla ,
Thomas Woychik and Wayne
Gilbertson . Cub award s were
pinned by pa rents of the boys.
Den committeemen chosen are
Eugene Killian , Vernal Solberg,
Mrs. Leon Kmg lish and LeHoy
Woychik.

Present this decanter of .Schenley to yo ur f j flflj
friends. This is a gift that makes parties
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ppen,
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friends and serve. Result: instant enjoy ment. ^^SJ
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Steelworkers
Open Talks on
New Contracts

<Julden said the Ross's
goose has been accepted by
the Canada geese and joins
up with them when they
fly out of the lake to feed
in surrounding fields. Not
so welcome, however, is a
stray blue goose which wandered into the lake some
time ago. The big Canadas
will have nothing to do with
this stranger and drive him
away whenever he comes
near. There are over 6,000
Canada geese at Silver Lake
at the present time, Gulden
said.
¦
ARCADIA PATIENTS
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Ervin Wolf is a patient at Lutheran Hospital, La Crosse.
Ed Pedertson returned from
there.

,

by Brant Parker & Johnny Hart

A constitutional order forcing
Jagan out was initiated in London Monday by Colonial Secretary Anthony Greenwood. After
approval by the Privy Council,
the order -was signed by Queen
Elizabeth II as British Guiana 's
chief of state, and Burnham was
sworn in.
The order provides "that if
any time before the House of
Assembly meets, the governor
informs the premier that he is
about to reappoint him or to
appoint another person as premier, then the premier, and all
other ministers and parliamentary secretaries, are forthwith
to vacate their offices. "
Jagan has accused his opposition of fraudulent tactics in the
election.

Gulden said he first noticed
the Ross's goose on Silver Lake
at Rochester mingling with the
Canada geese on the lake. He
said he first thought it was a
sno'W goose until he noticed its
unusually small size. Positive
identification was made by Dr.
Harold Hanson of the Illinois
natural history survey who is at
the Rochester refuge studying
the large variety of Canada
geese which winters at Silver
Lake. Silver Lake receives a
discharge of warm water from
a power plant and remains open
all -winter.

-^chenleyinstant party...
| just add friends and serve.
i
f.

GEORGETOWN , British Guiana (AP) — Forbes Burnham
today began lining up a new
government for British Guiana
after Britain swiftly changed
the colony's constitution to permit the o*ister of Marxist Premier Cheddi Jagan.
Burnham said he expected to
get his government fully in action by the end of the week.
The new premier 's People's
National Congress party won
slightly m ore than 40 per cent of
the vote in the Dec. 7 election,
so Burnham must put together a
coalition. Be has been promised
the support of Peter D'Aguiar's
ultra - conservative United
Force, which won 7 seats in the
National .Assembly . With those
seats and his own party 's 22,
Burnham will have a majority
of 5 over Jagan 's People's Progressive party .
Although Jagan 's party polled
the biggest vote, a new system
of proportional representation
denied him a majority in the
assembly. Jagan bucked tradition, however, by refusing to
resign.
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Sta rts Sunday in Your

Winona Sunday JN ews
and appearing daily thereafter in

Winona Daily News

The Daily Record
Winona Deaths
' Jowph Klinkosz
Joseph Klinkosz, 69, Milwaukee, former Winonan, died Friday at his home there after a
long illness ,
He was born here April 14,
3895, to Mr, and Mrs. Albert
Klinkosz. A veteran of World
War I, he moved to Milwaukee
where he was employed by a
meat packing firm.
Survivors include his wife,
Margaret 7 one daughter, Mrs .
Kostas (Ena ) Balciunas , Big
Bend, Wis.; three grandchildren; one brother, John, Minneapolis, and two sisters , Mrs.
Frank (Julia) Fleming, Winona,
and Mrs. Frances Gaede , in
California.
Funeral services were held
Monday at Milwaukee.
Chants Paul Lorenz
Charles Paul Lorenz, infant
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lorenz, 611 W. Sanborn St,, died
Monday at 8:55 a.m., six hours
after he was born, at Community Memorial Hospital.
He is survived by his parents ;
two brothers, Robert Jr., and
John, at home; two sisters, Mrs.
Henry ( Ruth Ann) Buehler, La
Crosse, and Kathleen, at home;
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Kukowski and Mr. and
Mrs. George Loreni, Winona,
and one great-grandmother ,
Mrs. Frances Janikowski , Winona.
Funeral services were Monday at 4:30 p.m. in St. Mary's
Cemetery.

At Community
Memorial Hospital
Visiting liowres-Medical and aurglcel
Plttafltti * to 4 ind 7 t» l:W P m, (No
cMWrtn under 1J.17
Maternity patknth i tt l.-M anti 1 le
1:10 pm. (Adultl only.)

-

MONDAY
Admlailoni
Mn. Robert Welch, 510 E.
Howard St.
Mrs. J. R. McEIroy, Preiton,
,
Minn.
Dhchargei
Mrs. Paul Anderson, 222 E.
3rd St.
Mrs. Josephine Rossin, 1080
E. Sth St.
Mrs. Melvin Brand and baby,
Rushford, Minn.
Mrs. Robert Goeman and
baby, 1279 E. Wincrest.
Mrs. J, R. McEIroy, Preston,
Minn.
Fred Bistow, 151% E. 3rd St.
Lawrence Barrett, 313 Washington St.
Alan Forhan, 7 Fairfax St .
Gerald Terras, 963 E. Sth St.
Births
Mr . and Mrs. James Kramer,
1291 Randall St., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Renter, 4240 7th Ave., Goodview, a
son.

Two-State Funerals

Raymond Lorenz
COCHRANE, Wis. (Special)FuneraJ services for Raymond
Lorenz, San Diego, Calif., will
be Friday at 2 p.m. at Christ
Lutheran Church, Cochrane, the
Rev . T. Kuske officiating. Burial will be in Fountain City
Public Cemetery.
Friends may call at Colby FuWinona Funerals
neral Home, Cochrane, from
Ewald Czaplewikl
noon Thursday until time of
Funeral services for Ewald service.
Czaplewski (Chappell), Charleston, S. C, formerly of Winona,
WEATHER
will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. at
Watkowski Funeral Home, the
OTHER TEMPERATURES
Rt. Rev. Msgr. N. F. GrulBY
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
kowski officiating. Burial will
High Low Pr.
be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Albany,
cloudy
.
.
.
.
43 21 .01
Friends may call at Watkowski Funeral Home today. Rosary Albuquerque, clear 38 13
Atlanta , clear
47 29
will be said at 8 p.m.
Bismarck , cloudy . 2 - 1 4
Boise, cloudy
44 35 .07
Miss Mary Kinsella
Funeral services for Miss Boston, clear . . . . . . 47 31
Mary Teresa Kinsella , 376 Cen- Chicago , clear . : . . . 34 12
ter St., were held Monday at Cincinnati , clear ... 44 12
Cathedral of the Sacred Heart, Cleveland, snow . . . 38 18 .03
51 27 . .
the Rt. Rev. Msgr. H. J. Ditt- Denver, clear
man officiating. Burial was at Des Moines, cloudy 33 10
35 13 .01
St. Joachim's Cemetery, Plain- Detroit, clear
Fairbank , clear ... -45 -53
view, Minn,
Fort Worth, clear . 58 33 . .
Pallbearers were : Gus Lyons ,
Helena, cloudy
37 24
Lester Hall , Joseph Richard- Indianapolis
,
clear
.
3
8 13 ..
son, Francis Carpenter, Robert Jacksonville,
clear . 67 36 .05
Rheingans and Joseph Mc- Kansas City, cloudy 37 25
Grath.
Los Angeles, clear . 76 46
Louisville, clear ... 48 19
Mrs. Bartlette Butler
55 29
Funeral services for Mrs. Memphis, clear
Milwaukee,
clear
.
.
.
30
4
Bartlette (Pearl ) Butler, 427 W.
Mpls.-St. P., cloudy 5 -«
Wabasha St., will be at 2 p.m.
New Orleans, clear 58 30
Thursday in the Norton Chapel Mpls.-St. P., cloudy 5 - 6 . .
of Central Methodist Church, New York, cloudy . 48 30 . .
Dr. E. Clayton Burgess offic- Okla. City, clear ... 51 28
iating.
Omaha, cloudy
27 15
Friends may call at Fawcett Philadelphia, clear 50 29
Funeral Home from 7 until 9 Phoenix, clear
67 32
p.m, Wednesday. An Order of Ptlnd, Me., cloudy . 42 26
the Eastern Star service will Rapid City , cloudy . 25 11
be conducted at 8:30 p.m.
St. Louis, clear . . . . 40 17
Salt Lk. City, cloudy 43 28
Mrs. Harry R. Cierzan
San Fran., rain
53 49 .07
Funeral services for Mrs. Har- Seattle, cloudy
39 36 .43
ry R. Cieran , Mankato, Minn., Washington, clear .. 48 30
former Winonan, were held this Winnipeg, clear . . . . -2 -15
morning at Cathedral of the
( T-Trace )
Sacred Heart , the Rt. Rev.
Msgr. Harold J. Dittman offici'
ating. Burial was in St. Mary's at Burke s Funeral Home and at
9
a.m.
at
the Cathedral of the
Cemetery, Fountain City, Wis.
, the Rt. Rev.
Sacred
Heart
St. Elizabeth's Society formed
Msgr. Harold J. Dittman offician honor guard at church.
Pallbearers were John Schlae- ating. Burial will be in Calvary
fer , Lawrence Jaszowski , Victor Cemetery, Rochester.
Friends may call at the fuSchmitt , John Waters , C. A.
neral
this afternoon and eveFockens and Joseph Kraft.
ning. Rosary will be recited by
Msgr. Dittman and the Catholic
Mrs. Laura Shields
Funeral .services for Mrs. Daughters of America at 8 p.m.
L;nirn Shields , 323 E. 4th St., The CDA will provide an honor
will be at fi:30 a.m. Wednesday guard at the church Wednesday.

TUESDAY
DECEMBER 15, 1964

Two-State Deaths
Willi* M. Jacobton
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—Willie M. Jacobson , 69 , died
suddenly at the home of Mr.
and Mrs . Archie Lindberg, rural Hlxton , at 2:45 p.m. Sunday.
The son of Hans and Nickoline
Jacobtfon, he was born in the
Town of Curran , Jackson County, Sept. 3; 1895. He married
Clara Thompson Sept. 21, 1916.
The couple resided in the Town
of Curran all their married life.
Besides his wife , survivors
include three daughters, Mrs.
Tharald (Wilma ) Berg, Pasadena, Calif.; Mrs. Oliver (Helen )
Johnson, Town of Curran, and
Mrs. Archie (Verna) Lindberg,
Hixton; 14 grandchildren; one
great grandchild; one brother ,
Helmer, Whitehall, and two sisters, Mrs. Hilda Berntson, and
Mrs. Arthur (Clara ) Westlund.
both of Minneapolis.
Funeral services will be at
Pigeon Creek Evangelical Lutheran Church Wednesday at 2
p.m., the Rev. Gordon Trygstad
officiating, with burial in the
church cemetery.
Friends may call at Hagen
Funeral Home, Pigeon Falls,
this afternoon and evening, and
at the church Wednesday from
10 a.m. until services.
Mrs. Algie Woolhiser
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) Funeral services were held
Sunday at Melrose Methodist
Church, for Mrs. Algie Woolhiser, 75, who died Wednesday evening at Sparta Hospital following a stroke. The Rev. Bruce
Willett officiated and burial was
in the Melrose Cemetery.
The former Blanche Jaspersen of Viroqua, Mrs. Woolhiser
was a registered nurse . Before
taking nurses training she had
taught in South Dakota. Mr. and
Mrs. Woolhiser were retired but
were still living on their farm
between Melrose and Cataract.
Survivors besides her husband are a daughter, Mrs. Neal
(Beverly ) Steinhoff , Freeport,
111. ; a son, Dr. David Woolhiser, Ithaca, N.Y. ; three sisters,
Mrs. Fred (Ruby) Fortney and
Miss Leon Jaspersen, both of
Viroqua, and Mrs. Peter (Esther) Bueker , Ft. Madison, Iowa ;
a brother, Wallace Jaspersen ,
on the home farm in Viroqua ,
and six grandchildren.

Father of Twins,
Student Taking
Math Exam. Told
ST. PAUL m - If Lee
Wensel has quit shaking, he can
finish his University of Minnesota examination today.
Why the shakes? His wife
gave birth to twins Monday—
in a neighbor's apartment—attended by a deputy sheriff,
Mrs. Barbara Ann Wensel and
the baby girls are doing fine
Today is Mrs. Wensel's 22nd
birthday, afi anniversary notable
because her own birth occurred
in a taxi .
The babies , born a month
prematurely, were n a m e d
Sharon Ann and Susan Alice.
They were placed in Isolettes
in University Hospitals.
The "midwife " was Stilwell
Benjamin, a Ramsey County
deputy who arrived just after
the first baby was born at the
home of a neighbor to the Wensels in Falcon Heights,
The new father wan mulling
a math problem when he was
handed a note that his wife was
in the hospital. University officials said he can finish the test
today , if he's able.

Yule Liqhfs Stolen
Thieves ' minds respond to the
seasons , too, it appears today.
Chief James W. McCabe reported the theft Monday of 25
Christmas light bulbs from the
R. K . Kraning home, 966 Gilmore Ave., and 13 of the same
from the Edwin Waltzer home,
812 E. -2nd St.

GOODFELLOWS NEEDED
I

Here is how to become a COODFELLOWt

_ Km WfL___\
V?7tf£7 ^V'i i

Send contributions to Gond-

fellows Fund. Make check
or
money order payable to

Man Found
Dead in Yard

two sisters, Mrs. Clifford (Lois)
Waletzke and Mrs. Beatrice
Julson, all live in Winona. Another brother Is now living ia
California and a married sister,
Mrs. Victor (Elaine) Hilberg,
lives in Minneapolis.

A 38-year-old Winonan was
found dead in his back yard
Goodfellows , Winon a Daily
early this morning.
wjflflBJlft; $.
CHECKED YOUR j [
'
,
Coroner Robert Tweedy said JP_\
News
and
mail
to
W.
nona
^^
^^^
J
TzT
a preliminary examination of
Daily News , Winona , Minn.
^t¥j %)_ l[
the body of Lester J. Decker.
651 E. Sth St., indicated no
signs of loul play. Dr. Tweedy
J Hospital coat* lure gone up! \
added that Decker's body was I Make tore your protection will >
frozen, preventing a thorough \ I provide the hightr daily loom |
and itirgieal benefit* you seed ¦
examination.
I today. For a ttta ejiaJydf of I
(Type or print with pencil , please)
Decker was a known diabetyour health protection profran) |
ic, subject to unpredictable I (without obligation), write, ¦
Name
I
black-outs, according to Police 1 phone or visit
Chief
James
W.
McCabe.
Street
Decker , a watch repairman ,
State
City
was found lying in ' the back
yard of his home by Steven
M.O. i...
Contribution : Check $
1710 W. Wabatha
Graves, a Park-Recreation DePhone 3211
partment employe, about 7:40
a.m. Graves was driving past
the house and noticed the form
mrS ^£t$^mam
_ ^__vB_ f 9m_f BKK ^M
m_ ^_\^
lying in the back yard.
Accident Driver
%7«E
Detecti ve Fred J. Brust and muMiUlBimmVidk.
Patrolman
Herbert
R.
KantGranted Delay
hack investigated the incident
Graves ' call.
To Answer Charge following
Decker was a bachelor and
Mutual of Omtlif liminnee Company
lived alone. However , his fathHeme Office • Omthi, Nebraska
Richard A. Schmidt , Trem- er ,
Frank ; three brothers , Lapealeau , Wis., got a continuance Verne,
LeRoy , and Lloyd; and
today in municipal court on a
charge of failure to yield the
right of way (causing an acciLONDON (AP) - Twenty dent).
years ago today Glenn Miller
Schmidt said that he wanted
took off in a single-engine plane
to consult a lawyer before
for France — and vanished.
The disappearance of the gift- pleading to the charge that he
ed American bandleader and failed to yield to another vehicle
trombonist remains as deep a at 4th and Huff streets Nov.
mystery now as it was on Dec. 27, causing a collision with the
other vehicle.
15, 1944.
One of the last persons to see Judge John D. McGill agreed
Miller was Jack Hylton, the to continue the matter to
British impresario and former Thursday at 9 a.m.
bandleader.
The complaint was sworn out
"It was a quiet night for Lon- Monday by Gerald A. Turner,
don," Hylton recalls. "Piccadil- 666 W. Sarnia St., the other
ly was almost deserted . The driver. Turner was driving
Germans had oddly laid off for south on Huff Street, Schmidt
east on 4th Street.
a while with their V-ls.
rWH^^^^^^^tatf^fflfflWWIffiil=
.',• , ; £-

^7
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LATELY T JB

JAMES GARRY

No Trace of
Glenn Miller
In 20 Years

Winter-time

DRY-AIR
a problem?

Knospe Jan . 29, 1917. She died
March 6, 1957.
He was a member of St. Lawrence Catholic Church, Alma .
Survivors are: Three sons,
twins, Wilbert , Liberty, 111.,
HulhmjBeESB
B^f^
and Willard, Waukegan, 111.,
"I'd been having a little late
and Delmar, Liberty ; seven
T^
P^^
^^ a^
^^
^^^P^TB
\ Aijj_ '//w^eaa \mamm ^La ^a^^a^^a^^a^^^^^^EEIM
grandchildren ; a brother, Fer- party at my flat, and Glenn was
dinand, Winona , and three sis- one of the boys — mostly musiters, Mrs. Edwin ( Alvina) Bar- cians — who'd dropped by. "
mj/SB_Wm m m m m m m m m m mW \S _t_Wmy / '
f ^ ^_
Miller — then leading the
ney, Cochrane, and Mrs. Herbert ( Lena) Rister and Mrs. concert orchestra of the suWilliam (Linda) Schlesser, Al- preme Allied forces and broadma. A brother , Arthur, and a casting from London to the
sister , Mrs. Anna Rother, have troops — was the last man to
leave the party .
died.
"I walked outside the flat with
OTTAWA (AP) — Canada's
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 11 a.m. at St. Law- him," said Hylton. "He looked new maple leaf flag cleared its I
rence Catholic Church, the Rev. up in the cold night sky, and first major legislative hurdle
Thomas A. Ash officiating. said, 'Well, Jack , it'll soon be early today , winning approval
Jaroma Kolstad
Burial will be in the church over now.' I'm sure he was re- from the House of Commons
163-78.
cemetery. Friends may call ferring to the war."
GraveRIDGEWAY, Minn.
side funeral services were held Wednesday at Stohr Funeral
The measure goes to the SenHe and Miller shook hands
in St. Felix Catholic Cemetery, Home . The Rosary will be at 8. and said goodby at about 2 ate. If approved there, it will be
RESTORES NATURAL MOISTURE
a.m. A few hours later and Mill- proclaimed by Queen Elizabth
Wabasha, today for Jerome KolOle A. Larson
II as Canada 's new national
er
was
gone.
stad , infant son of Jerome and
Nature puts invigorating moisture into the air. Artificial
DURAND , Wis . (Special ) Joan (Lamey ) Kolstad, RidgeMiller, then 33, headed for banner.
, 77, rural DurOle
A.
Larson
lieating
dries it out. Because this moisture is essential f or so
way.
The design is a single red
Paris with a pilot to arrange a
at
died
Monday
afternoon
many
reasons
and,
, it must be replaced. Mere's how: With an
Sunday
maple
lead
on
a
white
He was born early
field
fail- broadcast for his 68-piece band. flanked by red panels.
Aprilaire Humidifier. Here's why: It adds moisture just as
The single-engine Norseman
morning in Community Memori- his home. He had been in
Nature does—as a vapor. No mists, no droplets, no white
took off from an airport near
al Hospital, Winona, and died ing health.
Canada's flag is the Red Endust. Controlled by an accurate humidistat. Big capacity. No
He was born Aug. 7, 1887, in London in a slight fog.
four hours later of a lung ailthe Town of Modena , Buffalo
liming or maintenance problems. Choose your new humidifier
Miller 's disappearance was sign with the British Union Jack
ment.
in the upper left quarter symwisely—choose the best—Aprilaire .
Survivors are : His parents ; County, to Mr. and Mrs. An- not reported until 12 days later. bolizing the country 's long assoveteran
A terse communique said an
one sister, Susan Maria; his drew Larson. He was a
ciation with Britain. French
paternal grandmother, Mrs. An- of World War I service and had intense search over the plane 's Canadians object to it as a symSee ft today !
na Kolstad , Viroqua, Wis., and worked most of his life for the intended 160-mile route had bol of the domination which
—
FREE
HOME HUMIDITY TEST —
his maternal grandmother , Mrs. Buffalo County highway depart- yielded no clues.
they
contend
English-speaking
"Lost," said the communique,
ment. His wife has died.
John A. Lamey, Kellogg.
Canadians wield over the coun- 1
Survivors are: Three sons, "presumed dead. "
The Rt. Rev. Msgr. John Gentry .
gler of St. Felix Catholi< Arthur , Wabasha ; Melvin , DurWaters of the English Channel
The opposition to the new flag
Church . Wabasha , officiated at and, and Orville , Lancaster , were searched but no wreckage was Jed by English-speaking
79 East Third Street
Phono 8-363 1
t h e services. Arrangements Wis. ; two brothers , Louis, Pep- was found.
Conservatives and war veterans
Minneapolis,
and
were by Buckman-Schierts Fu- in , and John,
Miller's disappearance fos- who wanted the Union Jack rethree sisters, Mrs. Ida Eide , tered rumors which still cir- tained.
neral Home , Wabasha .
Winona : Mrs. Otis ( Alma) Ad- culate.
Miss Clara Hanson
ams, Modena , and Mrs . Alfred
These ranged from the belief
RUSHFORD , Minn. (Special ) (Agnes) Christopherson , Nel- that the Germans shot down his FAN CLUB IN STIR
— Miss Clara Hanson , 84, Den- son.
plane to the theory that he ; NEW YORK (* - Barbra
Streisand star of Broadway 's
ver , Colo., died Friday at 4:25
Funeral services will be crashed in France and, an am- "Funny
Girl," has a squad of
a.m. at a hospital there. She
,
unrecdied
later
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Lyster nesia victim ,
admirers at the Jackson , Mich., i
had been ill two weeks.
ognized
.
, Church ValShe was born in February Lutheran Church
"I certainly don 't know what State Prison.
the
Rev.
J.
C. Thompson
ley,
1880 in Houston to Gustav and
Writing for a picture, the ,
happened
to him, " says Hylton ,
be in
Olina Hanson. She moved to officiating. Burial will
"but
on
that
night
he
did
keep
president
of the group told her
Rushford with her family and the church cemetery. Grave- saying that he wanted to get it was "the only fan club in
B y every former re sident now
graduated from Rushford High side military services wil! be near the fighting and that he any stir in the country . " MemSchool. She worked several conducted by a Veterans of was going to do his damndest to bership is limited to time-serlivin g elsewhe re,
...... a
.-.. ........................
r
get a peek at it. But who really vers. Guards aren't allowed to
years in the offi ce of a hos- Foreign Wars detail.
Friends may call at Goodrich knows?"
Join :
pital in St, Paul. She retired in
[
1928 and moved to Denver. She Funeral Home Wednesday afterwas a member of Rushford Lu- noon and evening, Thursday untheran Church.
til noon, and at the church aftSurvivors are : Two nephews, er 1 p.m. A prayer service will
Robert Hanson, Rushford, and be Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
52 Sundays mailed anywhere outside
Dr. Willard Hanson , NorthAll
the
Heat
You
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From
Henninger
William
field , and two nieces, Miss GerWith Thli
the Winona area — only $5.00 —
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t
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26 Sundays — $2.50
apolis. Three brothers have Calif., died at a hospital there
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ial will be in Rushford Luther County highway department.
To
Several years ago they moved
an Cemetery.
MERCURY PORTABLE
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to La Crosse where he worked
*P»J«00
Everatt Waldera
HAND MIXERS
as a machinist for Allis ChalStreet or Route
TAYLOR , Wis. (Special ) - mers. Five years ago lie retired
FOSTORIA STEAM AND
d*9 QQ
Everett (Bud) Waldera, 36, and moved to Stockton,
Town
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DRY IRON
HP3*^J
died at 5:30 a.m. today at Tri- Survivors are: His wife ; one
C o u n t y Memorial Hospital , daughter , Mrs, Philip ( Alma)
FULL FASHIONED
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grandchildren; one brother , Ela patient since Sunday.
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Canadian House
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A Gift That Will Be
Enjoyed Throughout 1965
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St. Mary's Cage Team Faces Gigantic Hurdle Tonight

Must Stop
Auggies Plus
6-10 Anderson

THIBODEAU HITS THREE GOALS IN ROUT

fcedmen Look Like Champs, Rap Auggies
tices — Wednesday and Sunday nights — things looked
good. You could just about
feel that tbe guys were
learning to work together.
We were right. "
It was a perfec t pre-holiday game as far as Yvon
Thibodeau , the 5-5 145-pound
dynamo from Sorel, Quebec,
Canada was concerned.
Skating at center on the
second l i n e , Thibodeau
pushed home three goals
and racked up a pair of
assists for his finest performance of the season.
Andre Beaulieu , one of
collegiate hockey's greatest
scorers, made it another
all-star performance. Centering the first line, the
Shawinigan , Quebec, native

ST. PAUL, Minn. - After
19-2 victory over Augsburg
College at Aldrich Arena
here Monday, Coach Keith
Hanzel and his St. Mary 's
hockey team happily take
a 16-day break.
The Redmen's next test
will be against the University of Manitoba in Aldrich
Arena Dec. 30.
Hanzel, disappointed after
St . Mary's compiled a 1-2
record in its first three
games, was happy again
today after the thumping
of Augsburg.
"This looked like the
MIAC defending
champions," he said. "We looked
real good and passed real
well. In our last two prac-

(
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LAST TUESDAY'S St. Norbert's-St. Mary's basketball game
at Terrace Heights has to go into the record books as a rules
student's dream — you know , one of those fellows who runs
around with a rule book in his back pocket and tries to find
loopholes.
This was the situation :
The Knights' John Zeihen fouled a St . Mary 's player.
After a timeout and in the post-break confusion George Hoder
went to the charity line. It was George Valaika who had been fouled. That caused St.
Mary's to be called for a technical — bringing up a false double foul and calling for a
jump ball after the free throws.
After Valaika had made one of two and
Dave Gagermeier missed St. Norbert 's shot
on the technical, the players are lined up
for the jump and the Knights' vLeroy Weyenberg said something uncomplimentary to official Ivan Eggenberger. Boom! Another
technical. Now what? After the toss, which
Leahy
Pytlewski made, should the ball go to a
jump or out of bounds to St. Mary's? Naturally the rule book
doesn 't explain and the refs gave St, Mary's possession.
Wednesday Ralph Leahy, who worked the game with Eggenberger, called to say: "According to a statement in the
book the ball becomes alive when placed at the disposal of
a free thrower."
The way Leahy has it figured , for the ball to be live, there
should be a period in there when the clock has started.
'We erroneously figured there was a period when the
ball became alive and should go out of
bounds," he said. "Since the clock didn 't
start, it probably should have been a jump.
The book doesn't explain it ."
Thursday, after following up, Leahy called back to say he had an official ruling that
the clock must start.
"You can have any number of false double
foul s during a dead ball and you must go
back to a center jump," he said .

•

•

ngo.

• A l v i n a Meier , Hal-Rod , 3B4 w i t h 153 av-

• Marge Harders , Westgate, 387 with 515 average .
• Harold Brandt , Hal-Rod , 3!K) with 16fl average .
• Teresa Curbow , Hal-Hod , 3!)B with 152 average.
• Alice Spalding, West gate , 390 with 154 avernRe.
«

*

V

IT'S SW.YMI TIME onre again. The way the old hoy has
been hitting, Christmas ought to come two weeks earl y so he
could get hi.s percentages up,
XT^N.
!'«'ist "weekend he hit 2fi of 40 without
f r<£- \
handicaps
to run his total lo 129 of 195 (or
YJ &&\
mf /f ,1 <Jm • ttfi2 - Witl1 handicaps he hurl 22 of 40 for
HJk Y lB l f«l of 195 total and a . 554 perc entage.
^
Augsburg over ST. MAItV 'S by 7. ''How
^<(
x\mz - 1
c,

^
/\AlW' 1 / ynu Rlin 'ul '^"l a '' 9

from Desbiens and Paradise at 13:42.
Thibodeau and Desbiens
counted in the second period and Jean Cardin and Thibodeau in the third to round
out the nine-goal total .
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Kenyon ov er C.mnon Falls hy 4; Roll mg^ wL-Sj
|^
¦L.«BM«B1 stone Holy Trinity over Hokah St Peter by
•>: Arkansaw over Lima Sacred Heart by 3:
*>&£&'
*»5
Fairchild over (iran ton by 5; Mondovi over
Fall Creek by 2 ; Klevii-St rum over Durand by fi; Whi tehall
over Arcadia by Ml; Cballield over Mabel b\ ? , l' ;i<lnt! m o r
Augusta by I: Onalaska Luther over Mindo ro by fl; Kawlolpii
over BurnfiV lllo by 3.

St. Mary's takes a 2-2
record into the holiday
break, both wins against
MIAC foes.
i
Is Hanzel satisfied?
"We 'd like to be 4-0, but
it seemed from Wisconsin
to St. Thomas to Augsburg
we definitely have improved. It's nice to get the real
good game before the break
because we know we have
jelled," he said. "We hope
to have real good success
the rest of the way."
What about the University
of Manitoba?
"You can tell anyone who
knows anything about them
to write me," joked Hanzel.
"I've tried to find out something, but can 't. I do know
they had four players from

the Canadian Olympic team
enrolled. They might be
playing for the Canadian
Nationals though."

The St. Mary 's College basketball team, off to another hot
start, faces a gigantic test in
Minneapolis' Si Melby Hall 'on
the Augsburg College Campus
tonight.
Not only that , but the test
will be two-fold as the Redmen,
winners of five in a row including their first MIAC game
against Macalester, must put
the clamps on the unbeaten
Augsburg basketball team aa
well as slowing the charge of
6-10 Auggie center Dan Anderson, who is averaging 24 point*
per game.

FIRST PERIOD: It . Miry'
i - Beiulltu (unassisted) 4:M; St. Mary's Magnuson (Cardin, Thlbodiau)' 4:24; II.
Mary 'i— Thibodeau (Cardin) t-.Ui St.
Mary 's — Oeibleni (Biiuliou) 11;ll;
St. Mary'a—Baaullau (Dttbiaos, ParesliM) 13.43. PENALTIES - Gunderson
(A); Baaullau (SM); Oundorson <* )j
Gunderson (A).
SECOND PERIOD: St. Mary's—TM.
bedeau (Mccormick) 3:2» St. Mary'sDtsbloni (Baaullau) 5:17; Augsburg Elavsky (Ntlw n) S:40. PENALTIES Bishop (SM); Oundarton (A) ; Woodward (A); Malmtarg (A); Elaviky (A);
Piradlie (SM).
THIRD PERIOD: Augiburfj - OlMtltrson (Llndell, Malmbarg)
7:41 ; St.
Mary's —Cardin (Peritdisi, Thlbodaau)
9:45; St. Mary 'a — Thlbtadaau (Beaulliu)
11:45.
PENALTIES — ParaOil* (SM); Biaulltu (SM); Cesbleni
<SM > misconduct; Jensen (A); AKCermick (SM) malar.
Archambtau (SM)
1
3
(—11
Andinon (A)
I •
x—17

B oilman

(A)

x

x

ANDERSON IS not the only
threat. Coach Ken Wiltgen of
St. Mary 's reports his scouts
say former Wells all-stater Al
Redman has found himself and
additional size in the front
line is provided by 6-8 Ron Hanson as forward.
"They are a well-rounded
team , there is no question about
that ," said Wiltgen . "In fact ,
they might be better than last
year."
Right now, Wiltgen is concerned mainly with the offensive play of his team.
"When we've beaten them ,
we've done it with our offense, "
said the coach , pointing to the
80-73 St. Mary's victory in the
1963-64 MIAC finale at Terrace
Heights.
That was the game that vividly illustrated offensive mastery to Wiltgen. Anderson got
35 points, but Augsburg tumbled.
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LIKE OLD MATADOR AGAINS T YOUNG BULL

Giardello Gets Past Carter

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - It
was like the old matador
against the young, dangerous
bull.
Middleweight champion Joey
Giardello came perilously close
to being gored but he called on
every trick he learned in 16
years of pro battling to beat
strong Rubin (Hurricane) Carter in his first title defense Monday night.
A. rousing finish in the last
five rounds of the 15-rounder
earned the crafty, 34-year-old

champion the unanimous decision over the muscular, 27-yearold second-ranking contender
from Paterson , N.J., at Convention Hall.

Giardello was cut over the left
eye and shaken by a jolting left
hook in the fourth round. Carter
had his big chance in that round
but he blew it. Giardello absorbed several other solid left
hooks to the jaw from his everthreatening foe but Pal Joey
always managed to slip away

from the brink of disaster.
There were no knockdowns.
"If I only could have made
him fall," said Carter . "Just
once, if I could have made him
fall. That was the difference. I
won it clear — at least 9 to 6 —
but a fall would have clinched
it '
"I had him on the hook but let
him get off . H«'s cagey and
takes a helluva punch. Look at
the great fighters he's fought
and none have put him down for
the count."
"He fought ray fight and
didn't press as I expected him
to press ," said Giardello. "He
didn't fight inside and made it
easy for me. That had a lot to
do with it."
This was Giardello's first title
defense since he won the crown
from Nigeria 's Dick Tiger on an
upset decision at Atlantic City,
N.J., Dec. 7, 1963.

He had only two non-title outing with Rocky Rivera. Now
with eight straight victories to
his credit, he plans to cash in
with a couple of more non-title
fights. Then he said he would
like to meet the winner of a bout
between No. 1 contender Joey
Archer of New York and Tiger.
Archer beat both Tiger and
Carter on controversial decisions in New York.
Carter , a pro three years, had
scored 13 knockouts in 24 pro
fights. A fast puncher with a
flashy left hook , he counted on

the hook to undo the champion,
He came close in the fourth
only;
The ring-scarred champion
kept on the move constantly
against his stalking, straightmoving opponent. With blood
trickling from the cut most of
the way , Giardello fought the
classic figh t — sticking with his
left jab to the head , hooking to
the body and head and making
Carter miss.
Joey had the challenger
slicing the air with dozens of
punches in most rounds with a
slip of his head or a slight move
backwards or to the side. Carter
landed his share of punches but
Giardello scored with more.
The officials had Giardello the
winner by the following point
scores, based on the five points
a round : referee Bob Polis, 7266; judg e James Mina , 71-66,
and judge Dave Beloff , 70-67.
The Associated Press scorecard
had Giardello a narrow winner,
69-68.
In rounds the scores were Polis 9-3-3, Beloff 8-5-2, and Mina 94-2. The AP had it 7-5-3.
A ringside poll showed a 15-5
majority for Giardello.
Carter entered the ring a 6-5
favorite after being a 7-5 underdog at the weigh-in. Giardello
weighed 160 pounds — the exact
middleweight limit — to Carter's 158%.
Giardello's record os 97-22-7,
Carter 's 20-5.

GOODHUE FAVORED

•

MURTON BOYUM SCORED 52 points
Benson
against Spring Grove to set his District One
scoring record — not 51.
¦ ¦Benson
¦ ¦
That came to light after Peterson Coach Bernie
checked his scorebook — not the official record for the game.
Benson's hook listed 52 points for Boyum and Bernie wrote
Grover coach John Schroeder.
A check there revealed that Boyum did have 52 points ,
not the 51 reported by Spring Grove .
Bernie goes on to say : "Our old school recor d for one
game was held hy Joel Aarsvold who scored 43 points in a
1957 69-51 victory over Rushford. It ' s quite probable that the
old District One record was held by Don Kjome of Spring
Grove. He scored 50 points against Canton in 1958. Canton
won that pnme 74-72. "
But then the news isn ' t, of earthshattering proportion now
that Boyum broke his own mark with 53 against Canton Friday
night.
•
*
•
The 300 Club has been neglected too loqg so right now
we'll try to catch ' up on a month and a half of unique kegling
achievement:
• Joan Wiczek , Hal-Rod , 374 with 152 average.
• Betty Raranek , Hal-Rod , 37R -with 156 average.
• Dorothy Losinski , Hal-Rod , 394 with
154 average
fjnamiTj Tfll
• Bet ty Thrune , Hal-Rod, 3fiS with 150
average.
HvRZ/9'jfl
• Dorris Ferguson , Westgate , 353 with 151
ESTf^TTlffl
average.
Jean
¦BJJJJ^H
Lubinski , West Rnte. 394 with 152
^Btfj nn^H
•
^Hnjnin^Q average .
BffHllJffngl
• Phyllis Thur ley, lial-llnd , 3!>5 with 155

HH^WH
eaaaaaaWleaaaaaal

rapped in a pair of goals
and came up with three assists.
"Yvon and Andre played
real good games ," said Hanzel. "And (Dave, who was
brought up to fill Dennis
Cooney's spot) Brekken did
a very good job at a wing
on Andre's line. He didn 't
score , but I'm very pleased
with him. "
St . Mary 's had it wrapped up after a firs t period
that produced five goals for
the Redmen and none for
the Auggies.
Beaulieu started it by going in unassisted at 4:06 . In
the next 9:36 , Magnuson,
Thibodeau , Desbiens and
Beaulieu
scored , Andre
winding it up on assists

Michigan Floors
No. 1 Wichita 5'

Basketball
! Scores
COLLEGES
HAST
Prlneeton n, Rutgers 7».
Rhode Island to, Malnt M.
SOUTH
N. Carolina II, Vanderbllf 74.
Eastern Ky. 71, Syracus* At.
Wake Poreit 73, Vi. Teen 74.
West Va. 72, Wm. A Mary <3.
Gaorgf Waitt. II , Furman 17.
La. Tech 75, Mississippi 72.
MIDWEST
Michigan 17, Wichita IS.
Indiana tl, DePaul 71.
Detroit 12], Xavler, Ohio 119.
Oklahoma 71, Hardin-Sim. 47.
Drake St, Idaho State 41.
Chi. Loyola 117, Mid. Ttnn. 15.
Purdue M. South Dakota 77.
SOUTHWEST
Okla. State 73, Texas 4 (OT).
Texts A&M 74, Houston 47.
New M«xico »7. Iowa State S4.
FAR WEST
Utah Stata 101, Nevada M.
Goniaga 4, Whilworth 47.
WISCONSIN COLLEGES
La Crosse tT, Superior 80.
Stout 73, Bethel,. St. Paul 4S.
Northern Michigan t4, Stevens

?»

Point

WOLVES SHIVER
THROUGH DRILL
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP )
— Big Ten champion Michigan began preparations for
the Rose Bowl football game
Monday with conditioning
drills in 22-degree weather.
The Wolverines leave Sunday for the coast and heavy
two-a-day drills.

OFFENSIVELY , St. Mary 's
has been without comparison
for balanced scoring,
All five starters have had
scoring honors in one or more
of the first six games. Roger
Pytlewski is the only Redman
to have made it twice, and
George Valaika , senior forward
and co-captain , pushed membership to 100 percent by finishing as the high man in the
50-48 win over Macalester Saturday night. He got 14.
"We hope to get some scoring from (George) Hoder tonight," said .. Wiltgen. "Last
year we brought our center
out. The pattern worked perfectly, but we didn't get any
scoring from that spot. "

HODER demonstrated that he
can hit from a high position
by scoring 24 points — many of
them on long jumpers —
against St. Norbert a week age
today.
St. Mary 's lineup will remain
the same. Hoder will man the
pivot spot with Valaika and
Pytlewski on the wings and
Mike Maloney and Jerry Sauser
in the backcourt.
Teaming with Hanson at a
forward spot for Augsburg will
be Dan Meyers with Steve
Strommen running with Redman in the backcourt .
What will Wiltgen do about
defensing Anderson?
"We will try and keep changing on him ," he said. "Sometimes we'll double-team , other
Mazeppa didn 't win in ten times not. We don 't want to
stay set so they can call timeleague games last year.
Dec. 11—Goodhim at Randolph, Fari- out and adapt to our pattern.
bault Dtaf at Elgin, Maiappa at Wab- We'll try to kirp them
off bal¦iha .
ance."
Dec. IJ— »Burn»«lllt at Randolph.

Could Be Wild Race
In Centennia l League
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EARS BOXED . . . Rubin Carter butts his head against
middleweight champion Joey Giardello in tenth round of
Monday night' s title fight in Philadel phia and gets his ears
boxed and cuffed in return. Giardello retained his title in an
unanimous decision after the 15-round fight before a crowd of
, less than S.OOO. (AP Photofax )

GEORGE VALAIKA
Latest to Lead

By GARY EVANS
Daily News Sports Editor
You never look past Goodhue
when it comes to sports action
in the Centennial Conference.
The 1064-65 cage season will be
no exception although a wideopen scramble 1s seen.
For instance, Wabasha has
two all-conferenc* players back
from the team that split in 10
loop games last year , defending champ ion R andolph boasts
eight returning letterwinners
from the club that compiled a
17-2 record and Elgin , after losing its season opener , swept
through three straight non-conference games , is 2-0 in the
conference and has four returning monogra m winners.

By THK ASSOCIATE I) PRESS ] The score was knotted at 85—
Whoops ! That crazy-bouncing i lfilh tie in tbe seesaw struggle
basketball has given Wichita an at Detroit — with four seconds
up-and-down feeling faster thnn to play when Wichit a lost the
, ball on a bad pass. Russell' s
you can say Cazzie Russell.
Russell and the rebounding running one-handor dropped
ALL OF WHICH means , It
Michigan Wolverines floored i through tbe cords at the buzzer , could be quite a year in the
giving
the
Wolverines
the
ir
'
fifth
No. 1-ranked Wichit a 87-85 ManCentennial.
day night , less than 24 hou rs j victory.
Wabasha 's Chuck Karger , the
after the Wheatshockers had I Rob Lewis hit for .11 points , victim of a broken leg -during
evicted the Rig Ten ehib fro m one more than teammat e Billy football season , isn 't looking for
the top spot among major col- ' Cunningham , at Greensboro , broken hopes during basketball ,
lege powers.
N,C „ as North Carolina handed
He has all-conference perj Vnnderbilt its second straight formers Jim Burkhardt , 6-3 senWichita 's first loss and North I setba ck . The
Commodores lost ior forward , and Pete Ekstrand.
Carolina ' s 84-70 decision over to Virginia Tech fi!»-f>4 Saturday 6-1 junior guard , to build
ninth-ranked Vnnderbilt prom- ; and tumbled from third to ninth around There is the "big man "
ised another shake-up in the in The AP poll. VanderbiH is 3- in 6-8 . junior Jack Kan« and
national ratings. The Top- 2 on the season. The Tarheels added heig ht in lettermen .John
Ten list underwent wholesale have won five of seven .
Jleinhnrdt , 6-3 senior forward ,
changes last we<'k , as reflect *>d [
and Ted Hammer , 6-3 senior
in The Associated Press poll re- I Not one of last week' s Torj^ Ten forward-guard.
leased today and based on re- ; teams held its position in '- this
Other lettermen are Gerald
sults through Inst Saturdiiv.
week 's poll. St. l -oiiis , upended St . Jacque , 5-1 1 senior *uard ,
Wichita , with (our straight by Misso uri 72-Sfi Suturdny and Rich Schuth , 6-2'A junior
victories at thai point , drew :.':t i night , slipped from fourth to forward.
of .Tl first-place ballots nnd out- Kith. San Francisco and Minpointed once-beaten Michigan nesot a climbed into the Nos , .1 ALSO COUNTED on to hel p
:t ()!i TAM The Wolverines , sur- ' and 4 berths , respectively, and are Charles Sm ith , 6-3 Junior
center , Gerald I-oechler , Lowell
prised by Nebraska 74 7:t Satur- split four firs t-p lace votes ,
Holmgren , Rill Dunn , Oarv
day nigiit , received five firstThe Top Ten. wit h first-place Johnson nnd 6-2 Dennis Iverson ,
pl.-ur ballots.
in pare ntheses . and Wabasha was 10-9 overa ll last
Tlii' wolves may ask for a re- voles
Year.
point
.s:
count afte r Russell' s brilliant
At ftoodhue , JJv Flom has
i.
wicnit*
un
iot
second-half
performance
four lettermen to build around.
). Mlcnig»n {))
.
], »
W I IK 'I I included the last second
) S«n l° r«ntnc- o (1) .. ,..
J4f
All seniors , they nrc: Dean
< Minnctol* 13)
?ll
win nine, bask«'l - agn insl Wich Dii ke , 6-3 center ; John Renter ,
) UCLA
WI
ita l' a/./io d;«.7.1ed the* Shockers
I r *n\i e
511 forward , Alan Mollenhn iier ,
l i|
I St , John i, N Y.
alter inter mi ssi on, scoring 'M nl
. ill
fi-o guard , nnd Hob Schinnert ,
I K rnliHky
if
his game-high 2(1 points — six in
S-fl guard
f . V- anrlvrli .lt
il
the final l' a minutes.
III II . Loon
It
Gary Quasi , Gary Onsahl ,

Tom Gorman , Bob Buck , Eugene Diercks , Alan Holm , Allen
Rusch , Roger O'Reilly, Dave
Swenke and John Ehlen could
help. Diercks is the biggest at
6-3.
At Elgin , four senior lettermen return also. They are 5-11
guard-forward Tom Tucker , 6-0
guard Lon Richardson , 5-10 forward Gary Scheuneman and 6-1
center Ken Evans. Help could
come from Don Wehrs , Merle
Wright , Bob Tittrington. Fred
Johnson and Mike Spring,
Wehrs providing added hei ght
at 6-2.

Dec. 1»— •Lawliton at Goodhui, -RollIngtloni at Elgin.
Dec. J« 3»— • Holiday tournament at Pint
(•land (Elgin, Mareppa,
Byron, Pine
(•land),
Dec. jf-io—'Holiday tournament at
Cannon Falli (Ooodhue, Applelon, Milan,
Cannon F altt).
Jan. I—Goodhue at Maieppa, Elgin al
Randolph , Wabaiha at Faribault Dtaf.
Jan . 13— •Randolph al
Farmlngton,
•Byron at Maieppa .
Jan. 15— Farlbiult Deaf at Goodhue, migin at Wabaiha, Randolph at Maieppa.
Jan. 1*— "Elgin at Dover-lyota, •Randolph it Slmley, 'Maieppa at Wykoff.
Jan . 13—Goodhue af Elgin, Maieppa al
Farlbiult Deaf, Randolph at Wabaiha,

ELGIN A year ago finished
Jan , le—• Uwltton at Wabaiha .
5-5 in the conference and 9-8 Jan . it—Qoodhua at Wabaiha. Elgin
et
Maieppa, Farlbull Deaf at Randolph .
overall
Jan , J»—•Wanamlngo at Qoodhm .
With eight lettermen back , Feb. 1— 'Wabnha at Pepin, 'Randolph
Randolph should be set to make at Lekivllle.
I—Randolph at Ooodhue, Elgin
another run at the record , but at Feb.
Faribault Deaf , Wabaaha at MaCoach Jess Roberts saw most ieppa.
Feb. 1— 'Morrlifown at Maieppa.
of his front-line heigh t go with
Feb
al Ooodhue , Ran
graduation and has only Mike dolph .it 11—Maieppa
eipjln, Faribault Oaal It WabaPopp, junior forward , and Mor- ihi.
Feb, M— 'Maieppa at Byron.
ris Morrill , senior forward , hitFeg, it—Ooodhua at Faribault Deaf.
ting or topping the 6-0 mark .
Wabaiha at Elgin, Maieppa et Randolph.
Feb . 11—Randolph at Wabuhi
Other lettermen are Don
Feb. l»— Efaln at Goodhue, Faribault
Pressnall . Ron Betzold , Dave De»f
af Ariaieppa.
Popp, Pat Townsend , Bruce •Non-confennce seme .
¦
Qunniell and Ral p h Peter.
Faribault Deal ties the prize
for most number of lettermen
with eight back , but again
height is lacking as Eddie
I .eight on, 6-1 guard , and Roger
Thompson , 6-0 forward , and
Julius Void , 6-2 center , are the
only players to measure better l»y THK ASS(MTATF.I) PRKSS
than 5-10,
The foul Khooting of the PhilaOTIIEK LETTERMEN are del phia 76ers and Ran FrancisMike Holland , James Melby, co's Wilt Chamberlain enabled
Gary Specht , Ronald Johnson the Vficrs to defeat the Warriors
and Ronald Springer , Rich No- in the onl y National Basketball
votny, Gary Meier and Darry l AsKo ciut ion
game
Monday
Kricson are squad hopefuls for night.
the team that compiled a 3-7
The 70rs hit on :\9 of 4:i fou l
league record and stood 4(1
shots
for a ll! > 112 victory over
overall last year .
Gale Hellcrud , a first-year tbe Wiarriors nt Pittsburgh's
coach , has five senior lettermen Civic Arena.
The Warriors , on the other
to work with at Miir.epnn, inhand , missed nine of 29 chnrit .v
cluding fi- .'t Dave Gro ssbneh .
Rack also are Lee Kerkhoff , tosses, All of Ihe misses were by
fi-0 forward , Jon Sand, 5-11 for- Clioniberb'i in , who also made
ward , Phil Tommeraas , 5-9 six and was tho game 's high
guard , and Ken Liffri g .
ncorcr with 40 points.

Free Throws Help
76ers Defeat
Warriors 119-112

FOLLOWIN G tonight' s game,
St. Mary 's will observe n 13day holiday until competing in
the Fremont , Neb., Christmas
Tournament Dec . 2ft-2<i
St. Mary 's will be shooting
for its ninth win against 12
losses at the hands of Augsburg since Wiltgen took the
reins in 1954.

SPORTS SCORES
NBA

MONDAY'S RESULTS
Philadelphia lit , Sun Frinclico lit.
TODAY'S OAMBJ
St. Louli vi. Bolton al Niw Yo rk,
San Franclico al Now York.
Detroit
at Loi Angelei.
W E D N E S D A Y 'S OAMRS
St. Louli vi. N«w York at Boilon,
San Fr«nclico at Bmlon.
Philadelphia at Baltimore.
Loi An«el»i al Detroit .

Nil I.

¦
y T H E ASSOCIATE D PRESS
MONDAY'S RESULTS
No eamai achedulad .
TODAY'S GAMES
No t imet icheduled.
W E D N E S D A Y ' S OAMBS
Detroit at New York.
Boston at Chicago.
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Amtnca 'i Larg est Selling Cigar

BUT ROCHES TER HAS THE FASTES T START!

They Said Red Wing,Winona, Kato

By ROLLIE WUS80VT
Dally News Sport* Writer
Things were thrown in a tizzy when Red Wing was thumped
i5-57 by Rochester in the opening round of . Big Nine play.
Then the Rockets beat Winona
in another surprise.
Red Wing was everybody's
choice as the Big Nine conference favorite , and it wasn 't
figured that the Wingers would
¦uffer a defeat so earl y.
With the loss, the Wingers
aren 't out of the title picture
yet , •« everybody knows . But
their defeat plus the Rockets
two wins casts Rochester into
the title limelight alon g with
Faribault.
AUSTIN and new coach Oscar Haddorff have four let termen back from last year 's Big
Nine third-place team. A year
ago, the Packers were 11-5 overal and also won the District
Two championship.

Back are Greg Grose, a 5-2
senior. Bob Larson, a <-l senior, Wayne Lerud , a 6-0 senior, and Randy Tigner, a 5-7
senior guard.
Also returning are Dave Stilwell , who was a regular a year
ago, but not a monogram winner, and . John Riles, who was
injured moat of last year.
At Northfield , Jed Dommey•r is looking for a much improved season over last year 's
4-14 mark.
DOMMEYER has seven lettermen back , and is looking for
help from transfer student Tom
Clemens and seven youngsters
up from last year 's "B" squad.
"Our main weakness again is
the lack of size," says Dommeyer, "a necessity in the Big
Nine. We're hoping that with a
year of experience we will be
a more respectable ball club
than last year'."
Back are Tryg Velde , Mike
Burmeister , Don H i m a n n ,

DENNIS THE MENACE

|
PAKK-KIC
Hal Roa
All Start
Pin Susten
Roads lders
0. B. 's
Wild Catt
Gutter Dilitere
Beatles
Alley Oeps
Cutter R a t s
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Bryce Gregerson , Kent Holden, j Bohmbach 6-1.
I Back are Bob He inz, Dennis
Brad Caret and Jim Grisim. j Six foot-eight Tom Weaver Yule and all-everything Noel
V.F.W.
All are seniors.
I holds the hopes of the Fari- Jenke. All are seniors , with
Hal-stoo
W
L
6-4.
Top
I
Heinz
the
tallest
at
bault
Falcons
in
hi?
hands.
Pete Petrich is beginning his
eunkei A»cO
.. •
1
.7
1
16th year at Red Wing, and he Weaver , the tallest performer prospects include Kent Reigel , Abrarni Furnice Ca
Blanches
Tavern
.
.
<
1
,
and
Dennis
hopes th at it will be a banner in the conference was the John McClarklln
Barnles DX
I
4
'
juniors
,
all
,
and
team
s
top
point
getter
a
year
Abrahams
Wasons
Supper
Club
...
S
4
one.
I
*
ago, and is exper ted to bolster Jerry Hamren and Charles Jones * Kroeger
4
I
Even though his Wingers what otherwise looks like an Mtckelson , seniors. Of this Bubs Bear
•aVken Cen . C»
«
»
were trimmed by Rochester inexperienced bunch.
Clarks
Super
1M
1
<
; bunch , Abrahams is the tallest Hamms Beer
(
>
Petrich'
Friday,
s charges will
(Weav"We have our center
at 6-4.
Taamstera
1
7
probably be in the thick of the er) and guard ( Jim Onstad , ftWlnMie Milk Ce.
1
7
DBCBMiBR
Big Nine race as the season 0 senior) returning from last 11—Winona at Rochet ter; AuiHn al AlOO OCT T f K f
tart Lea; Mankato at Owatonna;
progresses.
Athletic
W
L
year ' s squad ," says coach A)
Parlbavlr at Northfield,
37
IS
1. B. 's Corner
Five lettermen , led by stand- Wold, "but we lack experience II—aloomlno; Prairie at Faribault,
II
Kramer Plumberetts . .. . J«
! )»— Rochester at Austin; Mankato at Al
| , w,
Circle O. R inc h
out guard Mick Bohmaach , at most positions. "
bar! Lea; owatonna at Farlbiult,
|
farm 1 Qarden
12
W
Red Win? at Winona.
will attempt to see to It that
,
Winona
Plumbing
11
M
Jim Wilson , Jim Rehnke both If—Winona at fteu Cla ire Memorial; Minthe Wingers dri ve for the 6-0 seniors , and Todd Andrews , a
MONDAY LIAOUI
neapolis Marshall at Northfield.
crown. Other lette rmen retinn- 6-2 sophomore, are expected to 11—Mankato it Moorrtead.
Athletic
V/
L
at White Bear Like; FariAhrens-Plalt CH Ce
ll' j le'*
ing are guard Jeff Doyle , for- battle for the two forward H—Rochetter
bault al Kenyon; Mankato at t reckSchllti Baer
It
1*
enrldge.
wards Jeff Johnson and Bill slots, while Fred Zahan , Tom
Bast |nd Coal Ce
Ji"i if'*
II—MJnneapftlla North at Avaf in.
folly Meadow
W, Wft
Dreher, and center John Vo- Kuntz , and Sam Wunderlich , It—Red
Wing In Blliworth (Wit.) Holi¦Home Bevt raee Sarv
17"i H"i
day tournty.
gel.
nit National Bank
. 1 1
11
all seniors and 5-10; and 5-9 It—Red
Wins In Blliworth (Wis. ) tourMike Graham , another senior,
COMMUNITY
ney; AlBart Lea af Weill; Owitenna
ONLY ONE Winger. Doyle. Is will vie for the remaining
In Janisv llle Holiday tourney.
Wastoala
W
L
JO— Owatonna in Jenetvllie Holiday tourSunbeam
Bread
13
IS
under 6-0. Mark Aldridge , a guard position
ney; Forait Lake at Faribault.
11
SCtillti Baer
It
reserve sophomore center is
JANUARY
Wdgewiy Creamery
31 II
fi-6 , while Vogel is 6-5, and
"THIS IS NOT Albert Lea 's 1— Minneapolis Southwest at Rocheaier; Hackbarth Fttd Mill
it
n
La crotta Central at Winona; MinIS
IS
Bub's Pllse n
Dreher and Johnson 6-4 and year ," is the emphatic stateneapolis West at Auttin.
55 M
Sthmldt'e Beer
14
ment of Tiger mentor Don *~Le crotsa Login a t Wlnone.
34
Caslt
at Rochester; Feribjulf at
Wilier Hlejh Life
« Js
Ruhr , who apparently has few I—Mankato
Albert Lei ; Austin al Red Wing;
BlumenlriH Stera
IS
U
Northfield at Owatonna.
hopes to improve upon his
11 IS
Erdmann Truckina
1— Winona al Eiu Claire Memorial;
WESTOATC LADIES
team 's 6-11 overall mark of a
Mason Cit y af Alba rt Lei.
(Final hr tint tiallj
IV— Rochester at Farlbiult) Albert Lea
year ago.
al Northfield; Red Wing at Mankato;
Wtttaete
W
L
"Underclassmen should be
Winona at Austin.
14
Qrulkawtkl Beiuty Shea
37
able to gain experience for the Ii—Owatonna al Hayflild; Mlnneipolle Sifrenek' s
. . 31'i 1»V4
West at Northfield.
Kt n 's Hdw.
14
17
coming seasons," is about all 11—Northfield
at Roctittter ; Owatonna
Winona Typewriter
>1 3»
al Albert Lea; Mankato et Winona;
Buhr has to say about his
11
?8
Hlddad's
it Red Wing.
Midland Co-op
TS'.i 11'i
charges, who dropped a 71-50 JJ— Faribault
Minneapolis
Washburn
at
Austin ;
ALLEY C A T E R S
Wlndom at Northfield; Winoni vs.
opener to Winona Friday.
Westgate
Pts.
Wounds View in U. of M. prlllml- ;
Cathedral got 12 points from
Back with Buhr are four let41
Fenske Body Shop
mry.
Mark Devine and balanced scor- terwinners , co-captains Dave It—Rochester at Ownonni; Austin at Curley's Floor Shop
J<
11
Mohan ' s W/ndow Co,
ing throughout the lineup in top- Mueller and John Hegland,
Mankato,- Winona at Faribault; Red
II
Winona Daily News
Wing
at
Northfield;
Mlnneipolli
ping Rollingstone 54-19. Rivers Jim Bratvold , the team 's "gunWilliams
Hotel
M
North af Albert Lea.
!
1»
and Nilles each had six for the ner " and second-team all-conFEBRUARY
| Niah's
31
Minlgom ary Wards
1—Owatonna
at
Waseca;
Welt
St.
Pint
losers.
I
I
Jeanette 's Beauty Salon
ference a year ago, and Warat Red Wing.
St. Stan 's was led by Bob ren Shurson. All are seniors.
I—Albert L»a at Rochester; Faribault i
PIN T O P P L B - R S
at Austin; Owitonna at Red Wing; ¦
Hildebrant with 11 and Tom RisWeitgate
W
L
Buhr rates Ron H o i t o n .
Northfield et Winoni.
Lt keslde Cities Service
1
ka with nine and trailed 25-22 Chuck Lutner, Kim Kyllo, Jeff •—Si , Peter it Mankato.
*
Witkinj
Mary
King
1
1
12-Red Wing at Albert Lea; Austin at
at halftime.
Winona Paint A Glasi
1
7
Wulff and Bill Eri ckson as top
Northfield; Mankato at Faribault; WI- j
Bob Featherstone and Steve prospects.
3
1
nona af Owatonna.
! Coca cola
Mlin Tavern
1
1
II—Minneapolis Washburn at Recruiter;
Wiltgen each had 14 for St,
w
nlly
s
1
1
'
Faribault at Wills.
Mary 's.
1
1
ROCHESTER J o h n Mar- It—Winona at La Crossa Central; Red , Himernlk's Bar
S
•
Wing af Stillwater; Kenyon at North- j Lincoln Insurance
shall's state championship runLIGHTWEIGHT
field.
|
CITY
ner-up
team
is
bolstered
by
f.-S
It—Rochester at Winona; Albe rt Lea at I
W L
WL
Hal-Rod
W
L
St. Stan 's
Austin; Owatonna at Mankato; North- '
l I St. John 's
• 1 Dave
Daugherty, who seems
field at Faribault.
Oasis
Bar
14
14
Sf, Casfmlr't
1 0 Cathedral
1
•
destined for another fine year . JJ— Northfield at Red Wing; Blooming , Wally 's Ft. City
15
17
Prairie at Owatonna.
Merchants
Bank
15
17
St, Stan 's and St. Casimir ' s
The Rockets , after losing a
14
11
14—Austin at Rochester; Albert Lea al ' Speed Wash
copped victories in the first hard-fough t one-point decision
B-unkej APCO
11 1'
Mankato;
Faribault at Owatonna;
Country Kitchen
11 M
Winona at Red Wing.
round of lightweight play.
to state champ Luverne in a
Hotel Winona
11
11
11—Rochetter vs. Fargo (N.D.) Central j
St. Stan 's stopped St. John 's rematch of last spring 's title
11
11
11) U. ot M. preliminary.
I Llnahan's Cafe
14
PtpVi
Cola
11
MARCH
\
39-10 behind Educe Pomeroy 's game, have won three and meet I—Litchfield at Mankato; Winoni a t : Bubs Beer
14
II
12 points. Brooks had five for Austin Friday.
I Sraham t McOuira
15
17
St. Paul Monroe.
KWNO
Radio
14
I
(—St
Harding
al
Austin.
I
.
Paul
St. John 's.
Other lettermen coach Kerwin
Engelhart
has
returning
St. Casimir 's clipped CathedAPARTMENT 3-G
ral 33-18 as Modjeski scored 11 besides Daugherty are Mike
,
points and Szarka 10. Steve Wil- Winter a 6-3 forward. Fred
liamson hit seven for Cathedral. King, a 5-8 guard , and Joel
Erickson , a fi-5 center.
The Rockets were second in
Blair Tournament Nets the league a year ago with an
8-2 mark. Overall, Rochester
$56.75 for Cancer
was 17-6 overall .
BLAIR , Wis. (Special) — A
"If the experienced players
sum of $56.75 was donated to can develop into a consistent
the Trempealeau County Cancer team we should be a formidSociety from the bowl down able team. " So says Mankato
cancer tournament held recent- Scarlet Coach Gordon Hakes
ly at Hill' s Lanes , according to about his District Six champRal ph Utne , local bown down ionship team.
chairman.
"We will be handicapped
First place went to Clifford earl y in the season with our ¦¦0.
,,-f^jY-^-mmn^n
.
l lira—l i l
l in mi I
l . - '—
Koxlien; second , Roger Berg, regular guard and captain out
REX MORGAN, A/I, D.
and third , Allen Peterson .
with a football injury, " says
Miss Joan Boehmer won top Hakes.
prize for the women; Mrs. ArOTHER LETTERMEN Hakes
vie Hill , second , and Mrs,
has
are Nick Francis , Steve
James Dahi , third. Merchandise
prizes were donated by local Hoyt , Vince Johnson , Wayne
Johnson, Dave Lillard , Mike
business establishments .
Nere and Mark Wolverton.
Vince Johnson is the tallest on
SOUTHERN JsEFTIN'G ,
ATLANTA Wi-Top-ranking of- the squad at 6-.X
At Owatonna, Harvey Goldficials o( the Milwaukee Braves
will hold a meeting Wednesday berg has three lettermen back
in Afl n nta. their ne«- home in in an effort to improve on hi.s
1.9SB, lo discuss what plans they team 's 8-9 overall mark and
have in mind for this Southern 4-6 league showing of a year
ago.
city.
J K
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Quiet Monday St. Stan s Tumbles
Observed by
's Cagers
St.
Mary
City Kealers

Winona bowlers made Monday a calm evening, forgetting
about" top ten scores and torrid
activity.
The men were led by Vince
Suchomel's 605 series in the
Hal-Rod City League. Suchomel's total paced Wally 's of
Fountain City to 1,027—2 .-911
while Clarence Rivers was toppling 227 for Linahan 's.
In the Pin Topplers League
at Westgate Bowl , Helen Englert h chopped off 210—649 for
Main Tavern and had the game
total tied by Les Krage (210231 for the night ) of Coca-Co-la.
Wally 's toppled 910 and Winona Paint and Glass 2,635.
Delores Wicka registered 539,
Eleanore Stahl 529, Mary Stalka
815 and Leona Lubinslci 505.
WESTGATE BOWL : Alley
Gators — Carol Fenske 's 199—
510 paced Fenske's Body Shop
to 008—2,556. Arlene Kessler
came up with 507.
Ladles — J o a n Hackbarth
pushed Ken 's Hardware to 891 —
2,634 as she rapped 192—532.
Eleanore Loshek skidded 502.
Community — Frank Vondrasek took individual honors with
246—578 and Schmidt's came up
with 1,018-2,841.
WINONA AC: Monday - Jim
Jumbeck' s 588 led Polly Meadows to 986—2,835. Bob Loeffler
totaled 209 for Home Beverage.
Go Getters — Ruth Todd's 1.86
led Circle G Ranch to 91 9.
¦Grace Grochowski tripped 445
and Kramer Plumberetts 2.484.
HAL-ROD LANES : VFW —
Dick Seeling smashed 591 errorless to pace Bunke 's APCO
to "2 ,933. Dave Reivers clipped
229 as his Hamm 's team came
up with 1,019.
Park-Fee Junior Girls — Bonnie Springer laced IRrv-309 for
Four F's and Pin Busters
smashed 718—1 ,400.
MORE SKATS
BLOOMlNCiTON , Minn. (AP I
— A plan by the Minnesota Vik
Ings (o add 5,000 permanent 1
seats at Metropolitan Stad ium
was approved hy Ihe Bloomington City Council Monda y night

CATHOLIC JUNIOR HIGH
HEAVYWEIGHT

Jl. Slan'a
Cathedral

WL
l t It. Mary 's
1 I Rolllfigitona

WL
t 1
t 1

St. Stan 's did what no other
team has done in three years
when the Catholic Junior High
Heavyweight Basketball League
got under way Sunday afternoon.
St. Stan 's rallied from a halftime deficit to hand St. Mary 's
a 42-4 1 defeat.
In the other fi rst-round game ,

Indian Scoring
Power Crushes
Superior 97-80

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Undefeated La Crosse unleashed its scoring power and
rolled over Superior 97-80 Monday for sole possession of first
place in the State University
Conf erence basketball race.
Th« Indians and Yellowjackets
each carried 3-0 conference records into the showdown at La
Crosse. Superior took a 3-2 lead,
but the Indians surged in front
U stay. La Crosse opened a
47-.16 halftime lead and breezed
to its fifth over-all victory.
Gary Robarge led the La
Crosse assau lt with 25 points.
Doug Potter and Terry Schmidt
each tallied 16 . while John Coggins and Ron Byers contributed
11 apiece.
Jeff Youngquist connected for
19 points as Superior 's over-all
record dipped to 3-3. High-scoring Chuck Ba rnard ran into foul
trouble 'and tallied only 16
prints .
ln non - conference games,
Stout employed a balanced attack in defealing Bethal of St.
Paul . Minn. , 73-fiO, while Northern overwhelmed Stevens Point
94-70.
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"If you don't mind, Ajax , I'm th« interior decorator
around this olace!"
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(The gift that doesn 't get returned ) Give Seagram 's 7 Crown and be Sure
Decanter and gift carton at no extra cost

MARK TRAIL

By Ed Ootid

Bpjrd Issue
L^gj s^atibn
Discussed

Heavy Selling
Ptfjlpinf
Stock Market

i^^V;GJ^:f^"^.;

¦¦
Loit and Foynw;- ' ;;' . ¦ '¦ ¦ ¦ . . ' -,#.
LfiST 'fBOOTS!' Our S»at Point Siamese

';•*]• _
.:cat wandered awsy from , 364. ' •.»,
: MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) -Wheat
' seen or found pleese calliMdeilcs), MarK;¦
¦ • - . '¦¦ ¦
receipts Mon. , 354; year ago
,
:;¦
,a»84l;4>:¦
Tal.
,
. or Kent ; Mason.
283; trading basis unchanged;
-. ' 7
prices ^ higher;^^gs?«7Sprtag
PortOeTAl*- AAA;. ,
w eat basis, No' i- dark "north:
AFTE R qriR ISTMAS party reitrvatloni
era 1.78%*i.7B% ; Spring wheat
:
;
should also be made now lo get the day
7':N'0 T ' IX 'B; - ' one cent premium each lb over Thli newspaper
•you w>anl. A few . pre-Chrlstrhas dates
.will . bet responsible
.
still ¦ available but , call NOW. Ray
58-61 lbs; Spring wheat one cent for . only . one- . Incorrect . Insertion :of
Meyer* Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
any classllled advertisement put>
discount each % lb under S" lbs; , llatied
In the Want Ad aeicttcin, Check
Protein^^ -prents;-Ml-37'per
eeoU • youf! ad ' and'call ~W -H.-•: eofr**^ ''ViSIOMT^T^slibAS-^^
¦
In your head? Our foodrts. Uki dreamt
: tlean must ba made./.
i.76%^t.83%7 AA " ' . ' - 7-:- :' .
. come true.' • Choose - e . wedsje of ;0ur
,•¦ No 1 hard Montana winter
. melt-levyour-tnouth piimpkln pit with •
' cup of steaming toffee . lor that mldi.69%-1.78%. ;.• '¦:: '
BUND ADS UNCALLED FOR.
mornlrg. snack and see what .wt mean.
Minh. - S.D.¦ No I hard winter : ' :
'
RUTH'S : RESTAURANT, 1M f. . 3rd;
'
EM5, ;te.;.4, -4i,. SO, . St. „ ¦ - ?
;
Open: 34 hours a . day, except Mon. . • ".'
1.68-1.75%;;
No 1 hard amber durum,
THEY SAY diamonds art e): girl's best
'¦y C»rd 'of' TK»lnlcii'7':7'
choice 1.73-1.75; discounts,: amfriends and ybu ssilll agree., whto Voo
see the lovely diamond-shaped palntber 3-5; diirum 7-10.
. by-nurhber wall panels; Wortderful g(ff
:
'
;
Corn No 2 yellow 1.19%-1 20% . ROBERTON - ' ' ¦'"
Items to. delight the whole , family,
¦
Oats No 2~white 59%-67%; No The family of William B. Roberfon wish PAINT DEPOT, 167 Center St.. .. ¦; ' - ' .ihertk friends, neighbor!
3 white 56%-64%;, No 2 heiavy ; . . foaridgrelefully
meter
relatives for their many, acts:' 61 A HOLE in your pocket,for,lostsomeono
..
money; you're paying
white 66%-€8%; No
3 heavy
: love and'kindness while he was III In
¦
:
¦
¦
¦
¦
Befslngeri
:
}
sonny..
W.
¦
sparking;.
else'
white 64-66% .¦"
. A ' .' ', . the hospital and at home and during ." Tailor:;.
¦
v : ,7: : ':- .' . - •:¦ _ ¦
^ '" '
our recent bereavement.
^
Rye No 2 1.16%4-20%. 7
Mrs. William Rbberton .;.
HANNAH'S husband Hector hates hard
Flax No 1;3.177 .7
Tlionias Robertbri .Work so he cleans the rugs with Blue
•-:¦ Mr. and . Mrs. Wllllem O. Roberlon
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.8i 3/4.
shahnpooaiv II.
Lustre. Rent electric
¦ '¦
¦ : ¦;• ¦¦ '¦ ¦
; -:*'Panilly;"' 7
'

7;SlraitM7^^t^

The job of assembling data
needed in the drafting of legislation authorizing a bond issue
for cbhstructibh of a new Senior " NEW;YpM(;(AP5 — lleavy
; A; set . of guidelines to assist Teachers were ¦-. asked how a salary schedule that wi'l in- High School and Winona Area selling pressure knocked the
in . establishing procedures for many board members they fell sure better training; of teach- Vocational - Technical School stock market down to a sharps
, 7, . v- ;
here came in for extended dis- loss early this afternoon.
discussions between members should be at the meetings, wit! '•en^T,- :Pendleton said that teachers cussion by the Board of Educa- ; Key stocks fell from fractions
of the Bojpd of /Education and the thought thatit wasn't always
lasting
Winona public school teachers possible to assemble . a full felt that perhaps wage talks this tion during a meeting Monday
to around 3 p-oints.
fiv«s
hours
close
to
with
the
rec?Mi- 3965-66 teachers' salaries and board. Directors were told thai year should start
;- '.¦;;• ¦¦:. ' '; ; V.^ ;
The decline was general, taki:
v7' ..': ;^
'"7 '
other professional matters was it probably would be satisfact- ommendations of the panel and night .
ing
in steels, motors^, rails,
the
Twas
all
there
First
of
from
that
point.
developed
approved Monday at a meetinj g ory if a board quorum of five be
with
airlines, retails , tochemicals,
of
contracts
signing
formal
of staff . representatives and members were present: The iea- SANTELlvIAN said he felt this Eckert & Carlson, Winona, and baccos, electronics^ drugs, aeroson for a larger group of teachschool directors.
work : because "you're Caudilii Rbwlett &; Scott, Hous- space issues, electrical equip¦¦¦ A delegation of If represehta-i ers sitting in on the discussions , wouldn't
talking
;
now
about a schedule ton^ Texas, w-lio will be associ- ments ; and other ; big stock
tives .of the Winona Education faculty spokesmen said; was that doesn 't exist;" ( The board ated as architects oil the high groups. ;' . .7" ' ..
Association and Winona feder- that there might be points ; in previously declined to make the school project;
Gold-mining: stocks continued
ation of Teachers agreed to¦ a question that could be answered adjustments in the 1964-65 sched'
frpni the larger ule recommended by the panel.) CITY ATTORNEY George M
toi
advance against the general
board sugges-. p.— 7 ¦;' -"' / ¦' '''¦_ iirinaediately
' R '., D. .Cone;'Co. . -. .- . . ,. :¦¦ : ,
group which could, not be ans- "We'd hoped; . Buhler said, Robertson Jr., told directors trend as investors followed their
tion ; that rec-1 ¦.' c-;' ' L:;: '" ¦¦1 ' ¦ wered
"
¦
¦
'. ' by. a small representative ''that the board w6uld; recognize that it wouldj j
ARE YOU A PROUteM DRINKBRt ;usual habit of seeking refuge iii WINONA MARICEtS ffHCJ/APSON ' ::.
o r a m e n d ai ; <j CnOO.I
' : Man or woman, your . drinking.: create*
:.
¦\'
de-lpgatioii:7
,extended to all
Our
sincere
thanks
/are
advisable
-.
¦
be
r
j
_
t
numerous problem's, If you need . and
t-. -i 0 n s of a
these - stocks during a dowh mar: our friends, relatives and neighbors for
¦ There was some talk ; about the: panel findings and have this to obtain as OCrlOOl
went' . help, contact Alcoholics AnnohySwift
Company
*
-their
various
of
kindness
and
messtarting
for
next
acts
as
a
point
ef
proand
also
because
ket,
a
three A- inemT ,
mous. Pioneer. Group;' e/o General De>
Buying hours ara from I a.m. to 4
¦
sases of sympathy shown us during : .livery,
discussions for the 1965- year. Otherwise, the panel was soon as possiWinona; Minn.:
posal this week that the price p.m. AAohday ihrowfih' Friday. "
b e r adjust- 1 - - .¦ ¦^ :¦ ¦• ¦• -^ where
bur recent bereavement,-. '• ttia'.-.': loss of
¦
¦
,
j
start
ble
cost
data
'
_
_:^
'
'
contract
year
should
'
There
will
66be
no
c«H
marktli
during
.
•
_
'
useless."
,
our
son
Terry.
We
especially
thank
of gold be increased throughout tha winter months on Fridays. ¦ . •
: TRUSSeS-ABOOMINAt. BELT*
m e n t P ane'
"
Rev. j Mennfcka for . his - consoling.
Nelson theri read the panel "The board has never dis- a n d o t h e r 1 jDOaia
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
These)¦¦ quotations apply ai to noon ¦ words. ' , ¦
¦ - '.
appointed earlier this year to and
-.- ..' .
'
¦
.. . ,. ¦" . ¦' " "¦7 . . .. " the .world.
calling for ah cussed at any of its meetings information '¦int'recommendations
today.; . ..
;
PHARMACY
;
Mr.
Mrs.
DctneW
Thompson
GOLTZ
consider teacher grievances on upward adjustent in both the
*
¦¦
support of the: request for bond- No particular piece of bar! AH livestock arriving/ ahttr: cieilng
¦ ¦ ¦:¦ ¦
p i- E.'3rd' .; "¦ .- :, ' . '; "- ... 7T>j . iSO - .
last spring's salary talks be fol- bachelor and master degree sal- what; position it's going to take ing authority so that the Winona news triggered the further de- lime Will be properly, careel for, .weighed
salaries next year," Santeland priced the following) morning. '
(Plrst Pub. Tuesday,. Dec. 1, I'M)
lowed in . joint consideration of ary schedules,; together ;with on
bill may be introduced early in cline but analysts stressed that
14
'"
Buiiness Servkts
H09» :
•
man
said.
State Vol . Minnesota ) is.' . : ;. ' . .; - ,
(190-220 lbs.) 14,BS-T5;25
salaries for the ..next contract certain other wage benefits. ; Pendleton replied , "I think the the session,oi the Legislature the industrial average had brok- Top butchers
) in Probale Court.
Top! sows . ' .. ¦ '.;- ¦
County. of Wliibna
. . . . . . 12.35-1275
¦
¦
DECEMBER BRIDES: See the . lovely
¦•¦
year beginning April 1
,
'¦' 'cattle;. -No;- H0*3 ' . . . - .
•
teachers feel that anything done which convenes next month. en through the;/'support" level
carpetlhg; and floor . coverings.: at -WIIn the Matter ol the Guardianship al
The caltje market Is. sleers and heifT H E S E recpmmendatioiis . .AT THIS POINTT 4th Ward Di- for next year should be Over and Hopes are held that the new established Dec. 1.
NONA RUG CLEANIN6 . SERVICE,
William
E.
Henwurm.
Ward.
ers
.steady.
Cows
steady.
116 VJ. 3rd. Tel. 37!2 for, all your , floor
pro-vide; in generial, that meet- rector Danjel Sadowski said that above what the panel recom- high school ;-ihay•• be. ready for the Associated Press average High choice 7 ;,..: 7.'.., .' .;. .22.25 : The guardian of -.'the above . 'named covering
problems. \
he felt that taxpayers in Wino- mended.; I think
of 1967.
Wa rd, viz.: The First National Bank ol
Top beef covvs ., ' ... .• - • - 7 . 7 . ..: 11,50
ings be held with •fhe •board as na
ybii should be occupancy in the fallwho
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.
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a whole,: rather^ than with a concerned with . the teachers * assured that our proposal for
Court ils : final account, together with . Its Dressmaking, Sewing
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we're getting for teaching said that he felt that discussion 196*3;.
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4
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and look for some changes to of basic salary issues was preand adjusted by this Court at the Proto 853.77. Monday : the average ' . !¦¦ Submit . sample before loading
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bate Court, Room . In the Court House In
get more for the dpll.nrs pa id. 1 m ature, at this time and that range for a representative of decisively penetrated, the "sup(NeW crop barley)
trie - City of .WlnOna, County of Winona, - ment Tel, 7125,
: One of ihe-: results of .Mon- think that in our meetings there consideration should be given the Houston firm, which will be
^No. :l barley'7...,-.7. -.'•;• ..-..." -il.il" . ."
State o f , Minnesota, on trie 30th day of
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John Pendleton , one of the the schedule may have to be fore its January meeting and ing school sit«: selection delibe- 2.33 million shares corftpared
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Fiscal Consultants to ihe Village, K) to Tho Winona Daily News
R. O. HBBRA,
that could have been answered mental units' has risen nearly venl of the I'olal bonded indebt- your • end holiday season has accident free holiday season by
Tine insurance Buildfnn. «w Second
Probate Jwdoe.
Av<snu« South, Minneapolis, Mlmresola.
by us If; they 'd been at these WOO million during the 10-year «dncss and cities and villages , been marred by so many tragic not driving, even It they have (Probate Court Seal!
55401 , Telephone i 039 6291 (area cods Dial U321 for an Ad Taker,
Streater , Murphy l Brotnohtn,
period when $1.5 billion in bonds 33.1 per cent,
accidents in- recent years," he had only one drink, "
meetings."
?I'/),
AHortieyt for Petitioner-,

Board

..

Lewiston Man Drunken Driving
Heads Realtors Fine Paid iii
jtoffel* Court

Windsor Has
Tests in Texas

Government
Using Less
Local Money

Rolvaag Warns
Driving, Drinking
Just Don't Mix

—. ...¦M ^...>--.i i

..,

i . 1.1 ¦¦.— ¦MIW.—^— M,,^.^,..^.,^

ay

Help Wanf d-Mttr

Horass, Cafflai ita ch

43

'

(iiflelatv for Sal*

;

):y ;

'

Mf ^Ap t^^.^

' - to l: p m,i.*
, ^*Y CObKHlW*: It- I m.
:'wwmaei;;an<r'
l& x ¥ W- -'
arltSMMItft"-iex,'¦ _*, -¦ in vary 9*m
*
'' ' springers.
diyir <(siM sun. Celt «JT m ***r* ty$E!&*
^
MtttalM}) a HolstlTn htlfers,
:; caiidHlonrCalt al 17l0 CSlimore Ava,
. . CiirinlnaiiMi iitltMK WtbP;¦•;
, __ *h MeNaimer, Houston, M(mt, Tal,
• ¦¦
putrnwel: i»i3(TiJirBS
TO ' ' swir ALU
¦¦ ¦
WAMT«0--* own (o (urn ttl* tiding tp.. ' ^ • ' . . • i - ; • H 7 • _ . ; - j ,-,', • •, , ¦ •'• . -. - • • ¦ _ - - .MUOOtTS..
' ¦ ' ¦• " ,
' plication Jredi. iem tettmty or t x . ANOUI BULLS far alia, good selactlon
f*^Abvj/jw i Mceeeary; of raglitared bulls, : e*rvic4ible age.
Pfl^^l
¦
W9fk lnt>Hf», tKB#f|ftit«d.min,Contact. ¦ v BrlekKtl- Bros.. atw;lC:
.W|i; A< : ¦ . ' . PLUM»IN0 ft HBATINO
i
j im j i^wy,AWiin tKina,. T>I, taw,
. . ;1«a 't. SrS SI. '.- ¦ ¦.- ¦- ¦¦ '. ' :;. ,-,- , Tel, ffV
'
BROOB • SOWI--14; TB,"fSirftW ' within ' to
.
dayav 335 Ibi/ «Munabm.'. Killli John;--.j
¦
- MAl«R.iiPf^:'''«»«umtr«iit«Mllhrt^frt ^ '^' w*^<^rM^?y?{lr<'Wri) - :7.---;tary rhitsmto preaucea In exttle of
14400 Mf lilt yaar. UwS work record HAMf&MIRB MARS ~7 i»rVlewble,
vacelnalad : far ' aryilpela i. . Jairytai
an* omllHaHlowi to B-l? folly News.
Dac*ar, ¦ Sf,
¦
¦ oharlae, /Winn, Tal.

:

¦iii

II II

im. i n n

II

7,7 '

Salt cr *»fit; Exehangt X9t
" •'

Mii 7 7

•

•

'¦

¦" ' ¦ '
i

' ' ' - .i

-' ¦ ' -'71

'

I I

"

:

tea—2-badrodm house. Inquire
¦¦*AARK B.
a73 E- '. Wark. .'. ;
; ' . ..

i. i. " .

Wantad—Rasl Estat>

SANITARY

•»¦;. • ¦: '
7 »8a1-- • : : ^; y i p - ;l ;:;;, . '; ': A

;
:V7- - ;iNbiOT^T : ' ' 'X

' ¦'¦ Collegt. graduate . account- ;
ant A:; liWed lrajn«diatily,
Persons with Industrial and
public accounting « xpe rlenca andi recent graduates
will be considered. All appli.7 caticul:- must be In writing
witli full details of educa- .-' .
'. ;) tion, MtT>erience, and per- son*! background. Mail to
Robert Lerabkey, Controller,
iaki Ceiite* Switch ; Com- pany, Winona, Minnesota. :
Help—Male . 6r '. female

28

ASSISTANT • cook wanted, . local . efcffee
¦
. ihop. Writ*. «-4l, p«)1/ , >)«)wi. 7

Situation Wanted—Mil e 30 ¦

HBREPORD CALVBS-4»
, Itai flaaiant
- "Val>ajy;Dalfy.;: , :- '7 :77-7 ; .
PURBIBRBD Dunoe beats,
boars. Cllflord Half,
LerseaborcVMlm„
IPIIest Mound). ;> . , ¦

New ultra-modern 2-bay, is
well located oh new Hwy.
61 in Winona. Very attfae- :"
tive program with good
income for ah ambitious
party. For' details
' : -: . :"-.*ill:-- 474*1-:
7 or write Box 283, Winona
: TEXACO BULK^

A

¦

WILU PAY HIOHBST CASH PRICBS
POR.YOUR CITY PROPERTY

:. .¦'¦.

^HANK" JEZEWSKI

(Wlnona'i Only Real let ate Buyer)
¦:.''Tei:- ' <il|<i>t1:7fa
Hoi-Sox . J4S
_

MotorcycUs, BicydBi

61

K0BR THAt CYCLE al ihlny at tha
. Chrlstmai star wllh sem1-ct»rorMi polish
from ROBB BROS. Motorcycle¦- ¦ ¦Shop/
¦: r
. ., 573 e. 4th.

HOLSTEIN BULLS-lor sala or lease, ex. callewt quellty/ reedy fo' heavy service.
7pat Daley,; Lewiston, Mlrsn. Tal. 4BM,

Co.l, Wood, Othtr Fu.l 63

Trucks; Tract % TrallBri 108

"lvoob—any amoont, from
PIBOSR PI05, 47, , f to 10 weeks old; FIR«PLACE
and up. Weitgale Gardens.
also fitly ihattaod pony, 7 months old, ¦ tlc a pack
• T*l77M4r' : ;' - ;" ' ;
Donald A. flift, Ar«adia, Wli. .. ..

FORD-^1t4^ : Vi-ion pickup; garage over-

'"

1I1 -

T ,

,

~..

.

-n

i TERRAMYCIN
-¦ EGG FORMULA
¦•
'

:

:V4-lb. - Rag. Prleei »3.»i
At Our Stare . . . W.M .
1 lb. - Reft, Price Bl3.«3 - ¦
•
'
• - . 'At' pu'r Sfbra- .i .'¦' .'SI1,tf '. - .- '. •'

TED MAIER DRUtSS
¦ ¦
AnlmarHealth- canfar . '• ;'
¦¦¦i

. .." «<ii'niii
Poultry, Eflai/fuppllBS

._ ¦in. w

i. lin e al ,|

, .; . '. .•.

— ~ ^—

WANTED
JO yard! Of cattle manura.
¦
Tei: 73M,
¦ RBDEEM VALUABLE COUPONS
Oct, Firm Jourrsl
(inslBa back covlr)

,..- . ..- .

¦
. leej, •..'-. ' .;, . '• , •

M

|asp

aia ¦»¦*¦¦

' ¦• '¦ ' ¦ 7' ' v. ¦¦¦ SLAB WOOD ' •: ' .. ' • ¦• • ' .''' ¦¦•
Good dry oak slabs.
BRONKOW'S SAW MILt
* LUMBER YARD
Tal. S3XJ1S
Trampaaieau, Wis; .

Furn., Rugs, tlnolaum

64

BURKt'l, ird a PnnKlln

WM.

65

FAMCY DRESSED geese, oven ready,
" Tel. 7951. 7.. .
APP LBS POP JALB-Northwest Qre«n. Inert.arid Delicious. John rferek, Dodfil,
'
•: - . ' '
. wia, ;:-:;
________/ ¦
LAi'y A BURBAkNKS, JO lbs , Stei large
selactlon of applet ; mlxtd baskets of
trmll. Winona . Potato Mkt., ,11S Market.
APPLES :- Mclntosri, Corllands, Haralsoril, Delicious, Prairie Spy. At reason•b>l< prleei. F. A. Krausa Co., "Breezy
.; Acrts". S, on new 'Hvry. 1*«1.

MILLER SCRAP mONTs. .METAL
CO. pays hlflfiest prices for. scrap
Iron,: metals, hldei, Wool and raw fur
'¦' ¦' tei." .w.- - .-jwj ."." . . . Closed Saturdayi .' '
OWNERS LBAVINO city, muat aell bed"
room home,, full basement, oarage. Buy
!
WAMTBO SCRAP TfJON ¦ «. METAL, :
In Dec. wvlit stilt pay taxis. Tal. 4110.
COW HIDES, WOOL, RAW FURS.
HIGHfiST PRICES PAID
EL. NEARLY NEW.: >b«droorjn, Tfioor^
M * . W IRON AND METAL CO.
home, wjth attached 2-eaf gerage. Best
JOT Vi. 2nd. across Spur Sea Station.
of . . construction."- Bullf-ln stove. Large
Per your . convenience* ' .
living room. All oak flooring. Gas furWe . Are Now : Ao«!n• Open on Siate. ,
nace. Choice west location. ' ABTS
¦
'
AOENCY, INC. Heeiforj, - ijf. Walnut
' 7 HIOHEST PRICES PAID • •'. ;
' . . .' . . . . . . ¦ ' ¦
St, : Tel. ; s-4365.
. . for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hldei,
raw furs and wopii • . . .;. .

Sdm Weismoti & Sons 4BOB

HOLSTEIN SPRI WOlNft COWS and half. tNCORPORATSO • '
ers wanted, alao open and bred heif,,: ... .;, ;> Tal. SW A
7 67 ¦ <Jp.W. ' -Jrd
ers. E. E. Orertieiibach, Inc., Lewiston, Household Arffclaa
'
' > l..> ' «ii«i^il
' —¦-.,.-, . ,
/
.
.
¦
—
,7
i
i
¦
;¦'
*
Minn, Tel. 4161. , -: . -; : . ..;
;; - . . ¦; :;"
SPOTS before voifr eyei-Hin ybur new Rooms With Meals
¦'
8S
LEWISTON SALES BARN "
,.carpet, remove them: with Blue Lustre.
'A r«tl ' flood auction market tor your
H.
Rent electric ittempdoer, II.
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all ' Chcate.i . BVCo/ . ;.;
ebiRB, p.oOM aind/rtuiidry, Would like
. '. - ' .
' ' ¦ ¦ ¦*
week, hogs boujrif every day. Truck! .¦' ¦¦¦ - i i . ¦¦-¦i • *¦¦ ' ¦
—¦
older gentlemtrswho prettr ¦-. not fd go
7
- ' '. "
. available. sa!# ...fhgra. Tti-fJM7.
7
to r«tt homes. Close to downtown and
¦ -.
'¦
"
,"
' . ' . - * . ,i. . .
" "
* .'
. • . ' • " • ¦ '. .
. .
;
Wrlre Box *U, Hermony,
-V. 77 churehea.;.
VVvCKRISTMAS
>
Minn., or-Tel. IS6-M12.7
Farm Implamsnts
48
' :¦ " ¦

. 77V GIFT 7' . . - '
¦:
12,
Sea the new 13 lb model. XL
7v: ^VSUG6lJOTQNS^-- , -v
Rooms Without M«a!«
- HOMELIT E CHAIN, SAWS :
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE¦
.
LADT
SGHIGK
PLEASANT iAROH StRBPlNC}.ROOM¦ ' ¦" Tel ., S4J3
72nd . .«.. Johnson .
7 HAIR DRYERS ; 7 . 315 E-i 'Srd.;. ' ¦'. - •:
Hflyf Grain, Faad
30 Profi5ssionai style A ..: |34.95 ROOM COR ¦ MNT
for . flanfle>fnM.
Tel.
¦ ¦
¦ ¦ ¦
A ttn.: . , - ' .- ; ' . •;- - : - A. * ..¦ ¦ . .;:¦;; ¦ . .;' .
FBE& OATS for i site! fAlka liolblacKI, Proctor Toasters .:... ^B.95
.. . Foursjaln City, . Wli. ',- ¦ -. ¦ .. ;¦' ¦ .•' .- - . .'
Proctor Steam Irons 9;95 Rooms for Hbuselceepirig 87

^iAIL-RbSS
APPLIANCE

DO YOU NEED^
v
:' '/ ':' ;;^ ' '^ - A: v: ->- ^ 'V ;;

217 E. 3rd

ROOMS FOR MEN, vjlfh or without
hooMkeeplng privileges. Tel. At59.

Apartments, Fists

Tel. 4210

90

SPACIOUS 3-btdrdom lower duplex, with
wardrobe . closets, garage, . beautifully
decorated. Tel; «334 tor ¦ appointment. .

CHRISTMAS
y Ay y Ql^ yyyA:
Monty to Uan • ¦' ¦7-777/40.:
R A 7 KRAUZE CO, SUG|ESTIOMS; •"OUMTAIM CtTr-ltHioore «.i 4 Moma
'¦

¦ '

-

•

'

'

;

'

'

.

'
"-

'

"" • '
¦
•

•"•

¦

"

,

'

¦

'

'

TWO . SEDRboMS, til hewly/reSodaled
and carpeted, new kitchen end bethroom, Haif 4th. rei. MM*.
HUPfr ST. 414-reVfowri *pt, :

"

.

LOANSMt

BREEZY

ACRES"

and bath. Tel. Fountain City «8745M.

Electrix electric • ' "

South on Wew Hwy; 14-61

:;;iani£e ' '7 ;,.:-, ' ,;.. 7.' , hi'.-. -ilttS-:,

Iona can opener
Afitl«|uos;Coins, Stamps 56 • - • "7"- : and V ."Hr». ? a.m. to 5 p.m., Sat. • a.m. to noon
fcnife sharperier .... A $14.65
ANTIQUE DISHES and other small Items.
¦ Ibiia can ojwner .... $11.95.
Mrs. Pearl Melius Ballay,:- Roehaster,
; Real Estate - Loans ;
. Tel. . 2S2-1W1 .after , is p.m. and/or on
Life Insurance ¦
. ,' vyeekenda. ". .
Westin^ousa
FRANK WEST AGENCY
drytr .7....;... $17.95
hair
57
: 175 Lafayette St.
tei. 3240 7 Articlu for SaU
; (Next tb Taloa)icne Qfltce)
Tostorla hair diyer., $10.00
HOOVSR upright vacuum cleaners. Pac.
toaster . $14.95
ToaBtWastter
S39.95.
SCHNEIOBR
.
Dogs, Peti, Supplies
42 1 tory special, St., Odvy. -.
SALHS 3910 6th
Hamilton¦ Beach
PUP FOR SALE—unregistered female. FOR THE BEST DEAL In town en a
mixette ' .¦; - - <; ,... $1J0.95
Golden Retrieval-, J montrii old. Tel.
hea\ry . duty iriow blower see BAMS E-;
8-1JM or Cochrane JMO.
NBtc'S. *t»« fagular retail price; speWestlnghouse
cially priced ot ttat.tS. tth Mankato,
broiler fry pan ...... $34.85
TOY MANCHESTER and tex • Terrier
pupa. I. C. Gersfllar, C«l*donla, Minn. LARGS SELECTION of new Christmas
West Bend fry pan .. $15.95
toys. y3 to H off , best buys In town.
. Tel. 7HW3,
• Ray 'i Trading Post, 21* E, 3rd. Tel..
Toatorla
3 qt,
PURBSRED DACHSHUND complete with
¦ dogltoVM, papers furnished If requested.
...... .... $4.60
Csorn
popper
'. Tel. e M V B . , . .:. : ¦ ¦ ; ¦ •
cost.
worn,
BOR&ANA COAT"—never baen
PLAIN NOTE-AUTO-FURNITURl
' ¦'. ' ¦¦ Trt' WI: '¦ . "¦¦'¦¦ "
i Jrd
; . IW i

¦1

:

'

¦» »,

'

..

'

.

'

^4MMwaM

^wMaN M«MWMW Mai H*MM M

LOCATED -L Ji^ bedroomi,
¦ CENTRALLY
bath, upstairs. Kitchen, living room;
¦¦¦ tewing room. Washing facilities In besemerit, $05 monrli .Immediate possession.
'- -Imiufre) .yvalt-ZButetc. --T«l.-'
. 7

' ' '
_

*

"

i
M

'

¦'

'

'

'

.

¦

'

'

¦
¦

¦

'

"

¦

'

"

¦

¦

"

'

'

¦

¦

"

•

'

Afternoon Sale

Thurs., Dec , 17

Apartments, Furnished

91

roURTH irm f-r-l room* with bath

and kitchen, fiaafad, air conditioned,
newly carpeted, completely furnlahed,
laundry facilities, $100 pe t- month. .Tei.
Vii or 3705 for »ppolnfmaht. .

Business Places for Kent 92

.;"-'¦ ' also;' " ; ; . '

large selection of Zenith
clocks and clock radios.

WINONA ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO.
119 W. 3rd

Tel. 6802

.

This- three-bedroom and panel IM den
home Ii ready to. move Into . today.
Frultwcod Miction cabinets, built-in
Hot Point rango and oven, disposal,
beautifully carpeted living' room .
complate with
color coordinated
drapes. Large ceramic batrt plus half
bath off master ;bedroom, two-car •
garage, landscaped lot.

Hunters Special

.N» license required to Inspact mil all .
new home' with stone flraplace, big .
corner lot, bath and: fhrea quarters,
built-in range and oven and lots of
: closet space. Located out far enough
to give you breathing space, close
enough to be convenient.
" : - ' ^FTEiR HOURS CXU.I ' .V.
:. ' . ' Laura Plik 5H» ¦
¦ ¦ ¦ "' ;. ' Led Koli 45S1 ' -. • "':
W. L. (Wlb) Holier 8-}lii
sou selflver 7»sr
'

\WA SMS

Tel M49
I C^V* —
:
'
p
:
Cecter
I
120
jSt.^
.

¦

.

¦

¦

¦

i

»

¦

'

"

'. .

¦

•¦
"

¦

¦

¦ - .

'

'¦

'' '

"

ONE
OF THE>
¦ GLE/vNEST
GAFtS IN TO#N
r960 Bij ieK ¦

'
'
.

CHEVROLETr-lWJ Mow aedan, ifandai'd
IranamlMlon, - radle, haafer,. . baekuo .
llehfa, new fe-fone palnf - |aV *«y»fiel«
angina, u»t eafnptalely ovirhButeoV Thli':
y trnt. Ii IlKe new »hreuglWiif,;M30. Til; ,

HAWBLtR-1»«b. Super 4-door aedan, ra.
did, htafer, ifralghf »fielc . with .' oyerdrive. Mere I* a nice irterp ear. Over
so more to aiooaa fraiti. Frte tt-ib7
furltay plui. valuable aMf fram Saiifa ;
AUSoor hardtop, locally owned. t9A0C . ; «r||fi .every car aold frem now until 'A
' actual miles, new tlree, radio, hlaf: ChrUtmat.
er, power ilearlna, piiwep brakes, tu- ;.
ton* blue and while, iherp es a lack.
7 " . . l»Mv-lnd 7

•. . ' LeSabre':'. >A;-,y; :'

Don's Auto Sales '¦•;.'

A Steal iat¦ ¦ ¦
= ^?7^- "- -'l$1495' :: .- •::¦ ,^:^ '
CHRYILCft - PLYMOUTH
¦70pw;rriday 'Wiyhfe ; . :;,

'

;,;;

FOUR YEAR:;
A:

• ToU iAmy

" JPARAEE 7;
'

.77 7- OF::A '- .

[
A
A:: M 0S M
^962 FORD
¦ ' 7 : .7 ;vFa irlane: 500.'7 7
;:
7
«-door, AT-B, radio i; heater,
. .; autbttiatic. transmission.

3G,OO0 MlLE

w

truok warranty. A-l condi:- t!i<m..r}AA
: - y A; r.A [ A :::. '- :A.

itjransraiflfon, radio, heater.

ra<lio, : heater, : automatic
transmission, so sharp you
have to see It to believe it .

: "

'
'
;
7 ;;:; ;'^ .7$ 1 :895 7;77^

:a^7 7-:; - :
$^
:¦'

'

;; I960, FORD;; . 7 'V .
:;:^;y
:
'
;
.
;:
;
'\v}.$2j95;,;.7;' :; 7 7;:'7 :¦;,;¦ .'yairlahe.7.v..'7
;';

WiriGrna l^ruck
v Service

IHC TRUCK SALES . 7
: -V.cV.SEHVICE'. ,. :; A' ; '. .,.
. .f M Laird - .-"¦• ¦;. 7 TPel. 4738

'
UseA Canr '. :lA 'y A : ;¦:/ . 109

2-door, 6 cylinder, standard"- -'"'
: transmission.

¦VA/l K^^UTO^ '

- ^¦¦ rAA ^sm

V Y RAMBLER /~\ "DOOG E

^
'
]3
These
cars
aircarry
;: ^;s^L.Es;;ir;;.;; ¦';/¦'¦;•. ¦¦¦¦7I .year -GW; warranty/ .
;
7 Open Mon. & Fri . Eve.
3rd & Mankato: Tel. 8-3649

105 Johnson: ;
Tel. 2396
¦ Open Friday Night Until9:0 '

'

nAobil. Horn**; TrMers 111

- 4962; MERGURV ;;
¦
¦
r;;\\ :';Monterey;' .. .;

¦' ¦ -: 126 • ' King7
E.:
-

4 vdoor; \r a d i :0, .. .
1 h e a t e : rv 'au;t c-A: m a t i c transmis-"

A
\ ;/ '
V ./• ¦:. s i o n , whitewall
V;¦¦/: tires, solid burgundy finish, extra
y
. '"' :' . '.v-cleah throughout;
priced below market value.

Beautiful Car 7
beautiful Buy :
7'1962 OLliSMOBILE 98
- AA - 2-dbbr; hardtop
Black exterior, maroon interior, power steering, pow¦; er b r a k e s , power seats;
. power antenna, electronic
eye, tinted glass, whitewall
tires, air conditioning, 27,000
. actual miles, owner's nanve
on request; clean as they
'7conae;-:.

Sfarliner

72 T door hardtop, \
/
, heater, au- V
/
; Tradio
toittatic transimti^ V /
; sioiiV solid; white7\ A
¦ finish, Twhitwall A/

75 W .. 2nd ,;: '¦: Tel: 8-27U
BUrCK-OLpSMOBILE-GlvrC '
Open Friday Nights .
| . - . - Open Friday Evenings
,

' <

¦

. : :;- '

Aifction Sale»

y '" '\ 'p '

¦
7 ¦
Ay ¦ '' . '' : ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and state licensed
and bonded. . Z52 Liberty St. (Cflmar
7E- 3th and Liberty); Tel.. 4»a0. . , .

'.

" . .

.

. . .'

'

. ¦ .'

r Houiehofcl. Livestock or
General.; LYUE.-U.' BOBO/ Rt. 3, H6u»ton,
Minn.
T«l.7Heker» ; |»4-J104. LI¦
¦ .. ;
; canaed . & Bonded. '

¦
¦ ¦ •¦¦'' -. :'.'
'
.;7Min^c,spta ¦' ¦ ;¦;•¦ .

>

¦ '"•' tires, priced a t ' ' , " ' . :' ry ^r\ ' - y'

••

RED TOP Hwy, 41 Mohlla Home Sales.
.-.. See; us beforei you; buy. Wa sell quaiity and price" 20 years af trailer dealings. Hwy. . esi near . Oaodview - Water
Towef. Teli . a>3«56,., :.

:: : : ; ; AUCTIONS 11

;X: 7;:-s $ V395;. ;; 7 V.; y '
¦
•- . ¦- ;1960 :FQRD : -

IP
li i::;%|siBLIS; ^
•y

HUNTURS, VACATIONERS - Heated
pickup Campera and »raval trallera tor
rant . or sale. LEAHY'S, Buffalo city.
•Tal, Cqehrena 248-2S3?.

'.

—:

Land cV Auction Sales

¦' .-. EVeretf J. Kbfiner
151 Walnut. .: Tel. »t3710 after hotira TIU
DEC la-Viled. li
'-JO p-rri. Quarry Eqult^
enartt Auctfan. Frotrj; .Mondovi, «ls;,
I. on Hwy. 37 about a miles, continue
- on 37 past Whire Hwy. 88 tgrns7E.r
>/j rr»lla ; to first , road to the W.
. .'--about
¦' , ¦¦ Neubelsel Lime Works Property/ Thorp

Finance Corp., Thorp, . Wh„~Sale. ' ; • '. ' : '¦

'
at
DEC. I 9-Sat 12:30 p.m. 6 mites ¦£.
Arcadia, Wis. Carl Axness Jr., owner;
Alvin Kohner-, auctioneer; Northern Inv.
- Co., clerk,' ¦ -•
[DEC, If*—Sat. 12:30 p.m. 3 milesTVv. of
La Crescents Minn., or» South ' Ridge.
E irlck Nicholson, owner; Beckman
J B ros., euetl»neers; Thorp Seles Co.,

: clerk/7 .
'
. . . . .- . ' ¦

.'

.

'. '

¦

¦¦¦

Stirheman-Selover
Co.
'
"

¦

i

• • 4Hi- 'B; Srd .
: Tel.
MM or 234*
¦

'

¦ ' . ¦ .—*—
.

i

i

Houses for Rant

SS

WEST LOCATIOM-S rooms and bath, gat
furnace heat, new cupboards In kitchen,
garage. Available Jan. lit. Tel. 37l».
BUFMLO CITY - 5 rooma, large lof,
garage, Tel. e»B» or WIS.
EIGHTH B. 720 - J rooms Including :
imUl bedrooms. Contact Henry Muras
of Tal. M1M for appointment,

Wintsd to Rent

96

We Service and Stock

DAILY
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May 6e Pa id At
TED MA IER DRUGS

BAMBENBIt'3, tth a. ManKato
"
i1'' 1?eiiConsol« TW Sifa >
tm.ts, No trade n«edad,
1 Only Prsllco Stereo Console,

!—.—

i ana

Hii .ir . 1 I L.

' . '"

"

" I'"* i " •—

" '-

— ** "*

¦ ¦amim ¦
¦
¦
¦¦*¦ i * ¦ ' j*^ua'i"^»^as»a»a»>a>a«i^MWNt«'

i neuii. il.>*>

mmeaat).» m ee\im"tee~>imii ^m^wJ^ammtwsfm -^^m ^e- ^

¦«¦ x ¦
'
M — ia«»>a»¦**¦»¦
U M AMQU
.¦
/'W ¦eami.w i ¦» ¦ i»»»s%^ ' ¦¦i»«iei«*«a
'

Owners and Managers
Tel. Lt?wl/iton 2M7

T«L 2»«

: ': AvPlace^ro>\;-;;;; .7 ; "

II

. _

CHEVROLET-V«S«, light ; blue, 2<loor,
4-cyllnder, standard trtnsmlsslon, excellent condition
Inside and out. «00.
¦
" ¦TeL7r4B87 '. • ¦

powder room,, ceramic bath, kitchen
wrm big eatmg area. Let us show .
you tha .plan. At this state you may
pick your colors In. tile, paint , and :
ifght fixtures. . . :

¦ n

'

•;

PLYMOUTH-ltoo 4-door, tjood eondftlor)!- ;
JSV/i W. «h. T«l- 37S4. -

¦ ' ' ¦ ¦ A '-' '' W .^&QL

Hong Your Heart

'

BURM MOBIL FUEL OIL and en|oy the
LIOHT HOUSBBEPtNO room wanted by
comtort ot automatic penonal care. Muaibal Ma rchandla*
70 mature employed lady, In. private home
Keep toll service - complete bu-ner
or apt. house. Write E-59 Dally News,
care. Budget planned and guaranteed
PBRPBCT CHRISTMAS OlFTl Modarn
or1c«^ Order loday from JOSWICK 'S
Hammond Spinal organ* charrywodd, farms, L«n<l for Sale
CO., WI E.
98
EAST END COAL & OIL
¦ '¦
' . - , axcillint cond llloh. Reasonably
priced.
; "
llh. Tel. 33B9.
.. '
¦ ¦
¦ , . 7:\
Tal, 72W after t. ¦
.
;
124 ACRIS, 3 miles W. of Money: Creak,
ALU/AINUM car top carrier, both sldii
with or without cattle and machinery.
^ ,
opai», weather-proof. 411 Hamilto n.
Brlca Sturtevarst, Rt. t, Houtton. Tal,
RuiWord H4-mS,
OIRL'TICB 8KATM, 2 pair, while, aim
A and I, good irtape. Tel , Wt. .
DAIRV PARM-172 acrM, modern house,
2 cement iteva alios, #0x72 ft. barn,
CAlbV'S SECOND HAND Store Will Mil
Located 14 mllat S,B. of Winona or 3
and
your good used articles, clothing
miles N.W. of Rldgaway. Laatar Han,
IT B, 3rd It.
conilgnrtient,
mlseellaneoui furnlture on
¦
Audubon, Minn.
¥15 W. Sth. Tel, tnt, ,

Springers sold up to $245 .
Veal sold up to $29,25 cwt.
iw.w, Pioer modal.
lee our selection et portable IV
llolitoln heifers , $12,86 cwt
Sett and Phonoarapbi
Holstein steers, $12,80 cwt,
TAKE .MOWTHS TO PAY
Bulls, $14.50 cwt.
NO MdNBY DOWN
Butcher cows sold! Up to
FIRESTONE STORE
#12.20 cwt., generally
aoo w. ird
Christmas Specials
from $0 ,85 to $11,50.
' We can save you money on Stovai, Furnaces, Parts 75
Boara sold up to $9,00 cwt,
that now gun for Criristmaa.
FAMOUS ALADDIN blue flume Keroiane
Small pigs, $6,00 per head.
NEUMANN'S
heolftra. No srnohe, no srnall, fiurni ]S
hotirt on 1 gallon, Alio rinoie, in or
Large pigs, $12.W cwt.
Bflr«Ain Store
Oil healers, SArvIca and cirll, RANOC
Lambs, $18.70 cwt. ,
121 E. 2nd
OIL BURNBR CO.. w a, im »». T*|.
^
, nn Aaoiph wicjiaipwittf.
PLEASE NOTE:
Typawrltara
77
Due to the holidays wc are
moving tho last 2 sale days, Telephone Your Want Ads Tvr BWRlTeR l ana addlno mechlnii
far sale or root. Reaatirtable rafai,
up to Wed., Doc. n and
fraa delivery, He ui tor all yftiir ofWe«d„ Dec, 30.
flew lUppiin, «tiMf l|M» er offlca

LESLIE GARRISON
& SON, INC.

I

'¦

'

PRIMB DOWNTOWN LOCATION - Re, tall and office space. Available now.

1;M P,M,
Needles for All '
RECORD
PLAYERS
On consignment:
'
s
Music
Store
Hardt
8—1st and 2nd calf Holstein
apringers.
10-3rd and 4th coif Holstein
Radios, Television
71
NEAHLY NEW wtndor horse, mounted on
Houses for Sale
99
springers.
solW,
safe
4^olnl
aprlnfl,
center
stronij
ZEMITH COLOMBO TV, than/ Hta en
4«
Li
j
rd
he)ltltif
M".
,
laddie
apbSse
Angus
4—Black
heifers,
_
_
our;floor reaoly for , dallvary now or it ONE-BBDROOM HOME, full basement,
"
' ^
prox. 500 lbs.
Crirlatmai time. Come ana ate thant.
oil furnace, practically new, louth side
YOUNSSTOW N Si" Heel Kitchen link,
Minn,
PRANK . LIU. A !• SONS, Ml B. Sth.
of Rushford, Victor Erdmarm, Rt. 3,
140. Lyle swaneon, Plainview,
¦
8—Holstein hoifers, vaccin¦
Oaten avenlnga.
Winona. Tel, Witoka M)0.
, 7
Tel. 534-2IM. ' '
ated, approx. 600 lbs.
»IIPP*ry
THREBOR FOUR-bedroom Nouse, cork
land
for
ORprREATBD
RefrlgaratorB
72 and carpeted,
6-Holstein steers, approx. PLAilS
bullt-lni, now furnace,
w a M or automobile balalt. ROOD
4BW
Tel.
gat
water fieatar, central air conditionSOO lbs,
BROS STO«B, SH E, <«h:
_
KELVINATOR
&
01BSON
garage,
screened petlo. l
ing,
1-ear
vt, <}_ REPRIORRATORS, all ilm In itocH,
MHolsteln heifers, approx- ICB~ SKATE " Bxthinoi. i«tw _w*SKvcle
lof (or tale, Tal. tost.
,
CO,,
WINONA CIRC eV POWBR
SA B.
"
SkaH* sharpened. K«5I.TB»
700 lbs., open,
2nd, Tel. SOUS. (Across from tha new «¦ YOU WANT t» buyT~i»ll or trade
Shop, soa Manixato. Ta(, i ______
parking lot.)
be eure to see Shank, HOMBMAKBR'S
1-Begistered Hereford bull.
SXCHANOE, S31 B. 3rd.
fvai ptsrrifcilaa and coniolai;
A top market for good dairy USEO>
also used ralrlqoratora, . B *. B Sewing Mechlnai
73
3rd.
IM
E.
.,
cows and heifers.
, ELECTRIC CO
CHRISTMAS .a\ ./lrie> iilectlon of
A top market for butcher OK CJSED FURNITUBE¦ STORE FOR
tine uied leaving machlnei, IJO and
¦ 2731 B. srd St.
ui>. WINONA IBWIriO CO,, Ml Huff
cows and veal.
W« Sail
St. Til. *348.
we Buy
Furnllura-Antmuea-Tooli
DAILY HOG MARKET
Demi.
other
and
A Rea l Charmer
Spatclals at tha Sfora
74
¦tn. i-aroi.
.
Chock With Us
This almost-new rambler hai a 13x33.
living
room wllh antique birch
tl,
A«JTOIWATIC ELECTRIC BLANKETS
Before You Sail!
panelling and lovely carpetlntj, Three
*10.«5 '
NEWS
Last Weak :

i b V-

, A- r :.' ,:. A. .X J A ': :}

II

to The Winona Dully Newt
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker,
i

«*alri,_ Unit lywwflnit Co. m Ml.
H

"
YOUR ONB-STO^piwritir and Bui7neai Machine »iaadquarter«, Wa service
all typei of ma(tMn«i, stock rlbhom tor
any m«Ke and lite lyp«wrl|ar, VVINONA
. K«.
T /»BWRITB« IBRVICB, let I
Trl. riM.

line bedrooms, 3 carpeted . Large
kitchen with bullt-lni, ceramic Ida
bath with vanity, glasi enclcsed tub
and shower. Full basement, large rec.
reallon room wllh panelled wal'». 0«i
furnace, a|r conditioning, icraenod garage, beautifully landscape^ yard.

South Central

New 3-bedroom homo, Large carpeted
living room and dining area, beautiful mitchen. Cerannle bath wMh shower. Recreation room. Larg* attached
garage.

Lake Area

^
'63 MERCURY V^8

I

Monterey Breezeway 4-door sodan , Mercomntic
• |
'transmission, full , power, ' radio. A clean car , all
ready to go.
.

$2195

$1795

Paii-ia^a

0 V-8
2V
Station w
Wagon

.

¦,
. .
4-door, 6 with standard transmission. Very clean.
Radio.

No miles at all on newly installed engine excharge, You get a new car warranty on the block
as seiiibl'y.

Real deal!

Priced right!

59 PLYMOUTH V-8
Station Wagon

'59 STUDEBAKER 6
11 Sedan

$1095

Lots of money spent on the motor recently, should
be a very serviceable unit at this low price.'

$495

$895

1
1 alani?flrd lra 5ml.SRlon- .nm
^SniSS / '
l Ji
!
P
P
'
*
fieUl

' \.

$495

We trade!
Heal value !
Buy With Confidence at Winona 's Automobile
v
Super Market ~- We Always Advertise Our Prices.

Purse Pleaser

Ih oood west neighborhood . Living
room, large kiKhtn, i nice bedrooms
and large dining room which might
be sjsed ai a third bedroom. New
root, new wlrlntj, Garage, is.wo,

OWL MOTO R CO.

RBJIDIINCE PHONBSl
¦.J. Harlert , . . W3

Miry Uutr . . , AS *J

Jirry DMrlha . . . 1-33??
Milllp Ai Raumann . , . W40

4th & Main
tit . 3S4»

Galaxie 500
4-door , Cruisomatic , radio , other extras. Clean and
ready to j<o.
vSave plenty!

FORD 6
'61
•

Thli 3-bedrpom home has rslce-ilted
llvlrrg roomi dlnlno room, good kitchen, new root, gai furnace. Lincoln
School District. Under »10,OM>.

Ml Main II,

'62 FORD V-8

Easy terms!

;

*. _ '

'
'
:'
:UMd:Ciri ;7 77.: '7^ 7/'lO0;

'

1123 will lacr Dice for ISO, slie U.
ENGLISH SHBPHERD pwpples, V*M . . -..Tel. ¦ S-3380. '• ¦ ' . ¦ '. . ' ¦ -'¦ ¦' . , ¦ . ';;: ' •
weeks by Christmas. S3 and 110,
be
*
Alfred Sobeck,' Rt. I, Winona.
PAINT HIM HAPPVI L«t the . artist
on your Chrlitmai list choose what he
JULY POXHOUND-s year^rd male, aood
needs from tha complete, etock of
oni. 1*1, Preston SO 3-3445.
Grumbacher products at our atore.
We have brushes, colors, papers and
easels, palettei, pens, sketching
Honai, Cattle. Stock
43 boolcs,
pencils, palette and painting .krtfoes,
etc . PAINT DEPOT, 117 Center St. -

LEWISTON
LIVESTOCK MARKET

A

;w e t i ei r n anbwplow, ti^W:

7 OLDSMOBILE : v
'
¦
You Promised;
^v ' ' - .: 7- ';¦ '1956 7 V , :;.
:;
'
;. ".;;' Her A-;Lbt - 7:.7.'-v 2-door, recehtly overhauled,
86 Now buy her a House. Now under
automatic transmission, raconstruction. Four-bedroom, two-firedio, heater, good tshape; . place!: colonial with double garage,

Established business on 7 ; FEED StRETCHER?
US , 10 and State Hwy ' 37;
DiUry feeds,; 16%7 protein,
starting as low as $52 per
;
: \ ROGEB WINSAND,
ton, Book now and protect
yourself against price in-¦:
' ,;- ;• ,
crease.
'

¦B; BRlMO. yeur axoart alongj. let'i talk
do the).- construction of this >bedreom>
. l-f loor henne. • '* '. ¦ v»»ra : o«. Located
west: In city limits, Vt block : fo busABTS AGENCY,; INC., Railfors, IS9
Walnut' St, Tal, S-4343. "¦:¦

WMMM

iW FORD
1964 DODGE
::' Fa»lane 500 • .7:
' : ., ' 330;;- :,; ' ;¦:. ' V7.
'
7 7
:; ,
v; "
44-dooTj
6 cylinder, standard
4-door sedan, 6 cylinder,

: Awheel drive v complete with

¦
le| Housaa for; 'Srta¦;' ' •; ¦' . '-, "• :¦¦' ¦''•9):

Watiled to Buy

NHW AT fcURKet'SVuRNlTURE
14" TABLE LAMP, walnut end china COMIC BOOKS and 71 RPM records
beat Irt Ivory ¦ or baigi wlnhwhile shadi. -¦ wanted..Tel, 7M3,
' .' - .Pair l».M. .• " '.- ¦ '.
7

Good Thincji to Ea»

1963 lnternatipn<3l

V 7; :;7 '7 : 7:Sc6ut;;.,;

^Thtj i boss isn't
¦ himself today -— and; it'* ijulte an
7 improvement.'•

WALNUT COCtCTAIL tables/ I4.W; I-pc.
tatle group, Including 3 atip tables arwt
;¦ mBtehlng . coe*tall table, Jit.tt k.d;
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE,
302
Mankato Ave. Open avehlflBi. :

'

¦ ' ,: '
.: ;::

»x9 «;, ilka hew. :A\I cart- . Head ^Joor,
¦
mona. • . ; ¦
~
TRUCK HOtSTS CNSTiACtBO BY 7
. ¦ .: . ^ ' :^ ' .6ERO'S . '. •- . ' . ,. '. ' . .:¦/
JVO W. 41h., CJdvw. .
. T«l.' . .4rm-

..

SERVICE STATION

107

HEREFORDr-Angua crosi feeders. Eu- USE0 LUMBER ~ 2x4*1, '.. iti% ixt 'i..
genes Marg, Rt. 2, Winona, Minn., Wil- '4x*'i, appoxlrrsetely; i,W (I., located In
; ion) .Tai; t-1320. ', ;¦ .
col¦ Winona;¦ Tal, Independence flS-3511
¦¦
:

'

Bulldlnfl fAitsrlili

¦ ¦

102

NEED. LISTIN03 on (arms and evifer
tronttfla tots, qualified buyers. .
CORNPORTH REALTY
la CreiCont, Minn, ; Tel, M5-J1W

# floplng
-¦ i'ir Wreatlife
¦¦
.:.- . ^- " - : i-: ¦, . .iV Bougha "" -

• HUFF & B^
also Landraea

44
ACCOUNTANT win keep book* tor »meii
'¦ : buslnaie. • ¦ Tax service Included, Tel.
;
DEKALB 20 week old pullets, fully vac- .- .yMM*. . .
cinated, light controlled, raised on slat
¦ floors
Available year around. SPHLTZ
Mlnri.
BuiiriMt Opportunitiar 37 CHICK HATCHCRY,
Rdlllngstohe,
¦
Tei, SMM311. ¦. " ¦ - . , ; '¦ ¦•;., . " :,;-. •¦¦, • :¦ . ¦:
FOR LCAIB-MW Mttll UrvlM It*. • : . . ¦ GET MORE POR ydUk BfiOS
tion,.: In downtown Winona. Excellent TOP PRICE', paid, plus 1c par ddi. antra
opportunity, lor. arhbltleui man,. Traindellwlrrd to our door. We also pay a
ing i>ro9rern, financing retirement plan
prerrliim ' far (umbos,: '
Call <or wrlfe for confidential Interview
: WINONA PRODUCE CO,;,
Teke advantage . today ol Ilia rrieriy
Tel. 37U
159
C. 2nd. " '
eiitra .' -. ' aldi*' balng. offarad on this
. Closed all day Safsjrday,
:. builrieia . locitlon. J. R. Lynch, Cltlei
¦
Rechealir,
¦ Service Oil Co., Bex/ ¦¦Hf,
Wanted—LivMtock
46
or Tail. Winona :134l. . -"¦

STATION
7 SERVICE
;
;;:V ' ^ 77;Fcir.;;/Ledse:07V;::; .

. ;>;-^
7:^ eHRlM\AS:r
•;:';;; ':;::tREESV ;!-^ 7 :'

M
« ^^«i«^™aassaaaaa «MUHM

'

ium * * COTTAGE or lot on either Me
of rlwir, Wfhlh » mllei of Winona.
Writs E-W pally Nawa.

;

:i ;:

" -7; ^I^UTE^AAAN;:.:^-

WtNGNh. tAILt¦\Smi-;'if¦ ¦:;
^^ ^

. ^etimj, VtnttbtT is. mi

' aMaaeia^aaMaalaaaN^MaaaaajMaaasssBBassajBMSKie)*^^

Ford — Lincoln ~ Mer cury — Comet

Open Friday evening nnd Saturday afternoon

VYinona

I

By Chests r Gould

DICK TRACY

eBBaa^aaBBi

a4^Mii^iisa»»a»a»al.»-a»a»»»laaa»l
eTaTeaTBaaBTaTeTaBTeTaTaTBTaTeTBTBB^^
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V *»V Ct.nm

BUZZ SAWYER

;

nn.

'

BEETLE BAILEY"
_
,

-

"

j

*"~T—"tmir ~¦

¦

, ^

,——¦

By Don Sherwood

DAN FLAGG

-v/

>i/r.a- .tii.,ii*i\jy rnJT^JUIH u

"wn rr——————————— m i

¦

By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER

By Milton Canniff"

STEVE CANYON

,« »

.-

*HB"aeal*eBTaWe&iiaTajaPWnwei^fB^

Haddad's Have a Wonderful

.gfe

_^Hs»BBr^^*

jt

'& i
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FREE
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mmM ^
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I

Giff

And

Wrapping?

FREE

from

\] l
l

Haddad' i. This regular $1.00

.
value

is yours, as a

each

$5.00

...
... with
gift

incoming

Dry

-*k ,*d " 1-Cleaning Order. Hurry ! Tha
up your dry cleaning right
now

and tend it to

f tI
f Ml M

' ^BBBBBBB
BH

BBBBBBBBBBB
BI

aaaaV^saaaaa^^sBBaHaam

B

«BBBBBBB
I
BBTBBBBBI

.aaataaaai

0Zy warrn
S°W T> S and pajamas will delight every
^ torn
,)eaut L1l ro , or duster
afly
on
your
^
^s' ' Pretty
'£I1cl
'°
' ' a^c' a
Christmas
picture!
P' cte ,he
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v-/ith Each $5.00 Incoming

r•

Dry Cleaning
Order!
•*
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LLaJS fil/^l')P1/£I^P1-'!
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W6S

Main

1 GOWNS - - - $3.98 to $5.98
1 PAJAMAS - - $3.98 to $6.50
1 DUSTERS - - $3.98 to $5.98
J
m\e*

mrmmr fmrnmr |

St.

Phone 2301

MJ j I
I V i |

I ROBES - - $11.98to $17.98

HAD-

DAD'S and receive your FREE
gift wrap.

I

<- :

^
|

^^^^^^ H

aaa^saa^ffimHaaaBV
a^sf^^saaaaaaa^sixnDBi

B
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^
^
^
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get 20 feet of 26" wide wra p

co lor, absolutel y

BBBB
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m ^mWi—t^mL »

n^^afmaaRKaaBsL
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3 Rolls of Gorgeous

— you

in three different designs and

BBBBaBaaBsH

FOR YOU! i

>7

• Whof i more timel y than

H
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Christmaj
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By Chic Young

BL0NDIE

MI

—:.— r

r

By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

tr

B/ Morf Wa,k#r

I
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FREE GIFT WRAPPING
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60 West Third Street
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